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Summary

Laser technology in medical applications is a fascinating field for both scientific and
non-scientific societies. The main motivation for using lasers in medicine is to attain a
contactless procedure, which lowers the risk of viral and bacterial infections, and leads to
a less painful, more flexible and, often, faster procedure. Lasers are capable of ablating
even the most rigid tissues, such as bone. For this thesis project, a laser system for deep
bone ablation was optimized, with the ultimate purpose of implementing the laser system
in an endoscopic device for minimally invasive bone surgery.

In the first part of the thesis, an erbium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet (Er:YAG)
laser was optimized and paired with a suitable irrigation system to cool down the tissue,
and with a feedback system to control the tissue temperature and prevent carbonization.
The irrigation system consisted of a novel water jet measuring 50µm in diameter at 30 bar
pressure. The water jet was very fine and its laminar flow regime reached up to 15 cm,
making it very useful for irrigation during deep bone ablation. With this optimized laser
system, it was possible to reach ablation depths of up to 21mm in cortical bone.

In the second part of the thesis, the Er:YAG laser was coupled into di↵erent fibers:
germanium oxide, sapphire, zirconium fluoride, and a hollow-core silica waveguide. Ulti-
mately, a germanium oxide fiber was selected. The beam was refocused using a suitable
miniaturized lens system; with this setup, ablation depths of up to 10mm in cortical
bone were achieved.

The results obtained in this thesis open up the possibility of further optimizing laser
and fiber systems to achieve greater ablation depths in less time. This thesis was part
of the Minimally Invasive Robot-Assisted Computer-guided LaserosteotomE (MIRACLE)
project, which aims to develop a robotic endoscope to perform laser-based, contact-free
bone surgery.
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Zusammenfassung

Lasertechnologie in der Medizin ist ein faszinierendes Feld für die wissenschaftliche
wie auch die nichtwissenschaftliche Gemeinschaft. Die Hauptmotivation für den Einsatz
von Lasern in der Medizin besteht darin, einen berührungslosen Eingri↵ zu ermöglichen,
was das Risiko von viralen und bakteriellen Infektionen senkt und zu einem weniger
schmerzhaften, flexibleren und oft auch kürzeren Eingri↵ führt. Laser ermöglichen auch
das Abtragen von hartem Gewebe, wie beispielsweise Knochen. In dieser Dissertation
wurde ein Lasersystem für tiefe Knochenschnitte optimiert, mit dem letztendlichen Ziel,
das Lasersystem in ein endoskopisches Instrument zu integrieren und damit minimal inva-
sive Knochenchirurgie zu ermöglichen. Im ersten Teil der Arbeit wurde ein Er:YAG-Laser
optimiert und mit einem geeigneten System zur Kühlung und Befeuchtung des Gewebes,
sowie einem Rückkopplungssystem zur Kontrolle der Gewebetemperatur und zur Vermei-
dung von Karbonisierung ausgestattet. Das Kühlungs- und Befeuchtungssystem bestand
aus einem neuartigen Wasserstrahl, mit einem Durchmesser von 50µm bei einem Druck
von 30 bar. Der Wasserstrahl war sehr schmal und sein laminares Strömungsregime re-
ichte bis zu 15 cm, was ihn für die Kühlung und Befeuchtung des Gewebes bei tiefen
Knochenschnitten sehr nützlich macht. Mit diesem optimierten Lasersystem konnten im
kortikalen Knochen Schnitttiefen von bis zu 21mm erreicht werden.

Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit wurde der Er:YAG-Laser in unterschiedliche Lichtleitfasern
aus unterschiedlichen Materialien eingekoppelt; Germaniumoxid, Saphir, und Zirkoni-
umfluorid. Auch eine Hohlkern-Silizium Lichtleitfaser wurde getestet. Letztendlich
wurde eine Germaniumoxid-Lichtleitfaser ausgewählt und der Laserstrahl wurde nach
der Lichtleitfaser mit einem geeigneten Linsensystem fokussiert. Mit diesem Aufbau
wurden im kortikalem Knochen Schnitttiefen von bis zu 10mm erreicht. Die in dieser
Arbeit erzielten Ergebnisse ermöglichen es, Laser- und Lichtleitfasersysteme weiter zu
optimieren, um in kürzerer Zeit tiefere Knochenschnitte zu realisieren. Diese Arbeit war
Teil des Projekts “Minimally Invasive Robot-Assisted Computer-guided LaserosteotomE”
(MIRACLE), welches die Entwicklung eines robotischen Endoskops zur Durchführung
von laserbasierter, berührungsfreier Knochenchirurgie zum Ziel hat.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Osteotomy is a surgical operation that has been used since ancient times, especially for
bone alignment. Bone alignment can provide the patient with better posture by correct-
ing a↵ected areas of the skeleton. Several traumas generated in the bones, induced either
by accidents or diseases, can only be fixed by means of osteotomy. For example, pain
due to arthritis in the knee can be relieved by removing a wedge from the tibia, on the
side with healthy cartilage. The procedure allows the patient to shift their body weight
by tilting the tibia and femur toward the healthy side, removing weight from the dam-
aged cartilage [1]. Osteotomy is also necessary to correct hip dysplasias or deformities.
Here, sections of the hip joint are removed to stabilize alignment, thereby improving the
patient’s posture [2]. Osteotomy of the jaw is needed when some malocclusions, such
as severe mandibular retrognathia, cannot be corrected with orthodontics. Mandibular
retrognathia is a deformity of the jaw joints such that both jaws are misaligned with
respect to one another. The lower first molar is posterior to the upper first molar. Or-
thognathic surgery (a type of osteotomy) is performed on the jaws to correct the patient’s
occlusion [3].

New technologies have improved osteotomy procedures, however, conventional oscil-
lating saws and drills are still in use. Among the drawbacks of using mechanical tools are
vibrations and mechanical stress, and the risk of contamination due to contact, especially
in the case of open surgeries, leading to prolonged healing processes. With the use of
mechanical tools, it is very di�cult to achieve the flexible shape desired by surgeons.
Lack of flexibility can lead to inadequate surgical practices, compromising functionality,
aesthetics, and stability of the region where the surgery has been performed. The risk of
contamination, along with large lesions and delayed healing times, have decreased with
new approaches for minimally invasive surgeries. In minimally invasive surgeries, smaller
openings are made in the skin and smaller tools are introduced into the body, resulting
in less trauma [4].
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4 Introduction

Shortly after the first realization of the laser by Mainman in 1960 (Ruby laser) [5],
researchers began investigating the e↵ect of lasers on biological tissues, envisioning diag-
nostic and treatment applications with laser light [6–9]. For treatment applications, laser
ablation of hard tissues has been investigated extensively. Several studies demonstrate
e�cient ablation of hard tissue (dentin, enamel, bone, cartilage) with lasers, especially
with those in the mid-infrared wavelength region [10–12]. Based on these studies, laseros-
teotomy, that is, cutting bone with lasers, has become a promising tool to overcome the
current challenges of standard osteotomy with mechanical implements. Lasers allow for
contactless cutting, free and flexible cutting shapes, and localized ablation that minimizes
heat in the surrounding tissue. Therefore, the side e↵ects of conventional osteotomy tech-
niques can be overcome by implementing lasers instead. Lasers delivered by means of
optical fibers can be used in minimally invasive procedures [13], reinforcing the enormous
potential of laserosteotomy.

Currently, the extent to which laser technology is implemented in clinics for deep
ablation (> 1 cm) of hard tissues is very limited, and has not yet been reported in the
literature. The first robotic device used for laserosteotomy in clinics was a free-space laser
called CARLO® [14–16]. The device performed the world’s first clinical bone surgery on
3 July 2019. It was used for a mid-face human laserosteotomy in vivo at the Department
of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, University Hospital Basel, Switzerland. CARLO®

has been used to operate on 28 patients since early July 2020, at the University Hospital
Basel. Minimally invasive laserosteotomy requires additional technologies in the field of
fiber optics. The Swiss flagship project MIRACLE, short for Minimally Invasive Robot-
Assisted Computer-guided LaserosteotomE, at the University of Basel, aims to build such
a device. The MIRACLE project has envisaged an endoscopic device capable of deep
bone ablation in minimally invasive procedures, using lasers delivered through optical
fibers.

1.2 Contribution

The PhD project presented in this thesis provided an e�cient ablation laser for the
MIRACLE flagship project. First, a free-space laser and irrigation system was optimized
for deep bone ablation, achieving a maximum depth of 21mm in pure cortical bone.
Next, high-power laser delivery through optical fibers was optimized by exploring the
maximum capacity of the fibers to transmit laser light. Finally, bone was ablated by
means of an optical fiber and a miniaturized refocusing lens system, resulting in deep
bone ablation up to a maximum depth of 10mm. With these achievements, the first
prototype for endoscopic laser ablation was developed for the MIRACLE project.

1.3 Outline

The following two chapters present the main concepts underlying this research and its re-
sults. In the first part of Chapter 2, the basic concepts of light amplification by stimulated
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emission of radiation (LASER) are explained. The second part of Chapter 2 describes
the principles of fiber optics, whereby the laser light is transported through wave-guides,
making the delivery system to the ablation zone more compact and flexible. Chapter 3
describes the concepts of laser-tissue interaction, focusing on bone ablation. The the-
ory presented in Chapters 2 and 3 formed the basis for understanding and developing
a laser system that would meet the needs of the MIRACLE project. Chapters 4, 5,
and 6 contain the publications that show the results obtained from the research project.
Chapter 4 reviews studies showing the feasibility of using Er:YAG lasers for hard tissue
ablation, the implications of using water for cooling (first paper), and attempts to opti-
mize the lateral speed of line ablation in bone (second paper). Chapter 5 describes the
optimized Er:YAG laser parameters and a novel irrigation system for deep bone ablation
in free-space. Chapter 6 is a study of laser coupling in fibers suitable for transmitting the
Er:YAG laser light. Using the optimized irrigation system and the main results outlined
in Chapter 5, ablation through optical fibers was made possible. The thesis concludes in
Chapter 7 with a discussion of the findings, outlook for future research, and some closing
remarks.
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Chapter 2

Properties of laser beams and fiber

optics

2.1 Stimulated absorption, spontaneous emission, and
stimulated emission

Let’s assume a quantum system (e.g., a molecule, an atom, an ion, or a subatomic
particle) of two energy levels; the ground level E1 and an excited state E2. When the
atomic particle remains in the ground level and an external electromagnetic wave of
frequency ⌫ and energy E2�E1 = h⌫ (h is the Planck’s constant h = 6.626⇥10�34 Js [17]),
is incident on the material, the particle undergoes a transition to an excited state of energy
E2, this is called a stimulated absorption process [18].

The transition from an excited energy state E2 to the ground energy state E1 is
a decay. One possible decay is the spontaneous emission. In spontaneous emission,
by energy conservation principle, the quantum system decays by emitting a quantized
amount of energy; a photon, with energy E2 � E1 = h⌫.

In contrast, if the excited-state particle is perturbed by an electromagnetic wave of
frequency ⌫, an additional photon with the same phase, polarization, frequency, and
direction of travel as the photons of the incident wave will be emitted, this process is
called stimulated emission.

The energy transitions described above are probabilistic processes, an illustration is
shown in Fig. 2.1.

7
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E1 E1
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hν hν
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the stimulated absorption, spontaneous emission, and stimulated

emission processes. Image adapted with permission from [18].

2.2 Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of
Radiation: LASER

The main components of a laser are an energy source or pump, a gain or active medium,
and an optical resonator or cavity. For simplicity, let’s consider the gain medium as the
two-level quantum system described in the previous section. The electrons of the atoms
in the gain medium can be excited from the ground energy state E1 to an excited energy
state E2 by the action of an external source (the pump) via stimulated absorption. For
this process to happen, the pump must have energy E2 �E1 = h⌫. The electron rapidly
returns to the ground state releasing a photon of energy E2�E1 by spontaneous emission.
When the electron is already in an excited state and interacts with a stimulating photon,
this photon perturbs the electron and forces it to return to the ground state, and emits
a photon via stimulated emission. The emitted photon ideally has the same frequency,
phase, direction, and polarization as the stimulating photon [18]. This process must
be generated multiple times to produce amplification of the laser light. There is no
possibility to produce laser light via spontaneous emission, since the photons released
go in a random direction [19]. For an electron to undergo stimulated emission instead
of spontaneous emission, there must be enough time for the transitions. As the photon
emitted by spontaneous emission serves as the seed to trigger an avalanche of stimulated
emissions in the atoms, and since the lifetime of an electron in an excited state is too short,
the result is that there will not be enough excited atoms nearby to undergo stimulated
emission. Therefore, to generate stimulated emission, the upper state must have a longer
lifetime. This usually never happens in a two-level system, instead, a more realistic
system is called quasi-three-level system. Here the two energy levels are two manifolds
(or Stark level manifolds: groups of energy levels which have very similar energies due
to the Stark e↵ect [20]) whose energy levels E1a, E1b and E2a, E2b are very close to each
other (see Fig. 2.2).
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Figure 2.2: Diagram of a quasi-three-level system.

When the gain medium is pumped and the electron is excited to the upper state E2b,
the electron undergoes a fast decay called radiationless transition in the upper manifold,
where no photons are emitted. In the fast decay, the energy is dissipated, for example
in the form of heat. The lower manifold state E2a in the upper energy level has a longer
lifetime, allowing the stimulated emission to happen. In addition, to ensure stimulated
emission, the probability that a stimulating photon is absorbed must be minimized. This
leads us to the concept of population inversion, see Section 2.2.1. As stimulated emission
occurs, more and more stimulating photons interact with the atoms inside the optical
resonator composed of two mirrors, one highly reflective and one partially transmissive
(Fig. 2.3), allowing partial transmission of the generated photons to go outside the cavity,
those photons form the laser beam. To keep the process going, many generated photons
stay in the cavity amplifying the laser light.

Pumping source

Atoms

Gain medium

High 
reflection

Partial 
transmission

Laser 
beam

Optical resonator

Figure 2.3: Schematic of a typical laser.
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2.2.1 Population inversion

Once the gain medium has more atoms in an excited state than in a lower energy state,
the gain medium undergoes population inversion, meaning that the thermal equilibrium
condition (when absorption predominates) is not anymore fulfilled. When the population
inversion is achieved, the rate of stimulated emission is higher than the rate of absorption
of light in the medium, producing an amplification of the light. However, this scheme
would not be e�cient because it requires very strong pumping to send the electron back to
the excited state. While pumping the active medium, the incoming wave would produce
more transitions from level 1 to level 2 than from level 2 to level 1 [18,19]. After a while
the absorption and the stimulated emission will compensate to each other, the system
is called two-level saturation. Under this scheme, the laser will never work because the
population inversion cannot be achieved. The most common laser schemes are referred
to quasi-three-level system (Fig. 2.2), three-level system, and four-level system (Fig. 2.4).

1

1

3 3

Three-level system Four-level system

2 2

0

pu
m

pi
ng

pu
m

pi
ng

fast decay fast decay

fast decay
laser

laser

Figure 2.4: Diagrams of three- and four-level laser systems. Image adapted with permission

from [18].

In a three-level system, the atoms are raised from the ground level 1 to an excited level
3, if the atoms rapidly decay to level 2 (e.g by radiationless decay), then, the population
inversion can be obtained between level 2 and level 1. In a four-level system, the atoms
are raised from the ground level 0 to an excited level 3. Again, if the atom rapidly decays
from level 3 to level 2, a population inversion can be obtained between levels 2 and
1. An example of three-level system is the first laser ever built; the ruby (Cr3+:Al2O3)
laser [5]. Examples of four-level system are the Er:YAG laser at wavelength 2.94µm and
the neodymium yttrium aluminium garnet (Nd:YAG) laser at 1064 nm [18,21].

2.2.2 Types of lasers

In general, laser systems are classified in continuous wave (CW) and pulsed lasers, some
lasers operate in both ways. Although all lasers have the same principle of operation,
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there are di↵erent types of medium. The most common types of lasers are gas, liquid,
solid-state crystal, semiconductor, and optical fiber [22]. In Chapter 3, the lasers which
are mainly used in medicine will be described.

Er:YAG laser operation

In erbium doped lasers, the transition between the upper active level 4
I11/2 and the lower

level 4I13/2 allows laser output near 3µm. The Er:YAG is a solid-state laser, whose crystal
Er3+:YAG has a yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG) host and a 50% doping concentration
of Er3+ ions. Figure 2.5 shows a diagram of the lowest energy levels of the laser crystal and
the most important transitions that allow having emission at the oscillation wavelength
of 2.94µm in a four-level system.
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Figure 2.5: Diagram of the lowest energy levels of the Er
3+

:YAG crystal and the most important

transitions that allow to obtain laser emission at 2.94µm. (a) Direct pumping. (b) Indirect

pumping. (c) Cross relaxation. (d) Upconversion from the lower laser level. (e) Upconversion

from the upper laser level. (f) Laser transition: emission at � = 2.94µm. Image adapted with

permission from [23].

The Er:YAG laser transition is very particular since the upper laser level 4
I11/2 has

shorter lifetime (⌧2 = 0.12ms) than the lower laser level 4
I13/2 (⌧1 = 7.25ms) [24]. In

classical laser theory, the population inversion in a four-level system where ⌧1 > ⌧2 would
not produce CW laser operation mode, because it assumes only one transition from the
upper level (Fig. 2.5(f)), therefore the system would lase only in a pulsed self-terminating
mode [25], which is the most common Er:YAG high-power laser operation available.
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However, e�cient CW laser operation has been achieved due to the existence of other
transitions from the upper state, and to the splitting of the laser levels into manifolds
[24]. Two pumping mechanisms are produced in Er:YAG lasers; direct and indirect
pumping [23]. Direct pumping (Fig. 2.5(a)) encompasses the ground state absorption
of the Er3+ ions and the excitation to the energy levels 4

I11/2,
4
I9/2, and 4

F9/2, followed
by a nonradiative relaxation of 4

I9/2 and 4
F9/2 to the upper laser level 4

I11/2. The
indirect pumping (Fig. 2.5(b)) consists of shorter wavelength excitation to the energy
levels 4

S3/2,
2
H11/2, and 4

F7/2, and subsequently, a nonradiative relaxation of 2
H11/2

and 4
F7/2 to the level 4

S3/2. An ion from this level and a ground state ion produce
cross relaxation (Fig. 2.5(c)), populating both the upper 4

I11/2 and the lower laser level
4
I13/2. This mechanism helps the two upconversion mechanisms present in the Er:YAG
laser; upconversion from the lower laser level (Fig. 2.5(d)), and from the upper laser level
(Fig. 2.5(e)) [26]. At su�cient high pumping rate, the multiple transitions of the Er:YAG
laser suppress the pulsed self-terminating mode allowing an e�cient CW operation [27,
28].

2.2.3 Main properties of laser beams

The capacity of the laser to have high degree of (1) monochromaticity, (2) coherence, (3)
directionality, (4) radiance, and (5) short time duration, makes it di↵er from other laser
sources [18].

Monochromaticity

Laser beams can have a very narrow spectrum band, therefore, the emitted wavelength �
is, in many cases well defined. For example, for lasers in the visible spectrum, their emit-
ted color is unique. Due to the quantized energy levels of the atom, the electromagnetic
wave has a defined frequency as well, namely ⌫, described in Sec. 2.1. The first reason
why the wavelength of the laser has narrow band is that only the electromagnetic wave of
frequency ⌫ can be amplified in the gain medium, providing a unique wavelength, related
to the frequency through the relation � = c/⌫, where c is the speed of light in vacuum;
c ⇡ 2.998⇥ 108m/s. The second reason is that the cavity composed of two mirrors can
only resonate at the resonant frequencies of the cavity.

Directionality

The high directionality of a laser beam means that the beam has very small divergence.
This property comes from the fact that the wave propagates in a resonant cavity com-
posed of two mirrors, the waves orthogonal to the mirrors are the ones that are amplified
and therefore go outside the cavity, forming the laser beam. The laser beam is relatively
narrow and travels in a specific direction, parallel to the resonant cavity. The divergence
of a beam can be obtained in the far field as ✓ = w(z)/z; where ✓ is the half-angle beam
divergence, w(z) is the beam radius at the propagation position z. The divergence of a
laser beam can be determined in di↵erent ways depending on the type of beam present in
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the cavity. We are interested in lasers producing Gaussian beams, this will be discussed
in Sec. 2.3.

Coherence

The two concepts of coherence are the temporal coherence and the spatial coherence, both
are characteristics of a laser, and are independent to each other.

The spatial coherence is given when two points that belong to the same wave front
(along the laser’s beam profile) of the electromagnetic wave, keep a fixed phase di↵erence
at di↵erent times. In reality, for having a high space coherence, the two points remain
on a finite area with respect to each other, this is partial spatial coherence. The high
spatial coherence is a prerequisite for strong directionality of the beam. For measuring
the spatial coherence degree, the phase front fluctuation of the wave should be measured
by means of a wavefront sensor which is available in the market. However, those sensors
are usually expensive. For a laser with Gaussian beam distribution, a sense of the spatial
coherence degree can be given by the beam quality measurement. The beam quality
provides information about how the beam di↵ers from an ideal Gaussian beam with
perfect spherical wavefront. A more detailed explanation about the beam quality will be
discussed in Sec. 2.3.5.

The temporal coherence is given when the electric field at a certain point of the
wavefront and the electric field at the same position but at a di↵erent time are highly
correlated. The temporal coherence provides information about the monochromaticity of
the laser through the coherence time or length. One way to measure the coherence time
of a laser is by means of an spectrometer, which can be used to determine the spectrum
bandwidth �� of the laser. The coherence length is given by Lc = c/n�f , where
�f = c/��, and n is the refractive index of the medium where the light is traveling. For
instance, a single mode Nd:YAG laser has a coherence length of 15 km [18].

Radiance (Brightness)

Due to the high directionality of the laser beam, the power of a laser can be easily
concentrated in a very small beam area. An example is the comparison between one
of the brightest commercial light source; a Mercury vapor lamp of output optical power
P = 10W at its most intense line � = 546 nm, and an argon ion (Ar+) laser of wavelength
� = 514 nm and output optical power P = 1W. The radiance of the lamp is L ⇠=
95W/cm2⇥ sr, and the radiance of the laser, calculated as L = (4P/�2) as it is di↵raction
limited is L ⇠=1.6⇥109W/cm2⇥ sr. The radiance of the Argon ion laser is 7 orders of
magnitude above the radiance of the lamp [18]. In general, the laser beams have greater
radiance than any other light sources.

Short time duration

Another important property of laser beams is their capability to concentrate their energy
in a very short time, leading to high peak power. Shortening the time can be achieved
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by changing the initial CW mode to pulsed mode by techniques like Q-switching, mode-
locking, or by pulsed pumping in case the laser cannot operate at CW. The Q-switching
operation produces short laser pulses typically of few tens of nanoseconds, and peak
power of the order of gigawatts. For Q-switching, a variable attenuator called Q-switch
is placed inside the cavity to prevent the laser amplification to happen, increasing the
energy losses and therefore the quality factor Q of the cavity. However, allowing the
population inversion to happen. Meanwhile, the pumped energy is being stored in the
cavity until reaching a saturation point. When the cavity reaches the saturation, the
attenuator mode is switched to decrease the energy losses. Afterwards, the amplification
occurs and therefore the pulsed laser is produced. The Q-switch device can be active when
it is externally controlled, or passive when the Q-switch is such that its transmission is
increased when the energy exceeds a certain threshold, it is called saturable absorber. The
mode-locking operation produces ultrashort laser pulses down to tens of femtoseconds.
Unlike the Q-switching technique, in mode-locking technique the laser amplification and
therefore the stimulated emission are not prevented to happen. Instead, a rapid light
modulator inside the cavity is used to divide the light into periods of the length of a
round trip in the cavity. The pulses duration depends on the Fourier transform of the
spectrum of the laser; the pulses get shorter as the spectrum gets wider. Laser pulses can
be also obtained by pumping the active medium with a pulsed light source or a pulsed
laser itself. The laser pulses produced when the pumping source is pulsed are usually
much larger than the ones produced with Q-switching, reaching up to ms pulse durations.
Active Q-switching of a flashlamp-pumped high-power Er:YAG laser has been achieved
by using a mechanically spinning mirror as part of the cavity of the laser; output energy
as high as 805mJ with a pulse duration of 61 ns at 1Hz repetition rate was achieved [29].

2.3 Paraxial wave equation and Gaussian beams

2.3.1 Wave equation

Considering a medium with no charges (charge density ⇢ = 0) and no currents (current
density vector J = 0), the Maxwell’s equations are simplified as follows [30]:

r ·E = 0, (2.1) r⇥E = �@B
@t

, (2.2)

r ·B = 0, (2.3) r⇥B = µ0✏0
@E

@t
, (2.4)

where µ0 is the permeability in free space; µ0 ⇡ 1.256⇥10�6H/m, ✏0 is the permitivity
in free space; ✏0 ⇡ 8.854⇥ 10�12 F/m.

From Eqs. 2.1, 2.2, and 2.4, we have the equation which governs the propagation of
the electric field E in a medium with no charges and no currents:

r2E � 1

c2

@
2

@t2
E = 0, (2.5)
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µ0 and ✏0 are related to the speed of light in vacuum c as c2 = 1/µ0✏0.

2.3.2 Paraxial (Gauss) approximation

The paraxial approximation means that the optical rays are confined around the optical
axis [31]. We assume this approximation for a laser beam due to the laser properties
described in Sec. 2.2.3. Since the transverse distances are smaller than the longitudinal
distances, the angle ✓ between the optical axis and the propagation direction of the beam
can be approximated as follows

sin ✓ ' tan ✓ ' ✓. (2.6)

The partial di↵erential Eq. 2.5 can be solved by separation of variables, by separating
the electric field in space and time. Assuming that the electric field propagates in the z

direction and is linearly polarized in the direction n, (n ? z), the electric field can be
written as

E(x, y, z, t) = U(x, y, z)T (t)n, (2.7)

after substituting Eq. 2.7 in Eq. 2.5 and simplifying, we obtain the separation in space

(U(x, y, z)) and time (T (t)):

r2
U

U
=

1

c2T

d
2
T

dt2
. (2.8)

In Eq. 2.8, both sides should be equal to a constant value, for the subsequent calcu-
lations, let �k

2 be the constant. Therefore, the left side of Eq. 2.8 becomes the spatial
Helmholtz equation, and is written as follows

r2
U = �k

2
U. (2.9)

A solution of the spatial Helmholtz Eq. 2.9 in the paraxial approximation can be written
in the form

U(x, y, z) =  (x, y, z)e�ikz
, (2.10)

where  is the complex amplitude of the electric field E,  modulates the sinusoidal
exponential factor.

Replacing Eq. 2.10 in Eq. 2.9 and applying the corresponding spatial derivatives, we
obtain

r2
? � 2ik

@ 

@z
= 0, (2.11)

where r2
? =

⇣
@2

@x2 +
@2

@y2

⌘
is the transverse part of the Laplacian. Eq. 2.11 is the

paraxial Helmholtz equation [31].
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2.3.3 Propagation of Gaussian beams

Transforming the transverse Laplacian in cylindrical coordinates, Eq. 2.11 can be written

1

r

@

@r

✓
1

r

@ 

@r

◆
� 2ik

@ 

@z
= 0, (2.12)

a solution to the paraxial Helmholtz equation in cylindrical coordinates represents
the complex part of a Gaussian shape of the form:

 (r) = e
�i

h
p(z)+ kr2

2q(z)

i

, (2.13)

by now, the phase parameters of the ansatz are unknown, however, the idea is to find
conditions on p(z) and q(z) such that Eq. 2.13 is a solution of Eq. 2.11. Replacing
Eq. 2.13 in Eq. 2.12, we obtain several important parameters which define the Gaussian
beam propagation. One is the complex parameter (q(z)), whose inverse is separated into
real and imaginary part as

1

q(z)
=

1

R(z)
� i

�

⇡w2(z)
. (2.14)

From Eq. 2.14 two more concepts in Gaussian optics arise; the radius of curva-
ture (R(z)) of the wavefronts and the beam radius at the propagation position z (w(z)),
both describing the propagation of the fundamental Gaussian beam, also called transverse
electromagnetic mode (TEM) in its lowest order mode; TEM00 [18]. The radius of cur-
vature R(z) as a function of z is

R(z) = z

✓
1 +

Z
2
R

z2

◆
= z

"
1 +

✓
⇡w

2
0

�z

◆2
#
, (2.15)

and the laser beam radius w(z) as a function of z is

w
2(z) = w

2
0

✓
1 +

z
2

Z
2
R

◆
= w

2
0

"
1 +

✓
�z

⇡w
2
0

◆2
#
. (2.16)

Since the proposed solution is a Gaussian shape for the intensity distribution of the

beam, the amplitude is reduced by 1/e when r = r0 =
q

2ZR
k , which can be named as

the beam waist radius at z = 0 (w0): r0 = w0, and k as the wave number, related to the
wavelength as k = 2⇡/� therefore,

ZR =
⇡w

2
0

�
. (2.17)
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The definition found in Eq. 2.17 is very relevant in Gaussian optics for understanding
the propagation of a Gaussian beam. This quantity is called the Rayleigh length (ZR),
and defines the length over which the beam keeps confined in a very thin region while
propagating in z direction. Due to the symmetry in both sides of the beam along z, 2ZR

is considered to be the length at which the laser beam remains collimated and is called
depth of focus (DoF).

The function w(z) in Eq. 2.16 is an hyperbolic function, its asymptotes form a half
angle ✓ with the optical axis z, defined as

tan ✓ = lim
z!1

w(z)

z
=

�

⇡w0
=) ✓ =

�

⇡w0
, (2.18)

therefore, by using the paraxial approximation defined in Eq. 2.6, we have the def-
inition of the half divergence angle ✓ of a Gaussian beam propagating in free space
(Eq. 2.18).

By replacing 1/q(z) from Eq. 2.14 in the second exponential of Eq. 2.13, and using
the definition found in Eq. 2.16 for w(z), we obtain

exp

✓
�i

kr
2

2q(z)

◆
= exp

✓
�i

kr
2

2R(z)

◆
exp

✓
r
2

w2
z

◆
. (2.19)

Knowing q from Eq. 2.14, and integrating, the first phase of Eq. 2.13 is:

e
�ip(z) =

1

1� i
z
ZR

=
e
i tan�1( z

ZR
)

q
1 + z2

Z2
R

, (2.20)

where the trigonometric identity e
i tan�1(x) = 1+ixp

1+x2 was applied.
By looking at the phase of the paraxial approximation in Eq. 2.10, we can add the

phases found for Eq. 2.13 in Eqs. 2.19 and 2.20. Therefore, the total phase of the Gaussian
beam is:

� = kz +
kr

2

2R(z)
� tan�1

✓
z

ZR

◆
, (2.21)

where ' = � tan�1
⇣

z
ZR

⌘
is called the Gouy phase. The amplitude is defined by the

real part in Eq. 2.19, and the real part in Eq. 2.20. Hence, The electric field of the
Gaussian beam can be written as

E(x, y, z) =
w0

w(z)
exp

✓
� r

2

w2(z)

◆
exp

✓
�i

✓
kz +

kr
2

2R(z)
� '

◆◆
. (2.22)
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2.3.4 Higher-order modes

Also called transverse or spatial modes, the higher-order modes are solutions of the spatial
Helmholtz equation (Eq. 2.9). Such solutions are, for instance, the Hermite-Gaussian
beams or the Laguerre-Gaussian beams [18]. Most of the existing laser beams can be
modelled with one of those higher-order modes (including the pure Gaussian: transverse
electromagnetic mode TEM00) or superpositions of them.

Hermite-Gaussian beams

The Hermite-Gaussian beams can be written as the product of a Hermite polynomial
with a Gaussian function, their symmetry is rectangular, so their electric field can be
written in Cartesian coordinates:

En,m(x, y, z) =
w0

w(z)
e

⇣
� r2

w2(z)

⌘

Hn

 
x

p
2

w(z)

!
Hm

 
y

p
2

w(z)

!
e
�i

⇣
kz+ kr2

2R(z)��
⌘

,

where � = (n+m+ 1)'. The variations of the transverse field in directions x and y

are represented by the integers n and m, respectively. The Hermite polynomials are:

Hn(x) = (�1)nex
2 d

n

dxn
e
�x2

2 .

Laguerre-Gaussian beams

The Laguerre-Gaussian beams can be written as the product of a Laguerre polynomial
with a Gaussian function, this set is radially symmetric and therefore, their electric field
is written in cylindrical coordinates:

El,p(r, ✓, z) =
w0

w(z)
e

⇣
� r2

w2(z)

⌘ 
r
p
2

w(z)

!|l|

L
|l|
p

✓
2r2

w2(z)

◆
e
�i

⇣
kz+ kr2

2R(z)��
⌘

e
�i✓l

,

where � = (2p + |l| + 1)', L|l|
p

⇣
2r2

w2(z)

⌘
are the Laguerre polynomials with argument

⇣
2r2

w2(z)

⌘
. The radial index is represented by p and the helical index is represented by

l. These modes carry quantized optical angular momentum L = hl/2⇡ per photon [32].
The Laguerre polynomials are:

L
|l|
p (x) =

x
�|l|

p!
e
x @

p

@xp
(xp+|l|

e
�x).
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An alternative form of the Laguerre-Gaussian beams is visualized when taking the
real or the imaginary part of the beam electric field [33]. The normalized intensity
distributions of a Gaussian beam TEM00, and some higher-order Hermite and Laguerre
beams are visualized in Fig. 2.6. The intensity distributions of the alternative Laguerre-
Gaussian modes were calculated by taking the real part of their electric field.

Figure 2.6: Illustration of normalized intensity distributions: Gaussian beam TEM00 (a), some

higher-order Laguerre-Gaussian modes (b-f), some higher-order alternative Laguerre-Gaussian

modes (g-k), and some higher-order Hermite-Gaussian modes (l-p).

Spatial distortions in high-power solid-state lasers

Some high-power solid-state lasers like the Er:YAG possess beam distortions due to
several e↵ects, especially thermal e↵ects in the laser rod (typically the active medium of
high-power Er:YAG pulsed lasers has cylindrical geometry). These spatial distortions are
described as higher-order modes, which can also be combinations of them. Nonuniform
pumping in high-power solid-state lasers leads to a nonuniform temperature profile across
the laser rod, because the edges of the rod are pumped more than the center. Therefore,
the temperature of the rod surface is higher than the temperature of the center, creating
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a thermal lens which distorts the beam wavefront. Other thermal e↵ects associated with
thermal gradients are stresses caused to the active medium, leading to birefringence,
and therefore, distorting the beam too. Moreover, stress fracture occurs when the stress
induced by the temperature gradients in the active medium exceeds the tensile strength of
the medium. Compared to diode-pumped lasers, in flashlamp-pumped lasers, the thermal
e↵ects are more pronounced because additional nonradiative decay processes that do
not contribute to the laser output but add heat. Moreover, there is additional heating
because there is background absorption of the pump radiation by the host material, and
also because of impurity atoms. For instance, some measurements on Nd:YAG lasers
revealed that diode pumping produced in the rod crystal one third of the heat produced
by flashlamp pumping [21,34].

Compensation of the thermal e↵ects is challenging because the focal length of the
thermal lens and the birefringence level change with pump power. Due to the nonuniform
pumping, thermal lens leads to nonspherical aberrations because the focal length at
the center of the rod is di↵erent than that at the edges of the rod, so the thermally-
induced refractive index profile of the rod contains higher order terms. There are mainly
two possibilities to correct the nonspherical aberrations. The first approach is dynamic
correction by means of phase conjugation with a stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS)
mirror, where the amplified beam is reflected and then passed again through the amplifier
to compensate phase distortions. The second approach is static correction by means of
an aspheric plate. To compensate thermal birefringence, a Faraday rotator can be placed
between the rod and the rear mirror. A broader and deeper description on how to
compensate for thermal e↵ects in high-power solid state lasers are found in more detail
in [21].

2.3.5 The beam quality factor M2

A measure of the spatial distortion level is the beam quality factor (M2), it is defined as
the variation of a laser beam with respect to an ideal Gaussian beam TEM00 of the same
wavelength. The closer this factor is to 1, the closer to an ideal Gaussian beam the laser
is. The definition of the quality factor is

M
2 =

w0R✓0R

w0G✓0G
,

where w0R is the beam waist radius of the laser of interest, ✓0R is the half-divergence
angle of the laser of interest, w0G is the beam waist radius of the ideal Gaussian beam,
and ✓0G is the half-divergence angle of the ideal Gaussian beam. Usually, the comparison
is between the laser beam and the ideal Gaussian beam of the same beam waist radius.
Since the beam product w0G✓0G = �/⇡ is constant, it is convenient to calculate M2 as [35]

M
2 = ⇡

w0R✓0R

�
. (2.23)
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The Rayleigh length for real Gaussian beam (M2
> 1) defined in Eq. 2.17 becomes [19]

ZRw0R =
⇡w

2
0R

M2�
. (2.24)

From Eqs. 2.23 and 2.24, when the divergence of the beam ✓0R is constant, the depth
of focus (or 2ZRw0R) increases with increasing M2. In contrast, when the spot radius w0R

is constant, the DoF decreases with increasing M2.

For a laser which resonates in Hermite-Gaussian modes, the beam quality factor can
be calculated in each direction as follows [36]

M
2
x =

1X

n=0

1X

m=0

(2n+ 1)|C̃nm|2; M
2
y =

1X

n=0

1X

m=0

(2m+ 1)|C̃nm|2,

where C̃nm is the weighting factor for the electric fields of the modes contained in the

superposition.
For a laser which resonates in Laguerre-Gaussian modes, the beam quality factor M2

can be calculated as [36]

M
2
r =

1X

p=0

pX

l=�p

(2p+ l + 1)|C̃pl|2, (2.25)

where C̃pl is the weighting factor for the electric fields of the Laguerre-Gaussian modes

contained in the superposition.

Higher-order modes in high-power Er:YAG lasers

Because of the di�culty in finding sensors that capture the light beam of a mid-infrared
laser such as the Er:YAG, some authors have devised a way to capture the heat pattern
of several Er:YAG lasers at di↵erent energies and repetition rates [33]. The patterns
were acquired using thermal paper. The distribution of one of the patterns suggests
that the beam could be composed of at least two Laguerre-Gaussian beams, for example
LGl=0,p=3 and the alternative Laguerre-Gaussian beam LGl=1,p=3. However, the suggested
superposition might not be the only one that approximately resembles the shape of
the real beam. For instance, the authors of the study [33] suggested that the pattern
resembles the alternative LGl=1,p=3 only. The weighting of each mode can also vary, for
illustrative purposes, we used equal contributions from each of the modes.

The two beam intensity distributions suggested, their combination, and the real pat-
tern are shown in Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of normalized intensity distributions corresponding to the Laguerre-

Gaussian mode LGl=0,p=3 (a), the alternative Laguerre-Gaussian mode LGl=1,p=3 (b), the su-

perposition of the last two (c), and the real pattern of an Er:YAG laser obtained in thermal

paper (d). Image in panel (d) is adapted and reprinted with permission from [33].

Following the superposition of the modes LGl=0,p=3 and the alternative Laguerre-
Gaussian beam LGl=1,p=3, the beam quality factor M2 can be estimated with Eq. 2.25,
obtaining M2 =15, which is reasonable for a high-power Er:YAG laser.

2.3.6 Finding M2 experimentally

By measuring the size of the beam at several positions along its propagation axis z (see
Fig. 2.8(a)), the beam radius w(z) in Eq. 2.16 can be fitted by an Hyperbolic function
as observed in Fig. 2.8(b).

The fitting hyperbolic function possess the general form

Az
2 � Cy

2 +Dz + Ey + F = 0,

whose intersection point is K =
��D

2A ,
E
2C

�
. Centering the hyperbola in the z axis, then

E = 0, therefore, K =
��D

2A , 0
�
and the hyperbolic function can be written as
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A

C
z
2 +
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C
z +

F

C
,
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from which the beam size propagation y = d(z) ⌘ 2w(z) in z-direction can be written
as

d(z) =
p
a+ bz + cz2, (2.26)

where the following substitutions were done: c = A/C, b = D/C, and a = F/C.
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of the method to determine the quality factor M
2
of a beam. Measuring

the size of the beam at several positions using a focusing lens (a), and fitting the size to an

hyperbolic function (b).

The hyperbola’s beam waist is located at the intersection point K in its horizontal
axis z, therefore,

z0 = � b

2c
, (2.27)

is the position where the minimum beam radius is located in z-direction.
The beam waist (minimum beam diameter) is given by its position in z-direction by

replacing Eq. 2.27 in Eq. 2.26:

d0 =
1

2
p
c

p
4ac� b2, (2.28)
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from Eq. 2.23, and replacing w0 = d0/2 from Eq. 2.28, we obtain

M
2 =

⇡

8�

p
4ac� b2, (2.29)

from Eq. 2.17 and Eq. 2.28 as well, we get the fitting parameters for the Rayleigh
length ZR:

ZR =
1

2c

p
4ac� b2, (2.30)

finally, we can also find the fitting parameters for full beam divergence angle ⇥ = 2✓
from Eqs. 2.17, 2.18, 2.28, and 2.30:

⇥ =
2w0

ZR
=

p
c. (2.31)

A more detailed explanation on the procedure for measuring the beam size at several
z positions and the fitting can be found in [35].

2.4 Basics of fiber optics

Nowadays, fiber optics has become the center of several technologies, for instance, optical
fibers are widely used in communication systems, allowing the transmission of information
in a fast and low-cost way [37]. Fiber-optic communication systems began in 1975, this
first generation was operated with gallium arsenide (GaAs) semiconductor lasers at a
wavelength near 0.8µm. The creation of optical fibers meant an enormous leap in the
transmission of information for communication systems. More specifically, the bit rate-
distance product BL, where B is the bit rate and L is the repeater spacing; the distance at
which the fiber needs a repeater device to regenerate the optical signal. The BL product
increased by a factor of 1018 in the past 180 years since the creation of the telegraph [38].
In other fields, such as medicine, the use of fiber optics is at the core of endoscopic
surgical tools for minimally invasive procedures. In medicine, optical fibers are used to
carry light from the source to the patient, providing a more flexible and less invasive
surgery. In contrast to communication systems, fiber distances of several kilometers are
usually not necessary in medicine. The light source can be installed inside the endoscopic
device or outside near the patient. Therefore, the BL product is negligible.

An optical fiber is a waveguide structure that has the ability to deliver light from
one place to carry light from one place to another through a flexible path. The main
components of an optical fiber are: a dielectric cylindrical central core through which
light is mainly transmitted, and its cladding, a dielectric material with lower refractive
index. The most commonly used optical fiber is the step index fiber, whose core refractive
index remains constant along the fiber length [39].
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In the following lines, we will describe the basics and the most relevant concepts of
fiber optics in medicine, especially the delivery of laser light for endoscopic laser surgeries.

2.4.1 Total internal reflection

When light travels from one medium to another, the velocity of the wave changes, result-
ing in refraction of light, which is due to the di↵erent refractive index of the materials.
The relationship between the refractive index of the incident n1 and the refracted n2 rays
is known as the Snell’s law [31]:

n1 sin ✓i = n2 sin ✓ra, (2.32)

where ✓i is the incident ray angle, and ✓ra is the refracted ray angle.

In 1841, Daniel Colladon first demonstrated that light was guided in a jet of water
falling from a tank, Colladon is considered the pioneer of fiber optics [40]. When light
is coupled to an optical fiber, propagation through the fiber is made possible by the
di↵erence in refractive index of the core and cladding. In an optical fiber, a light ray
travels from a medium with higher refractive index n1 to a medium with lower refractive
index n2, there is an incident angle called the critical angle ✓C , at which the refracted
ray reaches 90�. Since ✓ra = 90�, from the Snell’s law Eq. 2.32, the critical angle is
✓C = sin�1

�
n2
n1

�
. At higher angles of incidence, there is no refracted ray, and the light

only undergoes reflection within the medium. Therefore, light undergoes total internal
reflection, all light rays entering the medium at ✓T > ✓C face the same phenomenon, see
Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic representing Snell’s law and the total internal reflection phenomenon.

Since the shape of the fiber is cylindrical, when the ray reaches the second interface
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once again, it experiences total internal reflection again. Multiple internal reflection is
the way light propagates through an optical fiber.

2.4.2 Types of optical fibers

The most common fibers are glass-based, for instance the silica fiber, which is transparent
in part of the visible and in the near infrared region; 600 - 1600 nm, except in 1400 nm. Its
highest transmission is at 850 nm, 1300 nm, and 1550 nm; the telecom wavelengths. Some
silica fibers are also used in the UV region. Plastic fibers operate primarily in the visible
region. Other non-silica fibers are made to operate in the infrared region [37]. Figure 2.10
shows examples of the refractive index distribution of the most common fibers. In general,
optical fibers are classified in three groups. The step-index multimode fibers, the core
size is very large compared to the cladding size. The graded-index multimode fibers have
a special distribution of refractive index in the core, being maximum only along the axial
direction, their core size occupies around half of the total size of the fiber. The multimode
fibers are capable of transmitting several modes, these fibers have usually large core sizes
of more than 50µm up to 600µm. When the optical fiber core size is much larger than
the wavelength of the light, a geometrical optics approach based on using light rays can
explain how light travels along the fiber [22]. This is always the case for multimode fibers.
The step-index single-mode fiber supports only one mode, and the result is obtaining a
very nice and clean Gaussian TEM00 beam at the output. However, the coupling of the
light becomes harder, because the core size is too small, typically 8-12µm in diameter.

Step index fiber

Graded index fiber

Single mode fiber

n

n

n

r

r

r

n core

n cladding

n core
n cladding

n core
n cladding

Figure 2.10: Drawing of the most common optical fibers.
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2.4.3 Numerical aperture

The numerical aperture (NA) is a measure which specifies the acceptance angle of the
fiber for collecting the light. The NA is the sine of the acceptance angle. Once the light
is coupled into the fiber, it must be reflected from the cladding at an angle ✓i > ✓C . Since
the light is entering the fiber core from another medium (usually the air; n= 1), there
is a limit to the entrance angle to the core, such that light propagates through the fiber
fulfilling total internal reflection. All the light rays that do not lie within the maximum
acceptance angle will strike the cladding at a less angle than the critical angle. Therefore,
those rays will be refracted into the cladding and be lost. The numerical aperture of a
fiber is defined by its core and cladding refractive index at the wavelength of interest [39]:
NA= sin ✓a =

p
n
2
2 � n

2
1. To match the acceptance angle of the fiber ✓a with the input

beam, the divergence angle of the beam (Eq. 2.18) must be ✓  ✓a.

2.4.4 Losses in optical fibers

An optical fiber may not transmit 100% of the input power due to several reasons. Some
of the most relevant are the following [37]:

Attenuation

The attenuation is the rate at which the signal intensity decreases. Signal attenuation is
defined in terms of a logarithmic power ratio measured in decibels (dB):

Attenuation[dB] ⌘ �10 log
Pout

Pin
, (2.33)

where Pin and Pout are the input and output optical powers, respectively. Since
the attenuation is measured over distance, the commercial unit of measure used for
attenuation is dB/m or dB/km. The attenuation is an exponential loss of power and it is
directly proportional to the length of the fiber. The output power drops by half for every
incremental length of the fiber; the fiber absorbs energy at an exponential rate. Usually
glass fibers have low attenuation at 0.85, 1.3, and 1.55µm; as low as 2-3.2 dB/km, 0.3-
0.9 dB/km, and 0.15-0.6 dB/km, respectively. Due to their low attenuation over distance,
glass fibers are preferable for long distance systems.

Absorption losses

Mainly during the manufacturing process, a fiber acquires some impurities that absorb
the light transmitted through it. The impurities are ionized molecules such as iron,
copper, nickel, and water ions (OH�). The signal attenuation due to water ions occurs
mainly at wavelength 850 nm.
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Scattering losses

During the fiber production process, the molecular structure along the fiber may also
have some imperfections, which scatter the light while traveling through the fiber, this
is called Rayleigh scattering. The scattered light is dispersed in the cladding and then
lost. These irregularities can also happen in the core-cladding boundary, when the light
strikes those imperfections, it gets dissipated in the cladding and lost. Scattering at the
core-air boundary due to uneven surface can also cause energy loss either at the input or
output fiber tip.

Bending losses

An optical fiber can usually be bent without causing losses. However, when the bending
radius reaches a radius so small that the incident angle is smaller than the critical angle,
there is no total internal reflection anymore and losses occur. The minimum bending
radius depends on the fiber’s core and cladding material.

Radiation losses

Light can also travel in the cladding of the fiber, leading to losses in the output energy,
this happens mostly in fibers whose core/cladding refractive index change is minimal,
like graded index multimode and step index single mode fibers. This can also happen
when the light is not correctly coupled inside the core and therefore travels through the
cladding.

Fresnel reflection losses

The Fresnel reflection occurs at the core-cladding boundary or at the core-air boundary.
In the first case, when the light enters the core at lower angles than the critical one, there
is a portion of about 4% of the refracted light that is reflected into the core. The amount
is not su�cient to be carried until the output of the fiber, so it represents a loss instead.
On the other hand, when two fibers are connected to each other, there is always a small
amount of air in between. When the light travels from the core of the first fiber to the
core of the second fiber, the boundary core-air produces a Fresnel reflection into the core
of the first fiber. This generates a loss at the connection boundary as well.



Chapter 3

Laser ablation of biological tissue

3.1 Lasers in medicine

The spectral range shown in Table 3.1 corresponds to the classification from the ultravio-
let to the infrared wavelengths according to the International Commission of Illumination
(CIE) [41]. Lasers have been extensively used in medicine for both diagnostics and ther-
apeutics. The laser light used in medicine lies within a subgroup of the ranges shown in
Table 3.1; the biophotonics spectral window: 190 nm to 10.6µm [22].

Table 3.1: Wavelength ranges for various optical spectrum bands. Based on the CIE classifica-

tion.

Range Subgroup name Short names Wavelength range

Near ultraviolet NUV, UV-C 100 to 280 nm
Ultraviolet Mid ultraviolet MUV, UV-B 280 to 315 nm

Far ultraviolet FUV, UV-A 315 to 400 nm

Visible - VIS 360-400 to 760-830 nm

Near infrared NIR, IR-A 780 to 1400 nm (1.4µm)
Infrared Mid infrared MIR, IR-B 1.4 to 3µm

Far infrared FIR, IR-C 3 to 1000µm

Ophthalmology and dentistry were the first fields where lasers were studied shortly
after the invention of the laser in 1960 [42–44]. In ophthalmology, the helium–neon
(He-Ne) laser (� = 632.8 nm) was used in confocal laser scanning to make the topography
of the optic nerve, in this way, the laser system is capable of detecting glaucoma [45].
Nowadays, the method is similar but the laser used is a diode laser in the near infrared
region (� = 780�790 nm) [46]. When the retina su↵ers detachment, lasers can be used to
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weld the retina to the underlying tissue, the lasers commonly used for this are the Argon
ion at wavelengths 488 and 514 nm [47] and the Nd:YAG second harmonic laser (� =
532 nm). Diabetic macular edema in the retina is currently treated with a (� = 810 nm)
diode laser and a diode yellow laser (� = 577 nm) [48]. The UV argon fluoride (ArF)
excimer laser at wavelength � = 193 nm is also commonly used for refractive eye surgery
to reshape the curvature of the cornea. This type of surgery reduces or cure vision
problems such as myopia, hyperopia, presbyopia, and astigmatism [49]. In dentistry, the
main clinical applications are caries removal, endodontics, and implantology. The most
commonly lasers used in caries removal are the picosecond neodymium-doped yttrium
lithium fluoride (Nd:YLF) at � = 1053 nm [50] and the Er:YAG at � = 2.94µm [51].
In endodontics, removing infections of the root channel is currently performed using
the Nd:YAG and the Er:YAG lasers [52–54]. Low-power pulsed diode GaAs laser at
� = 904 nm is used for pain relief [55]. In dermatology, port wine stains are usually
removed by using Ar+ laser. For tattoo removal, the carbon dioxide (CO2) [56], Ar+ [57],
and Nd:YAG [58] are the most common lasers used. Skin cancer can be treated using
Nd:YAG laser [59, 60]. In other medical fields such as gynecology, gastroenterology, and
neurosurgery, the CO2 laser is widely used. In this thesis, the main focus is the use of
lasers in orthopaedics, i.e. laserosteotomy, a detail description can be found in Section 3.3.

3.2 Laser-tissue interaction

Laser-tissue interaction is presented in two ways; tissue acting on light and light acting
on tissue. The first one is used in medicine for diagnostics, the phenomena involved here
are: reflection, refraction, scattering, interference, and absorption. On the other hand,
light acting on tissue is used in medicine for therapeutics, and the phenomena involved
are: photochemical, photothermal, and photomechanical interactions [61]. In this section
we first briefly describe the interactions involved in tissue acting on light, and then the
interactions regarding light acting on tissue.

3.2.1 Tissue acting on light

When light interacts with tissue, light su↵ers changes in direction, intensity, velocity,
phase, frequency, and polarization. The changed light generally carries important infor-
mation about the tissue it had interacted with. To acquire and correctly interpret the
information, the concept of tissue acting on light can be broken down into several phe-
nomena. Here, the description of the involved phenomena is focused on the light-tissue
interaction for providing diagnostics.

Reflection and refraction

There are two types of reflection; the specular reflection, when the surface irregularities
are small compared to the wavelength of radiation, and the di↵usive reflection, when the
roughness of the reflecting surface is similar or larger than the wavelength of radiation.
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When light strikes a tissue surface and is reflected back due to the di↵erence in refractive
index between the incidence medium and the tissue, valuable information of the tissue
can be acquired. The most primitive use of light reflected to obtain information of a
material is the eye. A more technological, an optical microscope, used to observe objects
that the eye cannot observe. The microscope can also be used in transmission mode. The
refraction always occurs at the interface of two di↵erent media. Due to the di↵erence in
refractive index of the two media, when the light is transmitted into the second medium,
the wave velocity is changed and therefore the wave is deflected, changing its angle of
propagation inside the medium.

Scattering

A scattering event is a collision between two particles (photons, electrons, atoms, molecules).
When the collision is between a light wave and a medium, scattering occurs due to the
presence of non-uniformities (obstacles) in the medium. Reflection (either di↵usive or
specular) of light from the surface of a medium is a single scattering event. There ex-
ist di↵erent types of scattering depending on the wave’s wavelength and the obstacles
size. The most known scattering type is the Rayleigh scattering, it is elastic scattering
(wavelength does not change) between a light wave and a particle much smaller than
the wavelength, i.e. typically within the nanometer scale or less. In Rayleigh scattering,
the scattering intensity Is is inversely proportional to the fourth power of wavelength:
Is ⇠ �

�4 [22]. Therefore, Rayleigh scattering in the ultraviolet region of the electromag-
netic spectrum is much stronger than in the infrared region. Another example is the
Raman scattering, it is an inelastic scattering event because the vibration and rotation
states of the molecules change; the energy of the scattering particles change. Usually
the molecules of the medium are excited to higher energy states and have higher energy
after the scattering event. Therefore the photon energy of the light is reduced, this is
called Stokes shift. If the molecules are initially excited, the contrary occurs and the
event is called anti-Stokes shift. A Raman spectrum of the investigated medium can be
obtained with the help of a monochromator. The spectrum provides the energy shifts
of the material, providing information about the vibrational modes of the molecules.
This information can be used to obtain chemical compositions of materials, to di↵eren-
tiate tissue [62], for cancer diagnosis [63], or for tracking thermal changes in tissue like
carbonization [64].

Absorption

Absorption is a transfer of energy from the incident wave to the material where the wave
is passing through. For light, the photons absorbed by the material transform in another
energy type, for instance, heat. In optics, a transparent medium is the one which is not
absorbing energy from the incident wave, and an opaque material is the one which is
absorbing energy. The concepts of transparent and opaque are relative to the wavelength
of the light wave. The result of having light absorbed is that the intensity of the light is
reduced as it travels along the medium. The degree of absorption of a medium depends
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Figure 3.1: Absorption coe�cients of several tissue components and some of the existing laser

at di↵erent wavelengths. Figure adapted and reprinted with permission from [65].

on the electronic constitution of atoms and molecules, concentration of absorbing agents,
temperature of the material, thickness of the absorbing layer, and wavelength of the
electromagnetic radiation. The Beer-Lambert’s law describes the attenuation of a light
wave after passing through a medium of thickness z:

I(z) = I0 exp(�↵z), (3.1)

where I(z) is the intensity of the light after crossing the medium, I0 is the initial intensity
delivered to the medium, and ↵ is the absorption coe�cient of the medium at the specific
wavelength of the light wave. The inverse of the absorption is known as the optical
penetration depth L = 1/↵ if the scattering is neglected. Figure 3.1 shows the absorption
coe�cient of several biological tissues as water, hemoglobin, melanin, and hydroxyapatite
(the main component of bone) as a function of the wavelength.

Examples of medical lasers and their wavelengths are shown in the upper part of
the graph. An example of the use of absorption for diagnosis is the pulse oximetry.
The arterial oxygen saturation is calculated as the percentage of oxygenated hemoglobin
HbO2 divided by the sum of oxygenated hemoglobin HbO2 and deoxygenated hemoglobin
deoxy-Hb. A pulse oximeter consists of two high-intensity light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
working at 660 and 940 nm. The deoxygenated hemoglobin absorbs more at 660 nm and
the oxygenated hemoglobin absorbs more at 940 nm, the transmitted light is measured
by a silicon photo diode. The device is placed on a finger so the light travels between
the finger’s nail and the fingerprint side [66].
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3.2.2 Light acting on tissue

When light interacts with tissue, not only light su↵ers changes, tissue can also be a↵ected
by the interaction with the light. In this section, the e↵ects of light acting on tissue are
discussed, especially from a therapeutics point of view.

The main interactions where light a↵ects tissues are chemical, thermal, and mechan-
ical [61]. Such interactions lead to changing the phase of the tissues, changing their
physical properties. In general, the mechanisms are cell killing, heating, coagulation, and
ablation.

Figure 3.2: Diagram of laser-tissue interactions. In the cube, the mechanisms of interaction

are in the axis x, the tissue response in axis y, and the level of biologic structure in axis z.
Figure reprinted with permission from [61].

The cube in Fig. 3.2 serves to represent the events that take place when tissue is
being irradiated by laser. These interactions can be classified as photochemical (x1),
photothermal (x2), and photomechanical (x3). In y axis, the time course of the tissue
reaction is represented as immediate physical e↵ect (y1), delayed response (y2), and long-
term healing (y3). The tissue structures that can be a↵ected by the interaction with the
laser are organelles (z1), cells (z2), or tissues (z3). Since our purpose is investigating laser
ablation of bone and how to make it e�cient, the laser-tissue interactions will be mainly
focused on the immediate physical e↵ects (y1).
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Photochemical interactions

A photochemical interaction is when light can trigger chemical reactions in the molecules
of the tissues. The most known application of this type of interaction is the photodynamic
therapy (PDT), used for treating acne and for destroying cancer cells. In PDT, a pho-
tosensitizer is injected into a vein of the patient, it distributes among all soft tissues in
the body, except the brain. The photosensitizer is retained longer by the cancer cells,
and is activated only by means of light. The most common light sources used are diode
lasers, such as the gallium-aluminium-arsenide laser, which produces light in the range
770-850 nm [67]. Once the photosensitizer is activated in the cancer cells, the photosensi-
tizer molecule is excited to the triplet state T1. There are essentially two types of PDT,
the most important one is the type II, where, the energy is transferred to the oxygen
molecules directly, then excited oxygen particles (singlet oxygen) are generated, oxidizing
the adjacent cancer cells [68].

Photothermal interactions

The photothermal interaction is given when the laser energy is transferred to the tissue
in the form of heat, increasing its temperature locally, and undergoing thermal e↵ects.
The main photothermal interactions are desiccation and thermal injury [61]. Desiccation
is the process where the laser energy is removed from the tissue by escaping vapor, i.e.
the process of evaporation of water. Here, no thermal injury is created. Thermal injury
is the irreversible process of thermal denaturation. Coagulation is the immediate damage
caused to the tissue, it is a visible thermal e↵ect. While necrosis is the delayed damage
observed. These are low-temperature damage processes approximately up to 100 �C,
where water vaporization occurs. Tissue ablation by explosive vaporization occurs at
higher temperatures, and vaporization of carbon occurs at ca. 3550 �C [61].

Photomechanical interactions

The photomechanical interactions are present when lasers induce stress in the tissues,
where the tissues can be deformed or even can break (macroscopic like cracking, or micro-
scopic like microfractures or cellular disruption). Stress is reported in units of pressure,
i.e., bars, atmospheres, or pascals: 1 bar= 0.987 atm; 1 bar= 105 Pa. The action of a high-
power Er:YAG pulsed laser on hard tissue produces a photomechanical disruption of the
hard tissue extracellular matrix (ECM) by phase explosion and confined boiling [69]. The
concepts and phenomena involved will be discussed in the following sections.

3.3 Ablation of hard tissue with pulsed lasers

Dentistry is the field where hard tissue ablation using lasers have been widely studied
and applied in clinics, most of the lasers used in dentistry are the CO2 laser working at
9.3µm, erbium lasers like Er:YAG at 2.94µm and the erbium-chromium-dopped yttrium-
scandium-gallium garnet (Er,Cr:YSGG) at �=2.78µm are used for ablating dentin,
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enamel, soft tissue and caries [10–12]. The CO2 laser is also a good candidate for bone
ablation because the absorption coe�cient of water at �=9.3µm is also high compared
to other lasers. However, since the ablation mechanism is based on the tissue water phase
transitions (this topic will be discussed in Sec. 3.3.2), Er:YAG laser would still work bet-
ter, additionally, Er:YAG laser is a more compact laser, solid state, easier to handle, and
finding appropriate optical fibers is easier than for the CO2 laser. The holmium-doped
yttrium aluminium garnet (Ho:YAG) laser working at 2.1µm has been also studied in
dental tissues, however not yet used in clinics [70]. Other lasers which possess shorter
pulse width are also used for hard tissue ablation: Nd:YAG, Nd:YLF, titanium-doped
sapphire (Ti:Sapphire), and ultrashort pulse lasers.

3.3.1 Bone: properties relevant for laser ablation

The most complex and multicellular animals have four types of tissue in the body, namely
epithelial, connective, muscle, and nervous tissue [71]. The connective tissue is of our
particular interest, since bone is a type of dense connective tissue. Bone is the most re-
sistant tissue to bending and torsion, providing the body protection and support. There
are two types of bones, depending on the distribution and orientation of the collagen
fibers: lamellar bone (cortical bone) and non lamellar (cancellous bone). The cortical or
compact bone is the outer surface of the bone, is the most dense type of bone, therefore
provides protection to the skeleton, the cortical bone is about 80% of the total mass
of the skeleton. The cancellous or trabecular bone, also known as spongy bone is the
inner tissue of the bone, it is a porous tissue, it is less dense than the cortical bone,
therefore more flexible. Tissue composition, optical, thermal, and mechanical properties,
are relevant for laser ablation. Tissue ECM is the structure that provides stability, the
most abundant fibrous protein present in the ECM is the collagen, therefore, collagen
content is directly correlated to the strength of the tissue ECM. Cortical bone ECM is
composed approximately of 27% collagen, 13% water, and 60% mineral in the form of
hydroxyapatite crystallites; a compound form of calcium phosphate [72]. Enamel, the
external tissue of the teeth is the hardest tissue in the body, 95 to 98% of it is composed
of inorganic material (hydroxyapatite crystallites) [73]. Figure 3.1 shows the absorp-
tion coe�cient for di↵erent tissue components at di↵erent wavelengths, corresponding to
some existing lasers. The absorption coe�cient found for cortical bone at the Er:YAG
wavelength � = 2.94µm is ↵ = 2413 cm�1 [74], and the penetration depth, given by
the reciprocal of the absorption coe�cient (see Eq. 3.1) is L ⇡ 4µm, which is the char-
acteristic depth of laser energy deposition. Given the composition of cortical bone, its
absorption coe�cient at the Er:YAG wavelength is probably the highest (therefore the
lowest penetration depth) within the spectrum shown in Fig. 3.1, these optical properties
suggest very e�cient and precise bone ablation achieved by the Er:YAG laser.

The mechanical properties of the tissue strongly strongly the tissue water phase tran-
sitions during laser ablation. Figure. 3.3 shows the stress-strain curves for some soft
biological tissues. The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) is the maximum stress that tissue
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can withstand while being elongated or compressed before it brakes. In Fig. 3.3, the
dot symbol represents the UTS of the biological tissues shown, including that of cortical
bone [75]. The response of the tissues is mainly nonlinear and possess a concave shape.
The strain rates at which the tissues are loaded to acquire the curves in the figure are
very low; about the order of 10�3s�1. However studies at rapid deformation: strain rates
in the range 0.3-170 s�1 have shown that the UTS increases in proportion to the loga-
rithm of the strain rate [76–78]. According to the UTS data found in these studies, it is
very likely that at higher strain rates, like the ones produced during pulsed laser ablation
(105-107 s�1) the tissue UTS increases even further compared to the quasi-static loading
conditions [69].

𝜎

Figure 3.3: Stress-strain (elongation) curves of some soft tissues, and their UTS marked with

dot symbol. The bone UTS reported as 148MPa (1.48⇥108Pa) at elongation 0.028 [75] is also

marked in the diagram. Figure adapted and reprinted with permission from [69].

Some tissues like liver have a very weak ECM due to the low collagen content of
ca. 8% [79], while the UTS of bone is very high compared to soft tissues because its
ECM is stronger, it has a large amount of collagen (ca. 27%), which is similar for skin
(collagen content: 25-33%). When the laser interacts with the tissue, enough pressure
should be generated until reaching the UTS of the tissue to be able to brake it. The
phase transitions under laser action that tissues with strong ECM undergo are di↵erent
than those with weaker ECM [69].

3.3.2 Phase transitions during laser ablation

In principle, an ablation process gives rise to the fracture of chemical bonds in the ma-
terial, which produces the removal of molecules, molecular fragments, and molecular
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clusters. The fracture of chemical bonds during laser ablation produces formation of
voids, which are bubbles or cracks that allow the removal of the material in fragments.
The phase transitions involved in vaporization, molecular fragmentation, and void forma-
tion processes can be explained by photochemical, photothermal, and photomechanical
mechanisms. Nevertheless, we focus our study in photothermal and photomechanical
mechanisms to explain the laser ablation process of biological tissues, especially corti-
cal bone. The laser ablation mechanism in biological tissues is governed by the phase
transitions of the tissue water and their modification in the presence of the ECM. The
diagram of pressure vs. temperature (p-T) in Fig. 3.4 shows a projection of the phase
diagram in liquid and gaseous water. The point A is called the triple point, where the
solid, liquid and vapor phases coexist in thermodynamic equilibrium. Point C is called
the critical point, it is the temperature and pressure at which there is no thermodynamic
distinction between liquid and gas. Along curve A-C the liquid and vapor phases are in
equilibrium with each other, this curve is named the binodal. Along the curve B-C (called
the spinodal) the liquid is superheated, which means that the liquid is above its boiling
temperature (point 2 in the phase diagram) without vaporization, the states along this
curve are unstable. Point 1 in the phase diagram represents the liquid at temperature
below its vaporization point; for instance water at atmospheric pressure (1 atm) below
100 � (point 2). Surface vaporization is the equilibrium vaporization at the liquid-vapor
interface, this occurs at any point in the curve A-C. During laser ablation, the vapor
formation rates are usually higher than the rate of equilibrium vaporization, therefore,
the removal process becomes volumetric, providing e�cient ablation. Normal boiling is
a volumetric process where the vapor formation depends on the presence of nuclei of
vapor within the liquid. These nuclei trigger the nucleation and growth of vapor bub-
bles, producing partial vaporization of a liquid volume. The vapor-liquid layer where
the transition between saturated liquid and saturated vapor occurs has a thickness that
is comparable to the optical penetration depth L of the incident laser light. Normal
boiling is unlikely to happen in pulsed laser ablation of tissue, because the presence of
the extracellular matrix inhibits the mobility of the vapor bubbles [69]. Nevertheless,
the presence of the ECM modifies the phase transition occurring during laser ablation,
which will be explained in Sec. 3.3.3.
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Figure 3.4: Projection pressure vs. temperature of the thermodynamic phase diagram. The

points represent some states of interest for the current study: (1) the liquid at ambient temper-

ature and pressure, as an example, water at ambient conditions, i.e., pressure 1 atm and tem-

perature 25
�
C, its boiling temperature at ambient pressure is 100
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C, located at point (2), (3)

spinodal temperature at ambient pressure; 305
�
C for water, (4) saturated pressure (90.97 atm

for water) at ambient spinodal temperature, and the critical point for water is achieved at

374.14
�
C and 218 atm. Points (4’) and (5) will be explained in Sec. 3.3.3. Figure adapted and

reprinted with permission from [69].

3.3.3 Photomechanical ablation by phase explosion and con-
fined boiling

Phase explosion

When the rate at which the volumetric laser energy is deposited in the tissue is higher
than the rate at which this energy is consumed by vaporization and normal boiling, the
tissue water goes from point 1 to 2 (see Fig. 3.4), and its temperature continues growing in
the region between 2 and 3, where it is in a metastable superheated state. Once it reaches
point 3, the liquid is in an unstable state and spontaneously relaxes towards equilibrium
(a state in the binodal A-C), this process is known as spinodal decomposition. In spinodal
decomposition, the liquid separates into an equilibrium state where the saturated liquid
phase is mixed with the saturated vapor phase, this separation process involves a high
pressure rise via an isovolumetric transition from point 3 to point 4’ in Fig. 3.4. Here,
vapor bubble formation (nucleation) occurs too, it has been proved that there is a strong
dependence on the nucleation rate and the increase of the superheat temperature in the
liquid while it undergoes spinodal decomposition. Therefore, spinodal decomposition is
accompanied by bubble nucleation and this combined phase transition process is called
phase explosion [69, 80].
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Confined boiling

In the presence of ECM, in addition to the surface tension, the vapor pressure needed
to start bubble nucleation has to overcome the elasticity of the ECM as well [81], mean-
ing that the pressure needed for bubble growth in tissue is much higher than in liquids.
Therefore, the boiling temperature also increases. The process in which the vapor pres-
sure (and temperature) increases until exceeding the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of
the tissue is called confined boiling. When this occurs, the tissue undergoes explosive
ablation. In Fig. 3.4, the explosive tissue ablation by confined boiling corresponds to the
path 1-2-6, the path 2-6 coincides with the binodal, assuming that point 6 is the UTS
of the tissue, the process terminates there. When the tissue possess a weak ECM, e.g.,
liver, the ablation enthalpy (energy needed to ablate the tissue) is often smaller than the
vaporization enthalpy (energy needed to reach the boiling temperature) of water. Never-
theless, for stronger tissues, e.g., skin, temperature as high as 700 �C are required to start
ablation, so the ablation enthalpy is typically higher than the vaporization enthalpy of
water. This phenomena occurs in both continuous and pulsed laser irradiation [69,82,83].

There are mainly three reasons why some tissues with strong ECM require several
hundreds of degrees and therefore several tenths of megapascals to be ejected during
pulsed laser ablation. First, as discussed in Sec. 3.3.1, the ultimate tensile strength of
the tissue increases in proportion to the logarithm of the strain rate, which suggests
much higher UTS for tissues while being hit by a pulsed laser. Second, when the thermal
energy overcomes the weak hydrogen bonds and the van der Waals interactions that sta-
bilizes the helical configuration of the three ↵-chains in the collagen molecule, thermal
denaturation occurs. Denaturation of the collagen molecule takes place at 75 �C when
heated for several minutes [84]. However, for thermal exposures in the nanosecond or mi-
crosecond regime, the temperature required to destabilize the collagen molecules greatly
exceeds 100�C [85]. Third, since the collagen fibrils are immersed in the surrounding
tissue, denaturation occurs first in the covalent bonds that maintain the stability of the
collagen molecules, delaying the mechanical failure of the fibrillar tissue, therefore requir-
ing higher temperatures for collagen denaturation [69]. In the case of bone, since it has
a stronger ECM, it is expected that the temperature needed to remove the tissue by a
pulsed laser is higher than that for skin, i.e., higher than 700�C. The temperatures and
pressures associated to bone ablation with pulsed laser have not been reported yet.

The volumetric energy deposition rate is defined as S=↵�/tp, where ↵ is the material’s
absorption coe�cient, � the laser fluence, and tp the laser pulse duration. For very low
volumetric energy deposition rates and a high density of bubble formation, the laser
energy heats the tissue under equilibrium conditions at constant pressure from point 1 to
2 in Fig. 3.4, then it continues on the binodal until reaching the UTS of the tissue, where
explosive material removal occurs. For pulsed laser ablation and/or small density of
bubble formation, the tissue water undergoes a transition to a metastable state following
the path 1-2-3, once the spinodal limit 3 is reached, the phase explosion starts by going
to point 4’ and then goes to point 5. Here, the upcoming phenomena depends on the
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mechanical properties of the tissue ECM. If the ECM is weak, immediate tissue ejection
will happen. For a stronger tissue ECM, the material ejection is not driven by the phase
explosion only, the tissue will undergo confined boiling by following the path 5-6 where
6 is the UTS of the tissue. Hence, when the tissue ECM is strong enough, as in the case
of skin and bone, the tissue ejection with a pulsed laser is driven by the combination of
a phase explosion finalizing with confined boiling until reaching the tissue UTS at point
6 [69].

3.3.4 The e↵ects of laser parameters in photomechanical abla-
tion

The e↵ect of pulse duration

Ideally, to e�ciently ablate tissue, two main conditions should be fulfilled: (1) thermal
confinement, where the temperature is confined within the volume the radiation is ab-
sorbed, given by the optical penetration depth L and the beam radius w. (2) stress
confinement, where the thermoelastic stress wave is confined within the heated volume.
When both conditions are fulfilled, the ablation is e�cient and does not produce any
collateral e↵ects to the adjacent tissues.

The thermal confinement is given when the pulse duration of the laser tp is shorter
than the thermal di↵usion time ⌧t; tp < ⌧t, defined as [61, 69]:

⌧t =
L
2

⇠
, (3.2)

where ⇠ is the thermal di↵usivity is defined as

⇠ =
�

⇢chc
. (3.3)

The thermal di↵usivity ⇠ of cortical bone can be calculated with the values of thermal
conductivity �, tissue density ⇢, and specific heat capacity chc found in [86]; ⇠ =0.226mm2/s.
The absorption coe�cient for cortical bone at � = 2.94µm is ↵ = 2413 cm�1 [74]. The
thermal relaxation time is ⌧t = 70.8µs.

The stress confinement is given when the pulse duration tp is shorter than the char-
acteristic time required for a stress wave to cross the heated volume (tp < ⌧m), this time
⌧m is related to the absorption coe�cient of the tissue ↵ and the propagation speed of
sound in the tissue ca as

⌧m =
1

↵ca
, (3.4)
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the speed of sound in bone is 4080m/s [87], therefore, the stress confinement time
for bone at � = 2.94µm is ⌧m = 1ns. Figure 3.5 shows the zones of stress confine-
ment, thermal confinement, and non confinement for optical penetration depth vs. pulse
duration.

The typical pulse duration of mid-infrared lasers is in the microseconds regime, mean-
ing that neither the thermal nor the stress confinement in cortical bone can be fulfilled for
these lasers. This leads to damage like denaturation, necrosis, carbonization, cracking,
etc. Therefore, a proper water cooling system might be used. Since the water cooling
might cause reduction of ablation rate because the water absorption is high for mid-
infrared lasers, the water cooling system must be optimized to apply the correct amount
of water directly to the ablation zone. The influence of water cooling for bone ablation
with Er:YAG laser will be discussed in Chapter 4, and an optimization is described in
Chapter 5.

Shortening the pulse duration of CO2 from ms to few µs and Er:YAG from µs to ns
showed a reduction in the thermal damage zone of di↵erent tissue types [88, 89].

𝟏𝟎−𝟒

Τ𝐿 𝐶𝑎 Τ𝐿2 ξ

Figure 3.5: Illustration of the laser-tissue parameters to achieve either stress confinement,

thermal confinement, or non confinement. The parameters are optical penetration depth L,
and the laser pulse duration tp. A microseconds Er:YAG laser is in the non confinement zone,

however, a nanoseconds Er:YAG laser is already in the thermal confinement zone. Figure

adapted and reprinted with permission from [61].
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The e↵ect of energy and spot size

There are two important parameters to understand the e↵ect of the energy in the ablation
process. The pulse energy Ep and the peak power Ppeak. The two parameters are related
to each other by a third parameter, the pulse duration tp [18]:

Ppeak =
Ep

tp
, (3.5)

The fourth parameter is the spot size of the laser beam, which determines the peak
power density. Together, these four parameters determine the type of interaction the
laser light has with the tissue. Most of the lasers used in medicine have a Gaussian
distribution (Sec. 2.3.3), their divergence and collimated region depend on the spot size
and wavelength. When the spot size is too small, the divergence is high, and therefore, the
energy density is reduced too fast (short depth of focus), stopping the ablation process.
On the contrary, if the spot size is too large (large depth of focus), the energy density is
too low, so an e↵ective ablation is not possible neither.

The energy determines the amount of tissue removed. Usually, the greater the energy,
the more tissue removed. However, the relation is not linear.

There are two fundamental models for laser ablation; the Blow-o↵ model and the
Steady-state model [69, 80], in both models, a threshold fluence �th is required to start
ablation of the material. The Blow-o↵ model assumes that the distribution of absorbed
energy in the tissue is governed by the Lambert-Beer law T = �

�i
= e

�µal, where T is the
optical transmission, � is the fluence transmitted after the incident fluence �i has traveled
through an optical path length l, and µa is the absorption coe�cient of the material. In
this model, material removal starts only after a laser pulse has finished. Additionally,
thermal confinement must be fulfilled. These conditions are fulfilled for lasers with pulse
durations of ⌧p =100 ns or less. In this model, there is a semi-logarithmic relationship
between ablation depth l and the incident energy density �0:

l =
1

↵
ln

✓
�0

�th

◆
. (3.6)

Ablation with lasers in the microsecond regime or longer is usually governed by the
Steady-state model, where a fixed energy density is required to ablate a unit mass of
tissue. Contrary to the previous one, in this model (and given that the threshold radiant
exposure of the tissue is deposited), ablation starts right after the laser pulse begins.
Well above the threshold, the Steady-state model predicts a linear dependence between
ablation depth and incident fluence. The model that best describes ablation might change
depending on the fluence range of the data set. In this model, there is a linear relationship
between ablation depth and the incident energy density:

l =
�0 � �th

⇢habl
, (3.7)
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where the ablation threshold �th and the absorption coe�cient of the tissue ↵ are
related to the ablation enthalpy as �th = ⇢habl/↵.

The e↵ect of repetition rate

The most e�cient ablation of tissue takes place when the ablation is fast and the sur-
rounding tissue is preserved. The faster the laser is pulsed, the faster the ablation is.
However, pulsing the laser too fast might lead to thermal damage of the adjacent tissue.
It takes around 10 times the thermal relaxation time ⌧t for the tissue to reduce its tem-
perature to the initial temperature before ablation started [90–93]. For making decision
about the repetition rate Rr, it is more accurate to calculate the thermal di↵usion time
using the thickness of tissue damage rather than the penetration depth (Eq. 3.2). Thus,
Rr < (10 · ⌧t)�1, with ⌧t = D

2
z/⇠ and Dz the thickness of the damage zone [69].

The e↵ect of beam quality

As described in Sec. 2.3.3, the depth of focus (DoF) of a Gaussian beam is twice the
Rayleigh length of the beam. It defines the region along the propagation direction of
the beam where the beam is considered to be collimated and its intensity is more con-
centrated. The smallest spot size located in the middle of the DoF region defines the
divergence of the beam. The concepts presented in Sec. 2.3.3 are for an ideal Gaussian
beam TEM00, which in practice does not exist. The quality factor M2 defines how dif-
ferent a beam diverges compared to the ideal TEM00. The collimation length of a real
Gaussian beam is reduced M2 times compared to an ideal one with same wavelength and
same waist size, see Eq. 2.24. As the beam divergence and Rayleigh length are a↵ected
by the beam quality, also the propagation is a↵ected. As discussed previously, the spot
size is of great importance in the ablation processes because it changes the radiant ex-
posure of the beam. As the beam quality reduces when M2 gets higher, the divergence
of the beam increases, therefore, the beam reduces its radiant exposure inside the tissue
faster than a beam with better beam quality. Additionally, since the energy is not well
distributed (neither flat-top nor TEM00 shape), the energy of the laser cannot be well
focused into the desired area, leading to a reduction of the ablation e�ciency. Given a
Gaussian beam with a poor beam quality, the laser loses potential to be used in appli-
cations where deep ablation is required. Although the M2 of Er:YAG laser is typically
too high: 15 < M

2
< 30, Er:YAG laser is proven to be one of the best lasers for bone

ablation, even for deep bone ablation, this will be discussed in Sec. 5.
On the other hand, a flat-top (or top-hat) beam would ideally improve the ablation

depth due to the constant intensity distribution along the beam. The semi- and flat-top
beams can be described by the super-Gaussian function, where the lower order describes
the ideal Gaussian beam, and the higher the order the flatter the intensity profile gets.
Due to di↵raction, the intensity distribution of such beams gets distorted when prop-
agating even a short distance. When the order of the super-Gaussian increases, the
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depth of focus decreases [94, 95]. Therefore, such beams are not ideal for deep ablation
applications.

The e↵ect of water cooling

Water is the natural coolant during almost any kind of surgery, besides cooling, water
provides recuperation of the tissue by re-hydrating it. However, when using infrared
lasers, the water used during the surgery will absorb part of the energy of the laser if not
controlled properly. This leads to waste of energy, water and time.

The e↵ect of dynamic changes in optical absorption

Optical absorption of tissue has shown to be a↵ected by the temperature increase. Par-
ticularly for wavelengths close to the highest absorption peak of water at 3µm, like the
Er:YAG laser at � = 2.94µm, the absorption coe�cient reduces more drastically than
the absorption coe�cient of water at � = 2.79µm (Er:YSGG laser) [80].

Figure 3.6: Graph showing the dynamic changes of the optical penetration depth for Er:YAG

at � = 2.94µm and Er:YSGG at � = 2.79µm laser irradiation. Image reprinted with permission

from [69].

Figure 3.6 shows the e↵ects of the temperature on the penetration depth of water when
being exposed to two di↵erent wavelengths. The penetration depth becomes higher after
0.5 J/cm2 for Er:YAG laser, where the absorption coe�cient of water drops one order
of magnitude when the volumetric energy density increases by two orders of magnitude
[69,80]. The high optical penetration depth observed in Fig. 3.6 can be also understood
for soft and hard tissue, although the curves will not appear the same, one can suggest
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that when the tissue dehydrates, the e↵ect should be visible in a similar graph. For
instance, in hard tissue, when the tissue dehydrates, the ablation rate decreases, and this
is because the absorption coe�cient changed due to temperature. Again, a proper cooling
system can help reducing the temperature e↵ects and therefore, the drastic changes in
tissue absorption and penetration depth.

Delivering laser light through mid- and far infrared fibers

Along the history of optical fibers, it has been a challenge to find proper materials for
fibers to deliver light of wavelengths above 2µm, and even harder above 3µm. Most of
the existing fibers are glass-based, they are extensively used due to the low attenuation
they have mostly in the visible, near infrared, and in part of the mid-infrared up to
approximately 2µm. On the contrary, in the mid- and far infrared spectrum, glass-based
fibers typically have high attenuation. Nevertheless, in the past years, researchers have
developed di↵erent types of biocompatible fibers suitable for transmitting light in the
middle and part of the far infrared region, such as special glass-based, hollow-core, and
photonic crystal fibers. In these regions, the fibers are usually step-index multimode
glass-based fibers, the core sizes are in the range 250-600µm [37]. The use of optical
fibers in hard tissue ablation and suitable for wavelength regions around 3µm will be
discussed more in detail in Chapter 6.

3.3.5 Photomechanical ablation with short and ultrashort pulse
lasers

From the visible to the near-infrared wavelengths, water has low absorption coe�cient,
meaning that water is mainly transparent at those wavelengths. Although this issue is
typically not good for ablation due to absorption, if the laser is powerful enough, other
types of ablation can occur, which are mechanical mechanisms. For instance, during a
ionization process like plasma formation, the cloud of free electrons act as a mechanical
tool to ablate the material, then the absorption of the material is not important anymore.
This type of ablation can be useful in a water environment, like general surgeries. Then
the laser energy is not reduced much by the presence of water. The most common pulsed
lasers for photomechanical ablation of hard tissue are the neodymium-doped lasers, like
Nd:YAG, neodymium-doped yttrium orthovanadate (Nd:YVO4), Nd:YLF, Ti:Sapphire,
all in the nanosecond regime or less. The main di�culties of using such lasers are when
the clinical application is in the field of minimally invasive surgeries. The laser must be
coupled into an optical fiber, usually they brake due to the plasma. The shielding e↵ect
of the plasma-mediated ablation impedes e�cient ablation, reducing the ablation rates.
Additionally, from a practical point of view, plasma-mediated ablation is usually very
noisy, sometimes deafening.

Clean ablation has been achieved with picosecond Nd:YAG lasers for cutting bone,
for instance under water [96]. A Nd:YVO4 of 25 ps pulse duration and � = 532 nm,
provided non-thermal ablation of the bone [97]. A study using a Ti:Sapphire Chirped
Pulse Amplifier (CPA) system, � = 1.05µm and variable pulse duration; 350 fs and 1 ns
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pulse regimes were studied. The authors show reduced thermal damage for the fs regime
compared to the ns regime [98]. Enamel and dentin have been also ablated with Nd:YLF
laser at � = 1.05µm and 30 ps pulses for tooth preparation, the results were not superior
to conventional mechanical tools [99]. Regarding deep bone ablation, until now, there
are no reports found in literature, where, plasma-mediated ablation shows outstanding
results compared to the ones achieved by photomechanical ablation by phase explosion
and confined boiling, as seen in Sec. 3.3.3.



Chapter 4

Exploring the microsecond Er:YAG

laser for bone ablation and the

influence of water irrigation on the

ablation performance

This chapter contains two publications. The first publication shows the e↵ect of us-
ing di↵erent water cooling conditions on bone ablated with an Er:YAG laser. We used
water sequences with a water jet measuring 500µm in diameter. Afterwards, neither
carbonization nor cracks in the area surrounding the ablation were observed in the SEM
images.

Publication 1: Lina M. Beltrán Bernal, Gholamreza Shayeganrad, Gabor Kosa,
Marek Zelechowski, Georg Rauter, Niklaus Friederich, Philippe C. Cattin, and Azhar
Zam, “Performance of Er:YAG laser ablation of hard bone under di↵erent irrigation wa-
ter conditions”, Proc. SPIE 10492, Optical Interactions with Tissue and Cells XXIX,
104920B (13 February 2018).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1117/12.2290929

Copyright notice: © 2018 COPYRIGHT Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers (SPIE). Reprinted with permission under the terms of use of SPIE Publications

In the second publication, we evaluated the lateral speed of line ablation of bone with
the Er:YAG laser. We used the water conditions that provided the deepest ablation, as
described in the first paper. We found that at a lateral ablation speed of 8mm/s it is
possible to ablate more tissue in less time compared to other speeds. Looking at the
OCT images of the ablated bones, we noted that at 8mm/s, a decent uneven surface is
obtained at the bottom of the cut.
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ABSTRACT

The biological applicability of the Erbium-doped Yttrium Aluminum Garnet (Er:YAG) laser in surgical processes
is so far limited to hard dental tissues. Using the Er:YAG laser for bone ablation is being studied since it has
shown good performance for ablating dental hard tissues at the wavelength 2.94µm, which coincides with the
absorption peak of water, one of the main components of hard tissue, like teeth and bone. To obtain a decent
performance of the laser in the cutting process, we aim at examining the influence of sequenced water jet irrigation
on both, the ablation rate and the prevention of carbonization while performing laser ablation of bone with fixed
laser parameters. An Er:YAG laser at 2.94µm wavelength, 940mJ energy per pulse, 400µs pulse width, and
10Hz repetition rate is used for the ablation of a porcine femur bone under di↵erent pulsed water jet irrigation
conditions. We used micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) scans to determine the geometry of the ablated
areas. In addition, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is used for qualitative observations for the presence of
carbonization and micro-fractures on the ablated surfaces. We evaluate the performance of the laser ablation
process for the di↵erent water jet conditions in terms of the ablation rate, quantified by the ablated volume per
second and the ablation e�ciency, calculated as the ablated volume per pulse energy. We provide an optimized
system for laser ablation which delivers the appropriate amount of water to the bone and consequently, the bone
is ablated in the most e�cient way possible without carbonization.

Keywords: Er:YAG laser, water jet irrigation, carbonization, laser ablation of bone, micro-computed tomogra-
phy, scanning electron microscopy, ablation rate, ablation e�ciency

1. INTRODUCTION

Lasers have been widely studied and used in dentistry applications like caries prevention in enamel tissue using
a neodymium yttrium aluminium garnet (Nd:YAG) laser working at the wavelength � = 532nm1 and for the re-
moval of soft tissue, caries, enamel and dentin using a carbon dioxide (CO2) laser at � = 10µm, an erbium-dopped
yttrium aluminium garnet (Er:YAG) laser at � = 2.94µm, or an erbium-chromium-doped yttrium-scandium-
gallium garnet (Er,Cr:YSGG) laser at � = 2.78µm.2–6 The best lasers known so far for cutting hard dental
tissues are the erbium lasers,7 i.e. Er:YAG and Er,Cr:YSGG, both with pulse durations in the microseconds
regime.

Bone and dental tissues are characterized by their mineralized and rigid structure, also their properties and
compositions are similar.8 The amount of water in dentin is around 30% of its total volume, however, the
amount of water in bone varies depending on several aspects. For instance, the volume of water in human femur
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cortical bone varies from 21% to 17% for humans of ages between 5 and 95 years,9 respectively. In recent studies,
the Er:YAG laser has shown better performance for cutting hard dental tissues and cortical bone than the
Er,Cr:YSGG laser in terms of the ablation e�ciency.7,10–12 The ablation mechanism involved in the interaction
process of the Er:YAG laser (working with pulse durations in microseconds) and the cortical bone is known as
photo-thermal ablation,13 in which the wavelength of the laser coincides with one of the greatest absorption
peaks of water, located at ⇠ 3µm.14 When the laser impinges the bone surface, the heat transferred to the water
molecules present in the bone increases the pressure in the interstitial matrix of the bone, which finally leads
to explosion and consequently removal of the tissue. On the other hand, laser ablation also quickly dries out
the surrounding tissue that needs to be re-hydrated and cooled down with water, otherwise the heat acquired
during ablation might lead to thermal e↵ects like decoloration, dessication or even carbonization of the bone.3

The water used to rehydrate the tissues will absorb the energy of the Er:YAG laser and as a result, the ablation
e�ciency decreases.15 Comparing this e↵ect with the ablation mechanism called photo-thermal ablation,13 there
is a counteracting e↵ect when hydrating and cooling the tissues to prevent thermal damage and at the same time
improving the ablation e�ciency.

In conventional dental surgeries, the tissues are constantly irrigated with a water spray which disperses the
water on the surface of the tissue7 and therefore, the amount of water on the laser-tissue interaction area is
reduced, allowing the laser to cut the material. This method is e�cient for surface ablation of tissues. On the
contrary, if deeper cuts are needed, the spray cannot penetrate well inside the cuts. As a consequence, thermal
damage occurs due to the lack of water leading to stop the ablation process. In this work, we present a method
to irrigate the bone tissue while it is being ablated and show the best irrigation conditions found. The irrigation
system with a pulsed water jet is directed to the area of interaction with a transversal size similar to the laser
beam diameter.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Laser and irrigation systems

The laser used for ablating the pig femur bones was a dental Er:YAG laser Syneron litetouch LI-FG0001A,
working at the wavelength 2.94µm, with a repetition rate of 10Hz, pulse duration of 400µs and energy per pulse
of 940mJ. The beam size used for ablation was about 500µm, achieved with the help of an uncoated CaF2 lens
with focal length 75mm, which is followed by a sapphire window used to protect the lens from the particles
ejected from the bone while being ablated. The schematic of the experimental setup can be seen in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Schematic of the irrigation and Er:YAG laser systems used to ablate the bones. The system consists of a laser

source with the optics needed to reach the bone surface and also of an irrigation system needed to rehydrate the bones

and avoid carbonization.
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The irrigation system used to rehydrate the tissues and also to avoid carbonization is an ESI Elveflow which
has a pneumatic pressure controller, a water reservoir of 80ml capacity and a tygon tubing coil of 500µm inner
diameter. We used the maximum pressure of 2 bar to provide a water flow with the rate of 14ml/min and a
velocity of about 1m/s. For finding the irrigation conditions that enhance ablation e�ciency most while avoiding
carbonization for fixed laser parameters, the following procedure was established. The laser was continuously
interacting with the bone during 7 seconds at the same time that the water jet was operated in a pulsed way:
water ON alternating with water OFF. For the first group (six holes) of experiments, the water ON pulse
duration was set to 0.15 s, and the water OFF pulse duration was increased from hole to hole by 0.15 s starting
at 0.15 s. For the following group, the water ON pulse duration was prolonged by 0.05 s. This stepwise increase
of water ON pulse durations over the groups and the pulse durations for water OFF for the groups of holes were
continued (see Fig. 2) until carbonization occurred. The results shown in the following sections are related to
the clean holes (those which did not have any carbonization), and for each group of sequences (water ON fixed),
the amount of clean holes is di↵erent. We obtained 68 clean holes for each pig femur bone, this experiment was
repeated another two times, leading to a total of 204 clean holes.

Figure 2. Schematic of the water jet sequences used in laser bone ablation with the ESI Elveflow irrigation system. Each

hole made by the laser on the tissue has a di↵erent sequence.

2.2 Micro-computed Tomography (micro-CT)

For analyzing the geometry of the ablated areas in the cortical pig femur, we used a micro-computed tomography
system from Bruker, reference SkyScan 1275, having a source type Hamamatsu L11871 and an isotropic resolution
of 25µm. We used an average of 3 frames and an angle increment of 0.25�, obtaining 1441 projections for each
sample. The artifacts produced in the images by low energy photons, were avoided by using a copper (Cu)
beam hardening filter. After the scanning process, all the three dimensional samples were reconstructed using
the software provided by Bruker. Based on the 3D-reconstructions, hole depth, diameter, and removed volume
were acquired.

2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Early carbonization stages are not always visible as the bone color turns darker during the ablation process which
does not necessarily mean that the bone is carbonized. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a technique which
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is useful to identify the micro-structure of di↵erent materials. In our case, we used this technique to determine if
the color changes were due to early carbonization or simply decoloration due to tissue dehydration. This is not
as harmful for the patient as carbonization because the body can recover a local lack of water after some time.
We used a Nova NanoSEM 230 apparatus at di↵erent magnifications to determine carbonization in the ablated
areas.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Ablation performance using di↵erent water jet sequences

Since the ablation performance of the Er:YAG laser system strongly depends on how the tissue is irrigated with
water, in our study, we investigate the influence of di↵erent water jet sequences on the ablation e�ciency. Initial
tests with constant water ON (it means water OFF= 0 s) were performed to verify what is already well known,
the water absorbs the laser energy and the ablation is not possible.15 Afterwards, we systematically increased
the time the water was OFF in a sequence, from 0.15 to ⇠ 2 s. In that way, we could study how long the tissue
can be preserved during the ablation process without water supply. Also the pulse duration for the water ON was
changed from 0.15 to ⇠ 0.4 s. As shown in Fig. 3, the bone has several holes, each corresponds to one irrigation
water jet condition.

Figure 3. Picture of one bone sample in which each hole was made with the Er:YAG laser using di↵erent irrigation water

jet conditions.

For each sequence we analyzed the ablated depth and also the ablated volume, as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Average ablation depth (a) and average ablation volume (b) at di↵erent irrigation conditions. Water ON

sequences start at 0.15 s as well as water OFF. The encircled areas show the best and most appropriate water jet sequences

found.
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In Fig. 4, we visualize the irrigation conditions used to hydrate and cool down the bones while being ablated
and the respective ablated depth (color scale in (a)) and volume (color scale in (b)). The black area represents
the carbonization region, those water OFF water ON conditions were not su�cient to hydrate and cool down the
tissues. The horizontal dashed black line shows that for a certain water OFF time, the ablation e�ciency tends
to decrease as the water ON time increases, which can be visualized as well by tracing any other horizontal line
on the diagram, especially for water OFF times bigger than ⇠ 0.6 s, except on the carbonization regions. This
e↵ect is due to the high absorption the water has at 2.94µm wavelength,14 consequently, it prevents the ablation
of the material. On the contrary, the vertical dashed black line shows that as the water OFF time increases,
the ablation e�ciency increases as well, with the risk of carbonizing the tissue at the highest water OFF times
(black areas).

Regarding all those e↵ects, the optimal conditions for the current water jet system we are using to e�ciently
ablate bone with the Er:YAG laser can be found in a region where the water ON time is such that the ablation
e�ciency is not decreasing (horizontal direction inside the red ellipse), and the water OFF time is such that the
ablation e�ciency is high enough (orange or red colors in the scales) without any carbonization. The region
which is encircled by a red ellipse shows the water jet conditions which fulfills those requirements. Some other
regions can also be chosen because the ablation e�ciency is also very high, for instance, the region where water
ON is between 0.3 and 0.35 s and water OFF is between 1.6 and 1.9 s. The disadvantage of this region is the high
risk of carbonization, the yellow areas around the holes made under those conditions look darker than in the
other cases. The water ON time can be set between 0.2 and 0.3 s and the water OFF time can be set between
0.8 and 1 s, see red ellipses on Fig. 4. Those sequences provide an ablation speed of As = 0.4mm/s and an
ablation rate of Ar = 0.18mm3/s. Therefore, the ablation e�ciency is 0.017mm3/pulse, which corresponds to
Ae = 0.018mm3/J. The chosen water jet conditions are not determinant for the subsequent experiments in our
future studies. Conversely, this study provides the starting point for improving the ablation e�ciency in future.
It has been shown that as soon as line shapes are ablated and not only holes, the ablation process will improve
for all water cooling conditions used.16

3.2 Carbonization study using SEM

Thermal damage like carbonization is harmful for the tissues and results in a slower17 healing process or even the
complete death of tissue. In our case, while ablating bones with laser, the surrounding of the ablated concentric
circle (about 1mm outside the hole) turned into yellow colors not visible before. This phenomenon occurred
mainly on the areas where the water OFF times were longer. This suggests that is the beginning of carbonization
or a decoloration process due to rising temperatures and consecutive dehydration of the bone was caused by the
laser ablation. To determine if the tissue was subject to early carbonization, we used SEM to analyze the
micro-structure of the ablated regions.

In order to compare the di↵erent regions where the laser interacted with the bone, we analyzed areas which
were untouched by the laser and far from the ablated zones, the surroundings of the laser cuts, and also completely
carbonized areas which were created on purpose. In Fig. 5 the SEM pictures of the areas mentioned are shown.
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Figure 5. SEM images obtained for: an area of the bone outside the ablation regions with magnifications of 300X (panel

a) and 5000X (panel d), the surroundings of an area ablated with the laser, with magnifications of 300X (panel b) and

5000X (panel e)), and the surroundings of a completely carbonized area with magnifications of 300X (panel c) and 5000X

(panel f).

As observed in Fig. 5, the surroundings of the ablated hole made with the laser (b) look very similar to
the area which was not a↵ected by the laser at all (a) for 300X magnification, the osteocytes and the bone
matrix are preserved in (b). Also for the 5000X magnification scan the laser cut (e) looks very similar the bone
without ablation (d). Note that the images have di↵erent structure directions because the pictures were taken
from di↵erent positions with respect to the bone structure pattern. On the contrary, pictures (c) and (f) show
di↵erent structures from (a) and (d), respectively. In (c) and (f), there is a pore formation on the bone matrix,
which means that the bone matrix has lost its structure completely, and this is due to the carbonization stage the
bone has su↵ered. From the pictures, the carbonization stage is clear because of the pore formation. However, to
identify if the yellow colors are due to a dehydration of the bone or if this is the starting point of carbonization, a
di↵erent technique from SEM has to be used. Particularly, for studying decoloration changes and to distinguish
these from early carbonization stages, another technique should be used like histology.18

CONCLUSION

In our study, we showed how the water cooling condition a↵ects the ablation performance of the laser system
from constant irrigation (water OFF 0 s) to insu�cient amount of water to cool down and hydrate the bone
(water OFF � 0 s), see Fig. 4. This means, from having no ablation at all to completely carbonized bone. Most
importantly, we identify the best conditions for e�ciently ablating bone through pulsed irrigation (red ellipses in
Fig. 4). The irrigation water jet conditions which provided most e�cient ablation for each water ON time are, in
most of the cases, previous to carbonization of the bones (carbonization border zone in Fig 4), which is reasonable
since the less water the more we can ablate the bone, but also this amount should be enough to rehydrate and
cool down the tissues to avoid carbonization. Therefore, the best water jet sequences we found are for water ON
times between 0.2 and 0.3 s and for water OFF between 0.8 and 1 s. Those sequences provide an ablation speed
of As = 0.4mm/s, an ablation rate of Ar = 0.18mm3/s and an ablation e�ciency of Ae = 0.018mm3/J. With
SEM pictures it is possible to determine changes in the structure of the bones due to carbonization (Fig.5 (c)
and (f)) but it is not possible to identify if the decoloration was due to an early carbonization stage or the tissue
was su↵ering from a lack of water that can be recovered.
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Ɔ˥ ݮ �˺˥ʂɩƆ˥Ȫ˒Ȫǘʾ˺ɱȇ˒˥ǘƷȚɱȪɈ ݈ڹڲڱڳ ܩݧڳڲݦڷڷ ڳڹڱڲݮڳڸڱڲ

�ʳʳɑȪƷƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒

�ȪɱƆ ¬ܿ %ǘɑ˥ʾƆɱ %ǘʾɱƆɑܪ �ʾȪ˒ Ċܿ ýƷȚɩȪǃ˥ܪ ±ȪɈʂɑƆ ĺ˺ɑȪɱܪ �ʂɱƆ˒ ŀȪǃɩǘʾܪ �ǘ˒˒ jܿ ýɱǘǃǘɈǘʾܪ
êȚȪɑȪʳʳǘ ,ܿ ,Ɔ˥˥Ȫɱܪ �̀ȚƆʾ ŚƆɩ Ɔɱǃ jǘʂʾȇ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾܚ

Àʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀Ȫɱȇ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ ȚƆʾǃ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ
ݧƭʂɱǘݦ
Àʳ˥ȪɩȪǘʾ˺ɱȇ ̝ʂɱ �ʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑȪǘʾ˥ǘʾ �Ɔ˒ǘʾʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩȪǘ

Ț˥˥ʳ˒݉݉ܩ ǃʂȪܿʂʾȇ݉݉ڶڲڶڲܿڱڲƆ˺˥ʂڳڸڱڱݱڹڲڱڳݱ
ñǘƷǘȪ̝ǘǃ ¬Ɔ̰ ܪڸڲ ݈ڹڲڱڳ ƆƷƷǘʳ˥ǘǃ �˺ȇ˺˒˥ ܪڵڲ ڹڲڱڳ

�ƭ˒˥ʾƆƷ˥ܩ ,ʂɱ̝ǘɱ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ ƭʂɱǘ ˒˺ʾȇǘʾ̰ ɑǘƆǃ˒ ˥ʂ ˺ɱ̣Ɔɱ˥ǘǃ
ǃƆɩƆȇǘ ˥ʂ ˥Țǘ ˒˺ʾʾʂ˺ɱǃȪɱȇ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ˒ Ɔɱǃ Ɔ ˒ɑʂ̣ȚǘƆɑȪɱȇ ʳʾʂݱ
Ʒǘ˒˒ Ȅʂʾ ˥Țǘ ʳƆ˥Ȫǘɱ˥˒ܿ �ǃǃȪ˥ȪʂɱƆɑɑ ̰ܪ ʳȚ̰˒ȪƷȪƆɱ˒ Ɔʾǘ ɱʂ˥ Ɔƭɑǘ
˥ʂ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩ Ȅʾǘǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ˒ȚƆʳǘ˒ ǃ˺ǘ ˥ʂ ˥Țǘ ɑȪɩȪ˥Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ʂȄ
Ɔ̝ƆȪɑƆƭɑǘ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ˒ܿ ĊȚǘ˒ǘ Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ˒ ƷƆɱ ƭǘ ʂ̝ǘʾƷʂɩǘ ƭ̰ ʾʂƭʂ˥ݱ
Ɔ˒˒Ȫ˒˥ǘǃ Ʒʂɱ˥ƆƷ˥ɑǘ˒˒ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ˒˺ʾȇǘʾ̰ ˒ȪɱƷǘ Ȫ˥ ʳʾʂ̝Ȫǃǘ˒ ɑǘ˒˒ɩǘݱ
ƷȚƆɱȪƷƆɑ ˒˥ʾǘ˒˒ܪ Ɔɑɑʂ̣˒ ʳʾǘƷȪ˒ǘ Ȅ˺ɱƷ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ Ʒ˺˥˒ܪ Ɔɱǃ ɑǘƆǃ˒
˥ʂ ȄƆ˒˥ǘʾ ȚǘƆɑȪɱȇܿ ĊȚǘ ʾǘɩƆȪɱȪɱȇ ǃʾƆ̣ƭƆƷɈ ʂȄ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ˒˺ʾȇǘʾ̰
Ȫ˒ ˥Țǘ ɑʂ̣ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʾƆ˥ǘ ˥ȚƆ˥ Ȫ˒ ɱʂ˥ ̰ǘ˥ Ʒʂɩʳǘ˥Ȫ˥Ȫ̝ǘ ̣Ȫ˥Ț
Ʒʂɱ̝ǘɱ˥ȪʂɱƆɑɩǘƷȚƆɱȪƷƆɑ ʳȪǘ̀ʂݱʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩǘ˒ܿ ĊȚǘʾǘȄʂʾǘܪ ̣ǘ
ƆȪɩ Ɔ˥ ɩƆ̭ȪɩȪ̀Ȫɱȇ ˥Țǘ ǘ͎ƷȪǘɱƷ̰ Ȫɱ ȚƆʾǃ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆݱ
˥Ȫʂɱ ƭ̰ ʂʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀Ȫɱȇ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ɩʂ̝ǘɩǘɱ˥ ˒ʳǘǘǃ Ȅʂʾ ǃȪ͍ǘʾݱ
ǘɱ˥ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ܿ

ĊȚǘ ʾǘ˒˺ɑ˥˒ ʂȄ ˥ȚȪ˒ ˒˥˺ǃ̰ ˒Țʂ̣ Ɔ ɱʂɱݱɑȪɱǘƆʾ ʾǘɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱݱ
˒ȚȪʳƭǘ˥̣ǘǘɱƷ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ʾƆ˥ǘ˒ܪ ˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ܪ Ɔɱǃǃǘʳ˥Ț˒ ˥ȚƆ˥ ˒Țʂ˺ɑǃ
ƭǘ ƷʾȪ˥ȪƷƆɑɑ̰ Ʒʂɱ˒Ȫǃǘʾǘǃ Ȅʂʾ Ȫɱ˥ǘȇʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ȫɱ ʾʂƭʂ˥ȪƷ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ
˒˺ʾȇǘʾ̰ܿ

�ṵ̣̈́ʂʾǃ˒ܩ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩ ̰ܪ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ƭʂɱǘܪ Ɔ˺˥ʂɩƆ˥Ȫʂɱܪ
ɑƆ˒ǘ ʾܪ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱܪ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ̝ǘɑʂƷȪ˥̰

�ʾ˥ȪƷɑǘ ɱʂ˥ǘܩ �ȪɱƆ ¬ܿ %ǘɑ˥ʾƆɱ %ǘʾɱƆɑ Ɔɱǃ �ʾȪ˒ Ċܿ ýƷȚɩȪǃ˥ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾȪƭ˺˥ǘǃ
ǘʹ˺Ɔɑɑ̰ ˥ʂ ˥ȚȪ˒ ʳƆʳǘʾܿ

ʂʾʾǘ˒ʳʂɱǃȪɱȇ,ܚ Ɔ˺˥Țʂʾܩ jǘʂʾȇ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾܪ %�ñÀ¬F6ݱ�Ɔƭܪ 6ǘʳƆʾ˥ɩǘɱ˥ ʂȄ
%ȪʂɩǘǃȪƷƆɑ FɱȇȪɱǘǘʾȪɱȇܪ ęɱȪ̝ǘʾ˒Ȫ˥̰ ʂȄ %Ɔ˒ǘɑܪ �ɑɑ˒ƷȚ̣Ȫɑ Ɔɱǃ
ýǘɱ˒ʂʾ̰ݱ¬ʂ˥ʂʾ ý̰˒˥ǘɩ˒ �Ɔƭܪ FĊv Ś˺ʾȪƷȚ Ɔɱǃ ýʳȪɱƆɑ ,ʂʾǃ �ɱɀ˺ʾ̰
,ǘɱ˥ǘʾܪ ęɱȪ̝ǘʾ˒Ȫ˥̰ vʂ˒ʳȪ˥Ɔɑ %ƆɑȇʾȪ˒˥ܪ Ś˺ʾȪƷȚܪ ỵ́Ȫ˥̀ǘʾɑƆɱǃܪ ǘݱɩƆȪɑܩ
ȇǘʂʾȇܿʾƆ˺˥ǘʾࠩ˺ɱȪƭƆ˒ܿƷȚ
�ȪɱƆ ¬ܿ %ǘɑ˥ʾƆɱ %ǘʾɱƆɑܪ �ʾȪ˒ Ċܿ ýƷȚɩȪǃ˥ܪ �̀ȚƆʾ ŚƆɩܪ %�Àjܪ
6ǘʳƆʾ˥ɩǘɱ˥ ʂȄ %ȪʂɩǘǃȪƷƆɑ FɱȇȪɱǘǘʾȪɱȇܪ ęɱȪ̝ǘʾ˒Ȫ˥̰ ʂȄ %Ɔ˒ǘɑܪ
�ɑɑ˒ƷȚ̣Ȫɑܪ ỵ́Ȫ˥̀ǘʾɑƆɱǃܪ ǘݱɩƆȪɑ˒ܩ ɑȪɱƆܿƭǘɑ˥ʾƆɱࠩ˺ɱȪƭƆ˒ܿƷȚܪ
ȪʾȪ˒ܿ˒ƷȚɩȪǃ˥ࠩ˺ɱȪƭƆ˒ܿƷȚܪ Ɔ̀ȚƆʾܿ̀Ɔɩࠩ˺ɱȪƭƆ˒ܿƷȚ
±ȪɈʂɑƆ ĺ˺ɑȪɱܪ �ʂɱƆ˒ ŀȪǃɩǘʾܪ �ǘ˒˒ jܿ ýɱǘǃǘɈǘʾܪ 6ǘʳƆʾ˥ɩǘɱ˥ ʂȄ
Àʾ˥ȚʂʳƆǘǃȪƷ˒ܪ ęɱȪ̝ǘʾ˒Ȫ˥̰ ʂȄ Ś˺ʾȪƷȚܪ �ɱ˒˥Ȫ˥˺˥ǘ Ȅʂʾ %ȪʂɩǘƷȚƆɱȪƷ˒ܪ FĊv
Ś˺ʾȪƷȚܪ Ś˺ʾȪƷȚܪ ỵ́Ȫ˥̀ǘʾɑƆɱǃܪ ǘݱɩƆȪɑ˒ܩ ɱ̝˺ɑȪɱࠩ˒˥˺ǃǘɱ˥ܿǘ˥Ț̀ܿƷȚܪ
ɀʂɱƆ˒̣ܿȪǃɩǘʾࠩȚǘ˒˥ܿǘ˥Ț̀ܿƷȚܪ ɀǘ˒˒ܿ˒ɱǘǃǘɈǘʾࠩȚǘ˒˥ܿǘ˥Ț̀ܿƷȚ
êȚȪɑȪʳʳǘ ,ܿ ,Ɔ˥˥Ȫɱܪ ܪ±��, 6ǘʳƆʾ˥ɩǘɱ˥ ʂȄ %ȪʂɩǘǃȪƷƆɑ FɱȇȪɱǘǘʾȪɱȇܪ
ęɱȪ̝ǘʾ˒Ȫ˥̰ ʂȄ %Ɔ˒ǘɑܪ �ɑɑ˒ƷȚ̣Ȫɑܪ ỵ́Ȫ˥̀ǘʾɑƆɱǃܪ ǘݱɩƆȪɑܩ
ʳȚȪɑȪʳʳǘܿƷƆ˥˥Ȫɱࠩ˺ɱȪƭƆ˒ܿƷȚ

Ś˺˒ƆɩɩǘɱȄƆ˒˒˺ɱȇܩ �ʂɱ̝ǘɱ˥Ȫʂɱǘɑɑǘ ƷȚȪʾ˺ʾȇȪ˒ƷȚǘ FȪɱȇʾȪȄݱ
Ȅǘ Ɔɩ �ɱʂƷȚǘɱ Ȅ̃Țʾǘɱ ̀˺ ˺ɱȇụ̈́ʂɑɑ˥ǘɱ ýƷȚƖǃǘɱ Ȫɩ ˺ɩݱ
ɑȪǘȇǘɱǃǘɱ jụ̈́ǘƭǘܿ �˺˞ǘʾǃǘɩ ̀ȪǘȚǘɱ ǃȪǘ˒ǘ FȪɱȇʾȪ͍ǘ Ɔɩ
�ɱʂƷȚǘɱ ǘȪɱǘɱ ɑƆɱȇ˒Ɔɩǘɱ vǘȪɑ˺ɱȇ˒ʳʾʂ̀ǘ˒˒ Ȅ̃ʾ ǃǘɱ êƆ˥Ȫݱ
ǘɱ˥ǘɱ ɱƆƷȚ ˒ȪƷȚܿ �˺ƷȚ ǘʾɑƆ˺ƭǘɱ ǘ˒ ȚǘʾɈʒɩɩɑȪƷȚǘ ƷȚȪʾ˺ʾȇȪݱ
˒ƷȚǘ ý̰˒˥ǘɩǘ ǃǘɱ �ʾ̀˥ǘɱ ɱȪƷȚ˥ ȄʾǘȪǘ ýƷȚɱȪ˥˥Ȅʂʾɩǘɱ ̀˺ ǘʾݱ
̀Ȫǘɑǘɱܿ ¬Ȫ˥ ʾʂƭʂ˥ǘʾȇǘ˒˥̃˥̀˥ǘʾ Ɉʂɱ˥ƆɈ˥ȄʾǘȪǘʾ �Ɔ˒ǘʾƷȚȪʾ˺ʾȇȪǘ
Ɉʒɱɱǘɱ ǃȪǘ˒ǘ �ȪɩȪ˥Ȫǘʾ˺ɱȇǘɱ ɀǘǃʂƷȚ ̃ƭǘʾ̣˺ɱǃǘɱ ̣ǘʾǃǘɱ݈
�Ɔ˒ǘʾƷȚȪʾ˺ʾȇȪǘ Ȅ̃Țʾ˥ ̀˺ ȇǘʾȪɱȇǘʾǘɱ ɩǘƷȚƆɱȪ˒ƷȚǘɱ ýʳƆɱݱ
ɱ˺ɱȇǘɱ Ȫɩ jụ̈́ǘƭǘܪ ǘʾɑƆ˺ƭ˥ ʳʾƖ̀Ȫ˒ǘ Ȅ˺ɱɈ˥Ȫʂɱǘɑɑǘ ýƷȚɱȪ˥ݱ
˥ǘ ˺ɱǃ ɑƖ˒˒˥ ǃǘɱ �ɱʂƷȚǘɱ ˒ƷȚɱǘɑɑǘʾ ȚǘȪɑǘɱܿ %ɑǘȪƭ˥ ƆɑɑǘȪɱܪ
ǃƆ˒˒ ǃȪǘ ýƷȚɱȪ˥˥ȇǘ˒ƷȚ̣ȪɱǃȪȇɈǘȪ˥ Ȫɱ ǃǘʾ �Ɔ˒ǘʾƷȚȪʾ˺ʾȇȪǘ ݱ�Ɔݦ
˒ǘʾʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩȪǘݧ ƭȪ˒ ɀǘ˥̀˥ ɱȪƷȚ˥ ɩȪ˥ ɀǘɱǘʾ ̝ʂɱ Ɉʂɱ̝ǘɱ˥Ȫʂɱǘɑݱ
ɑǘɱ êȪǘ̀ʂʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩǘɱ ɩȪ˥ȚƆɑ˥ǘɱ ɈƆɱɱܿ �˺˒ ǃȪǘ˒ǘɩ jʾ˺ɱǃ
ƆʾƭǘȪ˥ǘɱ̣Ȫʾ ǃƆʾƆɱ ǃȪǘ F͎̀Ȫǘɱ̀ ̝ʂɱ �Ɔ˒ǘʾʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩȪǘ ̀˺ ǘʾݱ
ȚʒȚǘɱ ȪɱǃǘɩǃȪǘ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑǘ �Ɔ˒ǘʾƭụ̈́ǘȇ˺ɱȇ Ȅ̃ʾ ̝ǘʾ˒ƷȚȪǘǃǘɱǘ
%ǘȄǘ˺ƷȚ˥˺ɱȇ˒ʳƆʾƆɩǘ˥ǘʾ ʂʳ˥ȪɩȪǘʾ˥ ̣Ȫʾǃܿ

6Ȫǘñǘ˒˺ɑ˥Ɔ˥ǘ ǃǘʾ ̝ʂʾɑȪǘȇǘɱǃǘɱý˥˺ǃȪǘ ̀ǘȪȇǘɱǘȪɱɱȪƷȚ˥ݱ
ɑȪɱǘƆʾǘ˒ ĺǘʾȚƖɑ˥ɱȪ˒ ̝ʂɱ ýƷȚɱȪ˥˥ʾƆ˥ǘɱܪ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑǘʾ �Ɔ˒ǘʾƭụ̈́ǘݱ
ȇ˺ɱȇ ˺ɱǃ ýƷȚɱȪ˥˥˥ȪǘȄǘܿ 6Ȫǘ˒ǘ FʾɈǘɱɱ˥ɱȪ˒˒ǘ ˒ʂɑɑ˥ǘɱ ˺ɱƭǘݱ
ǃȪɱȇ˥ ƭǘʾ̃ƷɈ˒ȪƷȚ˥Ȫȇ˥ ̣ǘʾǃǘɱ̣ܪǘɱɱ �Ɔ˒ǘʾƷȚȪʾ˺ʾȇȪǘ Ȫɱ ʾʂƭʂݱ
˥ǘʾȇǘ˒˥̃˥̀˥ǘɱ ,ȚȪʾ˺ʾȇȪǘ˒̰˒˥ǘɩǘɱ ǘȪɱȇǘ˒ǘ˥̀˥ ̣Ȫʾǃܿ

ýƷȚɑƆẹ̑ʒʾ˥ǘʾܩ �Ɔ˒ǘʾʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩȪǘܪ �ɱʂƷȚǘɱ˒ƷȚɱǘȪǃǘɱ ɩȪ˥
�Ɔ˒ǘ ʾܪ �˺˥ʂɩƆ˥Ȫ˒Ȫǘʾ˺ɱȇܪ �Ɔ˒ǘʾʳƆʾƆɩǘ˥ǘ ʾܪ ŀƆ˒˒ǘʾʳƆʾƆɩǘݱ
˥ǘ ʾܪ ýƷȚɱȪ˥˥ȇǘ˒ƷȚ̣ȪɱǃȪȇɈǘȪ˥

ۆ �ɱ˥ʾʂǃ˺Ʒ˥Ȫʂɱ
�Ɔ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ȫ˒ Ɔɱ ƆƷƷ˺ʾƆ˥ǘܪ Ʒʂɱ˥ƆƷ˥ɑǘ˒˒ ɩǘ˥Țʂǃ Ȅʂʾ Ʒ˺˥ݱ
˥Ȫɱȇ ȚƆʾǃ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ ƭʂǃ̰ܿ �˥ ȚƆ˒ ƭǘǘɱ ˒Țʂ̣ɱ ˥ȚƆ˥
ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩ̰ ʾǘǃ˺Ʒǘ˒ ˥Țǘ ȚǘƆɑȪɱȇ ˥Ȫɩǘ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ʾǘɩƆȪɱݱ
Ȫɱȇ ƭʂɱǘ ƷʂɩʳƆʾǘǃ ˥ʂ Ʒʂɱ̝ǘɱ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ ƭʂɱǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ̣Ȫ˥Ț
ʳȪǘ̀ʂʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩǘ˒ܿ ĊȚǘ ʾǘƆ˒ʂɱ Ȅʂʾ ƆƷƷǘɑǘʾƆ˥ǘǃ ȚǘƆɑȪɱȇ Ȫ˒
˥ȚƆ˥ ˥Țǘ ˒ʳʂɱḛ̑ ˒˥ʾ˺Ʒ˥˺ʾǘ ʾǘɩƆȪɱ˒ Ȫɱ˥ƆƷ˥ ܿݛڲݚ ęɱ˥Ȫɑ ˥ʂǃƆ ̰ܪ
ȚȪȇȚǘ˒˥ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʾƆ˥ǘ˒ Ʒʂ˺ɑǃ ƭǘ ʾǘƆƷȚǘǃ ˺˒ȪɱȇɩȪǃݱ�ñ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ
ʳ˺ɑ˒ǘ˒ܪ ˒˺ƷȚ Ɔ˒ ˥Țǘ ǘʾƭȪ˺ɩݱǃʂʳǘǃ ̰˥˥ʾȪ˺ɩ Ɔɑ˺ɩȪɱ˺ɩ ȇƆʾݱ
ɱǘ˥ ݧŋ�jܩFʾݦ ɑƆ˒ǘ ʾܪ ̣Ȫ˥Ț Ɔ ̣Ɔ̝ǘɑǘɱȇ˥Ț ʂȄ ڵں.ڳ պɩܿ vǘʾǘƭ ̰ܪ
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�ܿ¬ܿ %ǘɑ˥ʾƆɱ %ǘʾɱƆɑ ǘ˥ Ɔɑܿܪ Àʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀Ȫɱȇ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ ȚƆʾǃ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ݧƭʂɱǘݦ ࡧ ڴڸڱڲ

gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ܩڲ ýƷȚǘɩǘ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ˥ǘ˒˥ ˒ǘ˥˺ʳ Ȅʂʾ Ȫɱ̝ǘ˒˥ȪȇƆ˥Ȫɱȇ ʾǘɑƆ˥Ȫ̝ǘ ɩʂ˥Ȫʂɱ ƭǘ˥̣ǘǘɱ ƭʂɱǘ Ɔɱǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ʂɱ ʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩ̰ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩƆɱƷǘܿ

˥Țǘ ˺ɱǃǘʾɑ̰Ȫɱȇ ʳȚ̰˒ȪƷƆɑ ʳʾȪɱƷȪʳɑǘ ʂȄ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ȫ˒ ƭƆ˒ǘǃ
ʂɱ ˥ȚǘʾɩʂݱɩǘƷȚƆɱȪƷƆɑ ǘ͍ǘƷ˥˒ ʳʾʂǃ˺Ʒǘǃ ƭ̰ ˥Țǘ Ȫɱ˥ǘʾƆƷ˥Ȫʂɱ
ƭǘ˥̣ǘǘɱ ˥Țǘ ɩȪƷʾʂ˒ǘƷʂɱǃ ʳ˺ɑ˒ǘ˒ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ Fʾܩŋ�j ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ̣ʂʾɈݱ
Ȫɱȇ Ʒɑʂ˒ǘ ˥ʂ ʂɱǘ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ȚȪȇȚǘ˒˥ Ɔƭ˒ʂʾʳ˥Ȫʂɱ ʳǘƆɈ˒ ʂȄ ̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ
Ɔʾʂ˺ɱǃݦ ڴ պɩܿݧ ±Ɔɩǘɑ ̰ܪ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ȫ˒ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩǘǃ ƭ̰ ˥Țǘ ʾƆʳȪǃ
ǘ̝ƆʳʂʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ Ʒʂɱ˥ǘɱ˥ Ȫɱ ȚƆʾǃ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ǃ˺ǘ ˥ʂ ˥Țǘ
ȚǘƆ˥ ˥ʾƆɱ˒Ȅǘʾ Ȅʾʂɩ ˥Țǘ ɩȪƷʾʂ˒ǘƷʂɱǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ˥ʂ ˥Țǘ ƆʾǘƆ ʂȄ Ȫɱݱ
˥ǘʾƆƷ˥Ȫʂɱܪ Ɔɱǃ Ʒʂɱ˒ǘʹ˺ǘɱ˥ɑ̰ ˥Țǘ ƷɑǘƆɱ ʾǘɩʂ̝Ɔɑ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ˥Ɔʾȇǘ˥
˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ̣Ȫ˥Țʂ˺˥ ˒ȪȇɱȪ͘ƷƆɱ˥ ȚǘƆ˥ ˥ʾƆɱ˒Ȅǘʾ ˥ʂ ˥Țǘ ˒˺ʾʾʂ˺ɱǃȪɱȇ
ƭʂɱǘ ܿݛڳݚ ĊȚǘʾɩʂݱɩǘƷȚƆɱȪƷƆɑ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱܪ Țʂ̣ǘ̝ǘ ʾܪ ʾǘǃ˺Ʒǘ˒
˥Țǘ ̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ Ʒʂɱ˥ǘɱ˥ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘ Ɔɱǃ Ȫɱ ʂʾǃǘʾ ˥ʂ ʾǘȚ̰ǃʾƆ˥ǘ ˥Țǘ
˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ Ɔɱǃ Ʒʂɱ˒ǘʹ˺ǘɱ˥ɑ̰ ʳʾǘ̝ǘɱ˥ ƷƆʾƭʂɱȪ̀Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱܪ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘǃ
ƆʾǘƆ ȚƆ˒ ˥ʂ ƭǘ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥ǘǃ ̣Ȫ˥Ț ̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ ܿݛڴݚ ĊȚǘ ˒˥ƆɱǃƆʾǃ ˒ʂݱ
ɑ˺˥Ȫʂɱ Ȅʂʾ ˥ȚȪ˒ ʳʾʂƭɑǘɩ Ȫ˒ Ʒʂɱ˥Ȫɱ˺ʂ˺˒ ˒ʳʾƆ̰Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥ݱ
˥Ȫɱȇ ƆʾǘƆ ̣Ȫ˥Ț ̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ ˒ʳʾƆ̰ ܿݛڵݚ vʂ̣ǘ̝ǘ ʾܪ ˒ȪɱƷǘ Ʒʂɱ˥Ȫɱ˺ʂ˺˒
˒ʳʾƆ̰Ȫɱȇ ̣Ȫɑɑ ɱʂ˥ ʂɱɑ̰ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥ǘ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘܪ ƭ˺˥ ƷʾǘƆ˥ǘ Ɔ ɑƆ̰ǘʾ
ʂẸ̏Ɔ˥ǘʾ ʂɱ Ȫ˥˒ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘܪ ˥Țǘ Fʾܩŋ�j ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƷƆɱɱʂ˥ ƭǘ ṷ̈́ʳǘƷ˥ǘǃ
˥ʂ ƆƭɑƆ˥ǘ ƭʂɱǘ ǘ͎ƷȪǘɱ˥ɑ̰ܿ ĊȚ˺˒ܪ Ɔ Ʒʂɱ˥Ȫɱ˺ʂ˺˒ ˒ʳʾƆ̰̣Ȫɑɑ ƆƷ˥
Ɔ˒ Ɔ ʳʾʂ˥ǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ ƆȇƆȪɱ˒˥ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱܿ

Ċʂʂ̝ǘʾƷʂɩǘ ˥Țǘ ɑȪɩȪ˥Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ʂȄ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǘ͎ƷȪǘɱƷ̰
Ȫɱ ƭʂɱǘ ǃ˺ǘ ˥ʂ Ʒʂɱ˥Ȫɱ˺ʂ˺˒ ˒ʳʾƆ̰Ȫɱȇܪ ̣ǘ Ȫɱ̝ǘ˒˥ȪȇƆ˥ǘǃ ˥Țǘ
ǘ͍ǘƷ˥ ʂȄ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ǃȪ˒Ʒʂɱ˥Ȫɱ˺ʂ˺˒݉ʳ˺ɑ˒ǘǃ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪݱ
˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ʂɱ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǘ͎ƷȪǘɱƷ̰ Ȫɱ Ɔ ʳʾǘ̝Ȫʂ˺˒ ˒˥˺ǃ̰ ܿݛڶݚ ĊȚǘ Ȅʂݱ
Ʒ˺˒ ʂȄ ˥ȚȪ˒ ʳƆʳǘʾ Ȫ˒ ˥ʂ ʂʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀ǘ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ
ȚƆʾǃ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ݧƭʂɱǘݦ ƭ̰ ̝Ɔʾ̰Ȫɱȇ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ Ȅʂʾ ǃȪȄݱ
Ȅǘʾǘɱ˥ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ̣ȚȪɑǘ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ʳƆʾƆɩǘ˥ǘʾ˒ ʾǘݱ
ɩƆȪɱ ˺ɱ˥ʂ˺ƷȚǘǃܿ

Ċʂ ǘɱƆƭɑǘ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ʂʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀ǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ȅʂʾ ɩȪɱݱ
ȪɩƆɑ Ȫɱ̝Ɔ˒Ȫ̝ǘ ˒˺ʾȇǘʾ ̰ܪ ̣ǘ Ɔʾǘ ǃǘ̝ǘɑʂʳȪɱȇ Ɔɱ Ɔ˺˥ʂɩƆ˥ǘǃ
Ʒɑʂ˒ǘǃݱɑʂʂʳ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ʾʂƭʂ˥ȪƷ ǘɱǃʂ˒Ʒʂʳǘ Ȅʂʾ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆݱ
˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ƭʂɱǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾݦ ʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩǘݧ ̣Ȫ˥Ț Ɔ ɩȪƷʾʂ͙˺ȪǃȪƷ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ
Ȅʂʾ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱܿ �ɱ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺ʾʾǘɱ˥ ǃǘ̝ǘɑʂʳɩǘɱ˥ ˒˥Ɔ˥ǘܪ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ
Ȫ˒ ɱʂ˥ ̰ǘ˥ Ȫɱ˥ǘȇʾƆ˥ǘǃ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ ʾʂƭʂ˥ȪƷ ǘɱǃʂ˒Ʒʂʳǘ ܪڷݚ ܪڸ ܪڹ ݛں
Ɔɱǃ ˥ȚǘʾǘȄʂʾǘ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥˒ Ɔʾǘ ƷƆʾʾȪǘǃ ʂ˺˥ Ȫɱ ʂ˺ʾ ʂʳ˥ȪƷ˒ Ɔɱǃ
ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ɑƆƭ ܪڱڲݚ ܪڲڲ ܿݛڶ Ċʂ Ȫɱ̝ǘ˒˥ȪȇƆ˥ǘ ˥Țǘ Ȫɱ͙˺ǘɱƷǘ ʂȄ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥

̝ǘɑʂƷȪ˥Ȫǘ˒ ʂɱ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩƆɱƷǘܪ ̣ǘ ȚƆ̝ǘ ǃǘ̝ǘɑʂʳǘǃ
Ɔ ˥ǘ˒˥ ˒ǘ˥˺ʳɩʂ˺ɱ˥ǘǃ ʂɱ Ɔɱ ʂʳ˥ȪƷƆɑ ˥Ɔƭɑǘܿ ĊȚȪ˒ ˒ǘ˥˺ʳ Ɔɑɑʂ̣˒
ƷʾǘƆ˥Ȫɱȇ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ Ȅʂʾ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱܪ ɑƆ˒ǘ ʾܪ Ɔɱǃ ʾǘɑݱ
Ɔ˥Ȫ̝ǘ ɩʂ˥Ȫʂɱ ƭǘ˥̣ǘǘɱ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ɔɱǃ ƭʂɱǘ gȪȇ˺ʾǘݦ ܿݧڲ gʾʂɩ ʾǘݱ
˒ǘƆʾƷȚ ʂȄ ʂ˥Țǘʾ ȇʾʂ˺ʳ˒ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ ͘ǘɑǃܪ Ȫ˥ Ȫ˒ ƆɑʾǘƆǃ̰ Ɉɱʂ̣ɱ ˥ȚƆ˥
ƷʂʂʾǃȪɱƆ˥ǘǃ Ɔɑ˥ǘʾɱƆ˥Ȫɱȇ ʳʾʂ̝Ȫ˒Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ɑȪȇȚ˥ Ɔɱǃ ȪʾʾȪȇƆݱ
˥Ȫʂɱ ȪɱƷʾǘƆ˒ǘ˒ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǘ͎ƷȪǘɱƷ̰ ̣ȚȪɑǘ ƷƆʾƭʂɱȪ̀Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ
ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ȚƆʾǃ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ Ʒʂ˺ɑǃ ƭǘ ʳʾǘ̝ǘɱ˥ǘǃ ܿݛڳڲݚ vʂ̣ǘ̝ǘ ʾܪ ˥Țǘ
ɑʂɱȇ ̣ƆȪ˥Ȫɱȇ ˥Ȫɩǘ Ȫɱ ƭǘ˥̣ǘǘɱ ˥Țǘ ʳ˺ɑ˒ǘ˒ ʾǘʳǘ˥Ȫ˥Ȫʂɱݦ ʾƆ˥ǘ
̣Ɔ˒ ݧv̀ڳ.ڱ ̣Ɔ˒ ɱʂ˥ ˒˺Ȫ˥Ɔƭɑǘ Ȅʂʾ Ɔ ʾǘƆɑ Ȫɱ˥ǘʾ̝ǘɱ˥Ȫʂɱܿ ¬ʂʾǘݱ
ʂ̝ǘ ʾܪ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ɩȪȇȚ˥ ƷȚƆɱȇǘ Ɔ˒ ˒ʂʂɱ Ɔ˒ ˥Țǘ
ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ɩʂ̝ǘ˒ ƆƷʾʂ˒˒ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘ ˥ʂ ƷʾǘƆ˥ǘ ɱʂ˥ ʂɱɑ̰ ˒Ȫɱȇɑǘ Țʂɑǘ˒
Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘܪ ƭ˺˥ Ɔɑ˒ʂ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ɑȪɱǘ˒ܿ ĊȚǘ ɱǘƷǘ˒˒Ȫ˥̰ ʂȄ ʂʳ˥Ȫݱ
ɩȪ̀ǘǃ ʳƆʾƆɩǘ˥ǘʾ ˒ǘ˥˥Ȫɱȇ˒ Ȅʂʾ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ɔɱǃ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷƆɱ ǘ̝ǘɱ
ƭǘ ˺˒ǘǃ Ȫɱ Ɔɱ Ȫɱ̝ǘʾ˥ǘǃ ̣Ɔ̰ܿ �ɱ˒˥ǘƆǃ ʂȄ ȪɱƷʾǘƆ˒Ȫɱȇ ˥Țǘ Ɔƭݱ
ɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǘ͎ƷȪǘɱƷ ̰ܪ Ɔɑ˒ʂ Ɔ ǃǘ˒Ȫʾǘǃ ʾǘǃ˺Ʒ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
ʾƆ˥ǘ ƷƆɱ ƭǘ ǃǘ˒ȪʾƆƭɑǘ ̣Țǘɱ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˒ ȇǘ˥ Ʒɑʂ˒ǘ ˥ʂ ǃǘɑݱ
ȪƷƆ˥ǘ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ˒˺ƷȚ Ɔ˒ ɱǘʾ̝ǘ˒ ܿݛڴڲݚ vʂ̣ǘ̝ǘ ʾܪ Ȫɱ ˥ȚȪ˒ ʳƆʳǘ ʾܪ
̣ǘ Ȫɱ˥ǘɱǃ ˥ʂ ʂʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀ǘ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ Ȅʂʾ ǃȪȄݱ
Ȅǘʾǘɱ˥ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˒ǘ˥˥Ȫɱȇ˒ ݛڶݚ Ȫɱ ʂʾǃǘʾ ˥ʂ ɩƆ̭ȪɩȪ̀ǘ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆݱ
˥Ȫʂɱ ǘ͎ƷȪǘɱƷ̰̣Ȫ˥Țʂ˺˥ ƷƆʾƭʂɱȪ̀Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘܿŀǘ Ɔɑ˒ʂ
̣Ɔɱ˥ ˥ʂ ǘɱ˒˺ʾǘ ˥ȚƆ˥ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ȚƆ˒ ȚȪȇȚ ʹ˺ƆɑȪ˥ ̰ܪ ̣ȚȪƷȚ
ɩǘƆɱ˒ ˥ȚƆ˥ ˥Țǘ ƭʂ˥˥ʂɩ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʾƆ˥ǘʾ Ɔɑʂɱȇ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˥ݱ
ǘʾƆɑ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ Ȫ˒ ˒ɩʂʂ˥Ț Ɔɱǃ ǃʂǘ˒ ɱʂ˥ Ʒʂɱ˒Ȫ˒˥ ʂȄ
˒Ȫɱȇɑǘ Țʂɑǘ˒ ɑǘƆǃȪɱȇ ˥ʂ ʳǘʾȄʂʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʾƆ˥Țǘʾ ˥ȚƆɱ Ʒʂɱ˥Ȫɱ˺ʂ˺˒
Ʒ˺˥˒ܿ

ĊȚǘ ƆƷȚȪǘ̝ǘǃ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ̣Ɔ˒ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘǃ̣Ȫ˥Ț Ɔɱ ʂʳݱ
˥ȪƷƆɑ ƷʂȚǘʾǘɱƷǘ ˥ʂɩʂȇʾƆʳȚ̰ ݧÀ,Ċݦ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ̣ܪȚȪƷȚƆǃǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱݱ
Ɔɑɑ̰ Ɔɑɑʂ̣ǘǃ Ɔ ̝Ȫ˒˺ƆɑȪ̀Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ˥ʂʳ Ɔɱǃ Ʒʾʂ˒˒ݱ˒ǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ
̝Ȫụ̈́˒ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ʂƭ˥ƆȪɱǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˒ܿ ę˒Ȫɱȇ À,Ċ Ȅʂʾ ˥Țǘ ǘ̝Ɔɑݱ
˺Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʾƆ˥ǘʾ ƆȄ˥ǘʾ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩȪɱȇ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆݱ
˥Ȫʂɱ Ȫɱ ƭʂɱǘ Ȫ˒ Ɔ ̝ǘʾ̰ ʳʾʂɩȪ˒Ȫɱȇ ƆʳʳʾʂƆƷȚܪ ˒ȪɱƷǘ À,Ċ ݱ˒̰˒
˥ǘɩ˒ ƷƆɱ ƆƷʹ˺Ȫʾǘ ǃȪɩǘɱ˒ȪʂɱƆɑݱڴ ˒ƷƆɱ˒ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ɑȪȇȚ˥ ˥ȚƆ˥ Ȫ˒
ʾǘ͙ǘƷ˥ǘǃ Ɔɱǃ ˒ƷƆ˥˥ǘʾǘǃ Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘƭʂɱǘ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘܿ Ċ̰ʳȪƷƆɑɑ ̰ܪ ˥Țǘ˒ǘ
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ڵڸڱڲ ࡧ �ܿ¬ܿ %ǘɑ˥ʾƆɱ %ǘʾɱƆɑ ǘ˥ Ɔɑܿܪ Àʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀Ȫɱȇ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ ȚƆʾǃ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ݧƭʂɱǘݦ

gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ܩڳ F̭ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥Ɔɑ ˒ǘ˥˺ʳ Ȅʂʾ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ
ʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩǘܿ

ǃȪɩǘɱ˒ȪʂɱƆɑݱڴ ̝ʂɑ˺ɩǘ˒ Ɔʾǘ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ ˒Ȫ̀ǘ ʂȄ Ɔ Ȅụ̈́ ɩȪɑɑȪɩǘݱ
˥ǘʾ˒ Ɔɱǃ ȚƆ̝ǘ Ɔ ʾǘ˒ʂɑ˺˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ Ɔ Ȅụ̈́ ɩȪƷʾʂɩǘ˥ǘʾ˒ܿ ĊȚƆ˥ Ȫ˒
̣Ț ̰ܪ À,Ċ ̣Ɔ˒ ƆɑʾǘƆǃ̰ ˺˒ǘǃ Ȫɱ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ˒˥˺ǃȪǘ˒ Ȅʂʾ ɩǘƆݱ
˒˺ʾȪɱȇ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʾƆ˥ǘʾ˒ Ȫɱ ƭʂɱǘ ܪڵڲݚ ܪڶڲ ܪڴڲ ܿݛڷڲ ĊȚǘ
ɱʂɱݱȪɱ̝Ɔ˒Ȫ̝ǘ ƷȚƆʾƆƷ˥ǘʾ ʂȄ Ɔɱ À,Ċ ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘɩǘɱ˥ Ɔ˒ ̣ǘɑɑ Ɔ˒
˥Țǘ ʳʂ˒˒ȪƭȪɑȪ˥̰ ˥ʂ ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥ǘǃ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ Ȫɱ ˒Ȫ˥˺ Ɔɱǃ
Ȫɱ ʾǘƆɑݱ˥Ȫɩǘܪ ɩƆɈǘ˒ À,Ċ Ɔ ˒ɩƆʾ˥ Ɔɱǃ ʳʾʂɩȪ˒Ȫɱȇ ȄǘǘǃƭƆƷɈ
˥ǘƷȚɱȪʹ˺ǘ Ȫɱ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥ȪʂɱݱƭƆ˒ǘǃ ʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩ̰ Ɔ˒ ʂ˥Țǘʾ Ɔʳݱ
ʳɑȪƷƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ Ȫɱ ˒˺ʾȇǘʾ̰ ˒Țʂ̣ ܿݛڸڲݚ

ۇ ¬ǘ˥Țʂǃ˒
À˺ʾ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩǘ Ʒʂɱ˒Ȫ˒˥˒ ʂȄ Ɔɱ Fʾܩŋ�j ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ
��ĊFĊÀę,vݦ ƭ̰ ý̰ɱǘʾʂɱݧ ̣ʂʾɈȪɱȇ Ɔ˥ Ɔ ̣Ɔ̝ǘɑǘɱȇ˥Ț ʂȄ
ڵں.ڳ պɩܪ Ɔ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ˒ʳʂ˥ ǃȪƆɩǘ˥ǘʾ ʂȄ ɩɩƆڶ.ڱ ʾǘʳǘ˥Ȫ˥Ȫʂɱ ʾƆ˥ǘ ʂȄ
ܪv̀ڱڲ Ɔɱ ǘɱǘʾḛ̑ ʳǘʾ ʳ˺ɑ˒ǘ ʂȄ ܪ�ɩڱڵں Ɔɱǃ Ɔ ʳ˺ɑ˒ǘ ǃ˺ʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
ʂȄ ڱڱڵ պ˒ܿ ĊȚǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ȫ˒ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ƭ̰ Ɔ ɩǘƷȚƆɱȪƷƆɑ ˒Ț˺˥˥ǘʾ
ʂʳǘʾƆ˥ǘǃ ƭ̰ Ɔɱ ڲڲڲڹ¬� ɩʂ˥ʂʾ Ȫɱ Ċ̣Ȫɱ,�Ċڴ ǘƷɈȚʂ͍%ݦ ݱ˺�
˥ʂɩƆ˥Ȫʂɱ �jܪ jǘʾɩƆɱ̰ݧ Ɔ˥ Ɔɱ ˺ʳǃƆ˥ǘ ʾƆ˥ǘ ʂȄ ڲ Ɉv̀ܿ ýȪɩݱ
ȪɑƆʾɑ ̰ܪ Ɔ ʳʾǘƷȪ˒Ȫʂɱ ˒˥Ɔȇǘ Ȅʂʾ ɩȪƷʾʂ˒Ʒʂʳǘ˒ êʾȪʂʾݦ ýƷȪǘɱ˥Ȫ͘Ʒܪ
jǘʾɩƆɱ̰̣ݧƆ˒ ǘʹ˺Ȫʳʳǘǃ̣Ȫ˥Ț ˥̣ʂ�¬ڲڲڲڹ Ȅʂʾ ƆƷ˥˺Ɔ˥Ȫɱȇ ˥Țǘ
ƭʂɱǘ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ ȚʂʾȪ̀ʂɱ˥Ɔɑ ʳɑƆɱǘ ňݦ Ɔɱǃ ŋݱǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱܿݧ ĊȚǘ Ɔƭ˒ʂݱ
ɑ˺˥ǘ ʳʂ˒Ȫ˥Ȫʂɱ ʾǘ˒ʂɑ˺˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ Ɔɑɑ ɩʂ˥ʂʾ˒ ̣Ɔ˒ ˒ǘ˥ ˥ʂ ڱڳ ƭȪ˥

ʾǘ̝ʂɑ˺˥Ȫʂɱ
Ɔɱǃ ˥Țǘ ˒˥Ɔȇǘ˒ ȚƆǃ Ɔ ˒ʳȪɱǃɑǘ ˒˥ǘǘʳɱǘ˒˒ ʂȄ ڳڱڱ.ڱ ɩ

ʾǘ̝ʂɑ˺˥Ȫʂɱ ܿ
gʂʾ ƆƷ˥˺Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ŚݱǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ ǘʾ˥ȪƷƆɑ̝ݦ Ɔ̭Ȫ˒ܪݧ Ɔ ɑȪȄ˥Ȫɱȇ ˥Ɔݱ
ƭɑǘ ̣Ȫ˥Ț ˒ƷȪ˒˒ʂʾ ɈȪɱǘɩƆ˥ȪƷ˒ ̣Ɔ˒ ˺˒ǘǃ ¬݉ڱںڵ�ݦ ĊȚʂʾɑƆƭ˒
jɩƭvܪ jǘʾɩƆɱ̰ݧ Ȫɱ ƷʂɩƭȪɱƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ̣Ȫ˥Ț Ɔɱʂ˥Țǘʾ ܿڲڲڲڹ¬�
� ƭʂ̝Ȫɱǘ Ȅǘɩ˺ʾ ƭʂɱǘ ̣Ɔ˒ ʾȪȇȪǃɑ̰ ƷʂɱɱǘƷ˥ǘǃ ̣Ȫ˥Ț Ɔ Țʂɑǃǘʾ
˥ʂ ˥Țǘ ňŋŚݱƆƷ˥˺Ɔ˥ȪʂɱɩǘƷȚƆɱȪ˒ɩܿ gʂʾ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱܪ
Ɔ ɩȪƷʾʂ͙˺ȪǃȪƷ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩܪ À%ڲ ܪ˒̰˒Fɑ̝ǘݦ gʾƆɱƷǘݧ ̣Ȫ˥Ț
˥̣ʂ ƷȚƆɱɱǘɑ˒ ̣Ɔ˒ Ȫɱ˒˥Ɔɑɑǘǃ݈ Ɔ ɑȪʹ˺Ȫǃ ƷȚƆɱɱǘɑ Ɔɱǃ Ɔɱ ƆȪʾݱ
͙ʂ̣ ƷȚƆɱɱǘɑ ˥ȚƆ˥ ƷƆɱ ƭǘ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ȪɱǃȪ̝Ȫǃ˺Ɔɑɑ̰ܿ ĊȚǘ ƆȪʾݱ
͙ʂ ̣ܪ ïڳ Ɔɱǃ ̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ ͙ʂ̣ ïȄ Ɔʾǘ ȇ˺Ȫǃǘǃ ˥ʂ ˥Țǘ ȄʂƷƆɑ ˒ʳʂ˥ ʂȄ
˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ʂɱ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘܿ vǘʾǘƭ ̰ܪ ˥Țǘ ƆȪʾ ɀǘ˥ ƷƆɱ ǃǘ͙ǘƷ˥
˥Țǘ ̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ ɀǘ˥ ˥ʂ Ɔɑɑʂ̣ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˺ɱǃǘʾ ǃʾ̰ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒

̣Țǘɱ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ʳ˺ɑ˒ǘ Ȫ˒ ʳʾǘ˒ǘɱ˥ܪ Ɔɱǃ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˥Țʾʂ˺ȇȚ Ɔ
ɀǘ˥ ʂȄ ǃǘȪʂɱȪ̀ǘǃ ̣Ɔ˥ǘ ʾܪ ̣Țǘɱ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ȫ˒ ʂ͍ gȪȇ˺ʾǘݦ ܿݧڲ

ĊȚǘ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥Ɔɑ ˒ǘ˥˺ʳ gȪȇ˺ʾǘݦ ݧڳ ʂʳǘʾƆ˥ǘ˒ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ Ȅʂɑݱ
ɑʂ̣Ȫɱȇ ̣Ɔ̰ܩ � ƷʂɩɩƆɱǃ Ʒʂɩʳ˺˥ǘʾ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑ˒ ˥Țǘ Fʾܩŋ�j
ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ݧڲݦ Ɔɱǃ ˥Țǘ ʳʾǘ˒˒˺ʾǘ ˒ʂ˺ʾƷǘ ܿݧڳݦ ĊȚǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƭǘƆɩ Ȫ˒
˒̣Ȫ˥ƷȚǘǃ ʂɱ݉ʂ͍ ƭ̰ ˥Țǘ ɩǘƷȚƆɱȪƷƆɑ ˒Ț˺˥˥ǘʾ ݧڴݦ Ɔɱǃ ˒ȚƆʳǘǃ
ƭ̰ ˥Țǘ ʂʳ˥ȪƷƆɑ Ʒʂɩʳʂɱǘɱ˥˒ ܿݧڵݦ ĊȚǘ ʳʾǘ˒˒˺ʾǘ ˒ʂ˺ʾƷǘ ݧڳݦ ʾǘȇݱ
˺ɑƆ˥ǘ˒ ˥̣ʂ ƆȪʾ͙ʂ̣˒ܪ ݧڶݦ Ɔɱǃ ܿݧڷݦ ݧڶݦ Ȫ˒ ȇ˺Ȫǃǘǃ ǃȪʾǘƷ˥ɑ̰ ˥ʂ Ɔ
ɱʂ̀̀ɑǘ ܿݧڸݦ ĊȚǘ ƆȪʾ͙ʂ̣ ʂȄ ݧڷݦ Ȫ˒ ȇ˺Ȫǃǘǃ Ȫɱ˥ʂ Ɔ ̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ ʾǘ˒ǘʾݱ
̝ʂȪʾ ݧڹݦ ̣Țǘʾǘ Ȫ˥ Ȫ˒ Ʒʂɱ̝ǘʾ˥ǘǃ Ȫɱ˥ʂ Ɔ ̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ ͙ʂ ̣ܿ ĊȚǘ ɑƆ˒ǘ ʾܪ
̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ ɀǘ˥ܪ Ɔɱǃ ƆȪʾ ɀǘ˥ Ɔʾǘ ǃȪ˒ʳǘɱ˒ǘǃ Ȅʾʂɩ ˥Țǘ ɱʂ̀̀ɑǘ ݧڸݦ
Ɔɱǃ ȄʂƷ˺˒ ʂɱ ˥Țǘ ƭʂ̝Ȫɱǘ Ȅǘɩ˺ʾ ƭʂɱǘ ܿݧںݦ 6˺ʾȪɱȇ ˥Țǘ ˒˥Ɔݱ
˥ȪʂɱƆʾ̰ ʂʳǘʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ݧڲݦ Ɔɱǃ ˥Țǘ ʳ˺ɑ˒ǘǃ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
˒̰˒˥ǘɩ ܪݧڸܪڷܪڶܪڳݦ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘ ƷƆɱ ƭǘ ɩʂ̝ǘǃ Ȫɱ ňݱǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ Ɔ˥
Ɔ Ʒʂɱ˒˥Ɔɱ˥ ˒ʳǘǘǃ ̣Ȫ˥Ț ˥Țǘ 6ڴ ʳʾǘƷȪ˒Ȫʂɱ ˒˥Ɔȇǘ ܿݧڱڲݦ �Ȅ˥ǘʾ
ǘƆƷȚ ɑȪɱǘƆʾ ɩʂ̝ǘɩǘɱ˥ Ȫɱ ňݱǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱܪ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘ ƷƆɱ ƭǘ ɑʂ̣ݱ
ǘʾǘǃ Ȫɱ Śݱʳʂ˒Ȫ˥Ȫʂɱ ˥ʂ ˒˥Ɔʾ˥ Ɔ ɱụ̈́ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ɑȪɱǘ ̣Ȫ˥Ț Ɔ ǃȪ͍ǘʾݱ
ǘɱ˥ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱܪ ǘܿ ȇܿܪ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ˒ʳǘǘǃ Ȫɱ ňݱǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱܿ �ɱ ˥ʂ˥Ɔɑܪ
˥Țǘ Ɔ˺˥ʂɩƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ ܪڴĊ̣Ȫɱ,�Ċݦ %ǘƷɈȚʂ͍ �˺˥ʂɩƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
�jܪ jǘʾɩƆɱ̰ݧ ݧڲڲݦ Ȫ˒ ˒ǘ˥ ˺ʳ ˥ʂ ʾǘƆɑȪ̀ǘ ̝͘ǘ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ
˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ ˒ǘɑʂƷȪ˥Ȫǘ̝ݦ Ȫɱ ňݱǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱܩݧ ڲ̝ ڶ.ڱ ɩɩ

˒ ܪ ڳ̝ ڲ ɩɩ
˒ ܪ

ڴ̝ ڳ ɩɩ
˒ ܪ ڵ̝ ڵ ɩɩ

˒ ܪ ڶ̝ ڹ ɩɩ
˒ ܿ vȪȇȚǘʾ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ˒

̣ǘʾǘɱʂ˥ ʂȄ Ȫɱ˥ǘʾǘ˒˥ Ȫɱ ˥ȚȪ˒ ˒˥˺ǃ ̰ܪ ˒ȪɱƷǘ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ̣ʂ˺ɑǃ ˒˥Ɔʾ˥
ƷʾǘƆ˥Ȫɱȇ ˒Ȫɱȇɑǘ Țʂɑǘ˒ ʂɱɑ̰ Ȫɱ˒˥ǘƆǃ ʂȄ Ɔ Ʒʂɱ˥Ȫɱ˺ʂ˺˒ ɑȪɱǘܿ
�ɑ˒ʂܪ ȚȪȇȚ ˥ʂʂɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ ˒Țʂ˺ɑǃ ƭǘ Ɔ̝ʂȪǃǘǃ Ȫɱ ɩȪɱȪɩƆɑ Ȫɱݱ
̝Ɔ˒Ȫ̝ǘ ˒˺ʾȇǘʾȪǘ˒ Ȅʂʾ ˒ƆȄǘ˥̰ ʾǘƆ˒ʂɱ˒ܪ ǘܿ ȇܿܪ ˥ʂ Ɔɑɑʂ̣ ǘɱʂ˺ȇȚ
ʾǘƆƷ˥Ȫʂɱ ˥Ȫɩǘ Ȅʂʾ ˥Țǘ ˒˺ʾȇǘʂɱ ˥ʂ ˒˥ʂʳ Ɔ ʳʾʂƷǘ˒˒ܿ

%Ɔ˒ǘǃ ʂɱ ˥ȚȪ˒ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥Ɔɑ ˒ǘ˥˺ʳ ʂȄ ɑƆ˒ǘ ʾܪ ňŋŚݱ˒˥Ɔȇǘܪ
Ɔɱǃ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱܪ ̣ǘ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩǘǃ ˥̣ʂ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥˒ܿ
ĊȚǘ ȇʂƆɑ ̣Ɔ˒ ˥ʂ ͘ɱǃ ˥Țǘ ʂʳ˥ȪɩƆɑ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ ˥ȚƆ˥ ʾǘ˒˺ɑ˥˒
Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ ȚȪȇȚǘ˒˥ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǘ͎ƷȪǘɱƷ̰ Ȅʂʾ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
˒ǘ˥˥Ȫɱȇ˒ Ɔɱǃ Ɔ Ʒʂɱ˒˥Ɔɱ˥ ˒ǘ˥ ʂȄ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ʳƆʾƆɩǘ˥ǘʾ˒ Ȅʂʾ ˒Ȫɱȇɑǘ
Ɔɱǃ ʾǘʳǘƆ˥ǘǃ Ʒ˺˥˒ܿ ĊȚǘʾǘȄʂʾǘܪ ˥Țǘ ͘ʾ˒˥ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ̣Ɔ˒ Ȫɱݱ
˥ǘɱǃǘǃ ˥ʂ ˒ǘɑǘƷ˥ ˥Țǘ ƭǘ˒˥ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ʂ˺˥ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ
˥̣ʂ ƭǘ˒˥ ʂɱǘ˒ Ȅʾʂɩ Ɔ ʳʾǘ̝Ȫʂ˺˒ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ܪ ̣Țǘʾǘ ˒Ȫɱȇɑǘ
Țʂɑǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ̣Ɔ˒ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩǘǃ ܿݛڶݚ �ɱ ˥Țǘ ˒ǘƷʂɱǃ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ܪ
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�ܿ¬ܿ %ǘɑ˥ʾƆɱ %ǘʾɱƆɑ ǘ˥ Ɔɑܿܪ Àʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀Ȫɱȇ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ ȚƆʾǃ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ݧƭʂɱǘݦ ࡧ ڶڸڱڲ

˒Ȫɱȇɑǘ Ɔɱǃ ʾǘʳǘƆ˥ǘǃ Ʒ˺˥˒ ̣ǘʾǘ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩǘǃ Ɔ˥ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ɑƆ˥ݱ
ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ Ɔ˥ ̭͘ǘǃ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˒ǘ˥˥Ȫɱȇ˒ ˥ʂ Ȫɱ̝ǘ˒˥ȪȇƆ˥ǘ ˥Țǘ ǘȄݱ
ȄǘƷ˥Ȫ̝ǘɱǘ˒˒ ʂȄ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ɔɑ˒ʂ Ȫɱ ǃǘǘʳǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˒ܿ

ۆܿۇ F̭ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ڲ
�ɱ ˥Țǘ ͘ʾ˒˥ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ܪ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱụ̈́Ɔ˒ ƆƷ˥˺Ɔ˥ǘǃ Ɔ˥ ڶ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥
ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ Ȫɱ ňݱǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱܪ Ɔɱǃ ˥ȚǘʾǘȄʂʾǘܪ ɑȪɱǘ ˒ȚƆʳǘ˒
̣ǘʾǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥ǘǃܿ ¬ʂʾǘʂ̝ǘ ʾܪ ̣ǘ ˺˒ǘǃ ڳ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˒ǘ˥ݱ
˥Ȫɱȇ˒ ˥ȚƆ˥ ˒˺ɩɩǘǃ ˺ʳ ˥ʂ Ɔ ˥ʂ˥Ɔɑ ʂȄ ڱڲ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥˒ܿ ĊȚǘ Ȅʂɑɑʂ̣ݱ
Ȫɱȇ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˒ǘ˥˥Ȫɱȇ˒ ̣ǘʾǘ ǘɩʳɑʂ̰ǘǃܩ

ĊƆƭɑǘ ܩڲ ĊƆƭɑǘ ʂȄ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ܿ ýǘʹ˺ǘɱƷǘ˒ ˺˒ǘǃ Ȅʂʾ ˥Țǘ
ʳ˺ɑ˒ǘǃ ̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ ɀǘ˥ ˺˒ǘǃ Ȫɱ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ܿڲ gʂʾ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ܪڲ ˥Țǘ
ǃ˺ʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ʂɱǘ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʳǘʾȪʂǃ ̣Ɔ˒ ں.ڱ ˒ Ɔɱǃ ڶڲ.ڲ ˒ Ȅʂʾ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ܿڳ

F̭ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ۆ ŀƆ˥ǘʾ À±
ǃ˺ʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ

ŀƆ˥ǘʾ Àgg
ǃ˺ʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ

ŀƆ˥ǘʾ ʳ˺ɑ˒ǘ
˒ʳǘǘǃ

ŀƆ˥ǘʾ ̝ʂɑ˺ɩǘ
ʳǘʾ ʳ˺ɑ˒ǘ

�ʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ۆ

ۊۆ.ۅ ˒ ۊی.ۅ ˒ ۆ ɩ
˒ ۉ.ۅۈ պɑ

�ʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ۇ

ۊۇ.ۅ ˒ ێ.ۅ ˒ ۆ ɩ
˒ ی.ۅۊ պɑ

ĊȚǘ˒ǘ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ̣ǘʾǘ ƷȚʂ˒ǘɱ ƭƆ˒ǘǃ ʂɱ ˥Țǘ
̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ ɀǘ˥ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ˺˒ǘǃ Ȫɱ Ɔʳʾǘ̝Ȫʂ˺˒ ˒˥˺ǃ̰ ܪݛڶݚ Ȫɱ̣ȚȪƷȚ Ɔ
ƭʂ̝Ȫɱǘ ƭʂɱǘ ̣Ɔ˒ ƆƭɑƆ˥ǘǃ ʂɱɑ̰ Ȫɱ ŋݱǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱܪ ƷʾǘƆ˥Ȫɱȇ ˒Ȫɱݱ
ȇɑǘ Țʂɑǘ˒ܿ �ɱ ˥ȚƆ˥ ˒˥˺ǃ ̰ܪ ˒ǘ̝ǘʾƆɑ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ʒʂɱ͘ȇ˺ʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒
̣ǘʾǘ ǘ̝Ɔɑ˺Ɔ˥ǘǃ Ȫɱ ˥ǘʾɩ˒ ʂȄ ƆƭɑƆ˥ǘǃ ǃǘʳ˥Ț Ɔɱǃ ƆƭɑƆ˥ǘǃ ̝ʂɑݱ
˺ɩǘ Ȫɱ ˥Ȫɩǘܿ %ƆƷɈ ˥Țǘɱ ̣Țǘɱ ʂɱɑ̰ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫɱȇ Ɔ Țʂɑǘܪ ˥Țǘ Ȫʾݱ
ʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ڲ Ɔɱǃ ڳ ʳʾʂ̝Ȫǃǘǃ Ɔɱ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʾƆ˥ǘ ݱƆƭݦ
ɑƆ˥ǘǃ ƭʂɱǘ Ȫɱ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ʂ̝ǘʾ ˥Ȫɩǘݧ ʂȄ ڸڴ.ڱ ɩɩ

˒ Ɔɱǃ ڵ.ڱ ɩɩ
˒ ܪ ʾǘݱ

˒ʳǘƷ˥Ȫ̝ǘɑ̰ܿ

ۇܿۇ F̭ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ڳ
%Ɔ˒ǘǃ ʂɱ ˥Țǘ ʾǘ˒˺ɑ˥˒ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ͘ʾ˒˥ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ܪ ̣ǘ ƷȚʂ˒ǘ ˥Țǘ
ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ˥ȚƆ˥ ɑǘǃ ˥ʂ ȚȪȇȚǘ˒˥ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʾƆ˥ǘ˒ ʂ̝ǘʾݱ
Ɔɑɑܩ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ܿڳ ĊȚǘ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˒ǘ˥˥Ȫɱȇ˒̣ǘʾǘ ˥Țǘɱ
Ɉǘʳ˥ ˥Țǘ ˒Ɔɩǘ ˥Țʾʂ˺ȇȚʂ˺˥ ˥Țǘ ǘɱ˥Ȫʾǘ ˒ǘƷʂɱǃ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ܿ
,ʂɱ˒ǘʹ˺ǘɱ˥ɑ ̰ܪ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥˒ ̣ǘʾǘ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩǘǃ ̣Ȫ˥Ț ˥Țǘ ˒Ɔɩǘ ڶ
ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ Ȫɱ ňݱǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ Ɔ˒ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ ͘ʾ˒˥ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪݱ
ɩǘɱ˥ܿ �ɱ ʳƆʾ˥ȪƷ˺ɑƆ ʾܪ ̣ǘ ̣ǘʾǘ Ȫɱ˥ǘʾǘ˒˥ǘǃ ˥ʂ ˺ɱǃǘʾ˒˥Ɔɱǃ Țʂ̣
˥Țǘ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ̝ǘɑʂƷȪ˥Ȫǘ˒ ȪɩʳƆƷ˥ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǘ͎ƷȪǘɱƷ̰ Ȅʂʾ
ǃǘǘʳǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˒ܿ Ċʂ ǃʂ ˒ʂܪ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ɩʂ̝ǘǃ ʂ̝ǘʾ ˥Țǘ ˒Ɔɩǘ ɑȪɱǘ˒
Ȫɱ Ɔ ʾǘʳǘƆ˥ǘǃ ̣Ɔ̰ ڲݦ ˥ʂ ڶ ˥Ȫɩǘ˒ܿݧ �ǃǃȪ˥ȪʂɱƆɑɑ ̰ܪ ˥Țǘ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪݱ
ɩǘɱ˥ ̣Ɔ˒ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩǘǃ Ȅʂʾ Ɔɑɑ ̝͘ǘ ̝ǘɑʂƷȪ˥̰ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ڲ̝ݦ ˥ʂ
ܿݧڶ̝ ĊȚ˺˒ܪ ˥Țǘ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ɑǘǃ ˥ʂ Ɔ ˥ʂ˥Ɔɑ ʂȄ ڶڳ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ɑȪɱǘ
Ʒ˺˥˒ Ȫɱ ڶڳ Śݱʳʂ˒Ȫ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ܿ

ۈܿۇ ýǘ˥˺ʳ Ȅʂʾ ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘɩǘɱ˥ ʂȄ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ
ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩƆɱƷǘ

ĊȚǘ Ʒʾʂ˒˒ݱ˒ǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ ʳʾʂ͘ɑǘ˒ ̣ǘʾǘ ʂƭ˥ƆȪɱǘǃ
̣Ȫ˥Ț Ɔ Ʒ˺˒˥ʂɩݱɩƆǃǘ À,Ċ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩܪ ƭƆ˒ǘǃ ʂɱ Ɔɱ �̭˒˺ɱ
˒̣ǘʳ˥ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ˒ʂ˺ʾƷǘ ڱչݦ ܪɱɩڱڷڱڲ әչ ܪɱɩڱڱڲ ˒̣ǘǘʳ
ʾƆ˥ǘ ڱڱڲ Ɉv̀ܿݧ ĊȚǘ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ ǘɱƆƭɑǘ˒ ƆƷʹ˺ȪʾȪɱȇ ̝ʂɑ˺ɩǘ˒ ̣Ȫ˥Ț
Ɔ ˒Ȫ̀ǘ ʂȄ ˺ʳ ˥ʂ ڶ.ڸ ڷ.ڲ ڴɩɩڶ.ڸ Ɔ˥ Ɔ ̝ʂɑ˺ɩǘ ʾƆ˥ǘ ʂȄ
ڸڴ.ڱ ̝ʂɑ˺ɩǘ˒

˒ Ɔɱǃ ʳʾǘ̝Ȫụ̈́ ˥Țǘɩ Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘ ɩʂɱȪ˥ʂʾ Ȫɱ ʾǘƆɑݱ˥Ȫɩǘܿ
ĊȚȪ˒ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ ȚƆ˒ Ɔɱ Ɔ̭ȪƆɑ Ɔɱǃ Ɔ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ʾǘ˒ʂɑ˺˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ڳڲ պɩܿ
� ȇǘɱǘʾƆɑ ǃǘ˒ƷʾȪʳ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ˒ǘ ʳƆʾƆɩǘ˥ǘʾ˒ ƷƆɱ ƭǘ Ȅʂ˺ɱǃ
Ȫɱ ܿݛڹڲݚ

gʂʾ ƆɱƆɑ̰̀Ȫɱȇ ˥Țǘ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ʂȄ ǘƆƷȚ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ܪ ̣ǘ ƆƷݱ
ʹ˺Ȫʾǘǃ À,Ċ ˒ƷƆɱ˒ݱ% ̣Ȫ˥Ț Ɔɱ ṷ̈́˥ǘɱ˥ ʂȄ ɩɩڷܿڲ Ȫɱ ǃǘʳ˥Ț Ɔɱǃ
ɩɩڳ.ڳ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ṷ̈́˥ǘɱ˒Ȫʂɱ Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘ ɩȪǃǃɑǘ ʂȄ ǘƆƷȚ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ Ɔɱǃ
ʳǘʾʳǘɱǃȪƷ˺ɑƆʾ ˥ʂ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ ǘǘ˒ݦ gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ڴ Ɔɱǃ
gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ܿݧڸ

gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ܩڴ À,Ċ ˒ǘ˥˺ʳܩ ݧƆݦ Ɔɱǃ ݧƭݦ ˒Țʂ̣ Țʂ̣ ˥Țǘ À,Ċ ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘɩǘɱ˥˒ ʂȄ
˥Țǘ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥˒ ̣ǘʾǘ ˒ǘ˥ ˺ʳܿ ĊȚǘ ɑƆ˒˥ ɑǘɱ˒ ʂȄ À,Ċ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ ݧڲݦ ȄʂƷ˺˒ǘǃ ˥Țǘ
ƭǘƆɩ ʂɱ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ Ɔɱǃ ˒ƷƆɱɱǘǃ Ɔ ɑȪɱǘ ʂɱ ˥Țǘ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘܿ ĊȚǘ
�ñ ǃǘ˥ǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷƆʾǃ ݧڳݦ ̝Ȫ˒˺ƆɑȪ̀ǘǃ ˥Țǘ ɑȪɱǘ ˒ƷƆɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ À,Ċ ƭǘƆɩ ܿݧƆݦ
ĊȚǘ ƆɑȪȇɱɩǘɱ˥ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘ ˒Ɔɩʳɑǘ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ ȄʂƷ˺˒ ʳɑƆɱǘ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ À,Ċ
˒̰˒˥ǘɩ ̣Ɔ˒ ƆƷȚȪǘ̝ǘǃ ƭ̰ ˺˒Ȫɱȇ ˥Țʾǘǘ ˥ʾƆɱ˒ɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˒˥Ɔȇǘ˒ ݧŚܪŋܪňݦ Ɔɱǃ
ʂɱǘ ɈȪɱǘɩƆ˥ȪƷ ɩʂ˺ɱ˥ Ɔ˒ ȪɱǃȪƷƆ˥ǘǃ ̣Ȫ˥Ț Ɔʾʾʂ̣˒ ܿݧƭݦ

ۉܿۇ 6ǘʳ˥Ț ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘɩǘɱ˥
ĊȚǘ ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘɩǘɱ˥ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǃǘʳ˥Ț˒ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ À,Ċ ˒ƷƆɱ˒
̣Ɔ˒ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩǘǃ ȪɱɩƆɱ˺Ɔɑ ˒ǘȇɩǘɱ˥Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ ˺˒Ȫɱȇ �ɩƆȇǘ� ǘǘ˒ݦ
gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ܿݧڵ ĊȚǘ ǃȪ˒˥ƆɱƷǘ ƭǘ˥̣ǘǘɱ ˥Țǘ ǃǘǘʳǘ˒˥ ʳʂȪɱ˥ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ
Ʒ˺˥ Ɔɱǃ ˥Țǘ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘ ̣Ɔ˒ ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘǃ ƭɑ˺ǘݦ ̝ǘʾ˥Ȫݱ
ƷƆɑ ɑȪɱǘ Ȫɱ gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ܿݧڵ ŀǘ Ɔ˒˒˺ɩǘǃ Ɔ ͙Ɔ˥ ȪɱȪ˥ȪƆɑ ƭʂɱǘ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ
˥ȚƆ˥ ̣Ɔ˒ ˥Țǘ ɑȪɱǘƆʾ ƷʂɱɱǘƷ˥Ȫɱȇ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ˒˺ʾʾʂ˺ɱǃȪɱȇ
ɱʂɱݱƆƭɑƆ˥ǘǃ ƭʂɱǘ ʾǘȇȪʂɱ˒ ǘɑɑʂ̣̰ݦ ȚʂʾȪ̀ʂɱ˥Ɔɑ ɑȪɱǘ Ȫɱ gȪȇݱ
˺ʾǘ ܿݧڵ
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ڷڸڱڲ ࡧ �ܿ¬ܿ %ǘɑ˥ʾƆɱ %ǘʾɱƆɑ ǘ˥ Ɔɑܿܪ Àʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀Ȫɱȇ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ ȚƆʾǃ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ݧƭʂɱǘݦ

gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ܩڵ ĊȚǘ À,Ċ Ȫɱ˥ǘʾȄƆƷǘ ˒Țʂ̣˒ Ɔɱ ṷ̈́Ɔɩʳɑǘ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ɩƆɱ˺Ɔɑ ǃǘʳ˥Ț
ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘɩǘɱ˥ ˺˒Ȫɱȇ �ɩƆȇǘ�ܿ �ɱ ˥ȚȪ˒ ṷ̈́Ɔɩʳɑǘܪ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ݱȪɱݦ
ǃȪƷƆ˥ǘǃ ƭ̰ ˥Țǘ ƭɑ˺ǘ ̝ǘʾ˥ȪƷƆɑ ɑȪɱǘݧ ̣Ɔ˒ ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘǃ ˥ʂ ƭǘ ڵڸڲ ʳȪ̭ǘɑ˒ Ȫɱ
ɑǘɱȇ˥Ț ˥ȚƆ˥ ǘʹ˺Ɔɑ˒ ˥ʂ ڳڶڳ պɩܿ

ۈ ñǘ˒˺ɑ˥˒
ۆܿۈ F̭ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ڲ
ĊȚǘ ˒˥˺ǃ̰ Ȫɱ ݛڶݚ ǘ̝Ɔɑ˺Ɔ˥ǘǃ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ ɀǘ˥ ƷʂʂɑȪɱȇ Ʒʂɱݱ
ǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ Ȅʂʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫɱȇ ƭʂɱǘ ƭ̰ ƷʾǘƆ˥Ȫɱȇ ˒Ȫɱȇɑǘ Țʂɑǘ˒ܿ �ɱ ʂ˺ʾ
˒˥˺ǃ ̰ܪ ̣ǘ ˺˒ǘǃ ˥̣ʂ ʂȄ ˥Țʂ˒ǘ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ Ȫɱ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ڲ ˥ʂ
ƷʾǘƆ˥ǘ Ʒʂɱ˥Ȫɱ˺ʂ˺˒ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ʂȄ ˒˥ʾƆȪȇȚ˥ ɑȪɱǘ˒ܿ ĊȚǘ Ȫɱ͙˺ǘɱƷǘ
ʂȄ ˥Țǘ˒ǘ ˥̣ʂ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ Ɔʾǘ ǘ̝Ɔɑ˺Ɔ˥ǘǃ ƭ̰ ɩǘƆݱ
˒˺ʾȪɱȇ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥ǘǃ ǃǘʳ˥Ț Ȅʂʾ ˥Țǘ ̝ǘɑʂƷȪ˥Ȫǘ˒ ڲ̝ ˥ʂ ܿڶ̝ gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ڶ
˒Țʂ̣˒ Ɔ ʳȚʂ˥ʂȇʾƆʳȚ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˒ Ȅʂʾ ˥Țǘ ̝͘ǘ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥
̝ǘɑʂƷȪ˥Ȫǘ˒ Ɔɱǃ gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ڷ ˒Țʂ̣˒ ˥Țǘ À,Ċ Ʒʾʂ˒˒ݱ˒ǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ Ɔɱǃ
˥ʂʳ ̝Ȫụ̈́ ȪɩƆȇǘ˒ ʂȄ ˥Țʂ˒ǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥ǘǃ ƆʾǘƆ˒ܿ

gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ܩڶ êȪƷ˥˺ʾǘ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ʾǘ˒˺ɑ˥Ȫɱȇ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˒ Ɔ˥ ڶ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ
˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ ƭǘ˥̣ǘǘɱ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ɔɱǃ ƭʂɱǘ Ȫɱ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ܿڲ FƆƷȚ Ʒ˺˥ ɑȪɱǘ Ȫɱ Śݱ
ǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ ̣Ɔ˒ ȇǘɱǘʾƆ˥ǘǃ ̣Ȫ˥Ț Ɔɱʂ˥Țǘʾ Ʒʂɱ˒˥Ɔɱ˥ ˒ʳǘǘǃ Ȫɱ ňݱǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ
ǃǘƷʾǘƆ˒Ȫɱȇݦ ̝ǘɑʂƷȪ˥Ȫǘ˒ Ȅʾʂɩ ɑǘȄ˥ ˥ʂ ʾȪȇȚ˥ܿݧ �ɱ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ڳ ˥ɱʂݦ ̝Ȫ˒˺ݱ
ƆɑȪ̀ǘǃ Țǘʾǘܪݧ ɱụ̈́ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ɑȪɱǘ˒ ̣ǘʾǘ ɩƆǃǘ Ȅʂʾ ˥Țǘ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ
Ȫ˥ǘʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ڲݦ ˥ʂ ݧڶ Ɔ˥ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ̝ǘɑʂƷȪ˥Ȫǘ˒ ڲ̝ݦ ˥ʂ ܪݧڶ̝ ˥ȚǘʾǘȄʂʾǘܪ ڶڳ Ʒ˺˥˒
̣ǘʾǘ ɩƆǃǘ Ȫɱ ˥ʂ˥Ɔɑܿ

gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ܩڷ À,Ċ ȪɩƆȇǘ˒ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ̝͘ǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˒ Ȅʾʂɩ gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ڶ ̣Ȫ˥Ț ǃȪ͍ǘʾݱ
ǘɱ˥ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ɩʂ̝ǘɩǘɱ˥ ˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ ǃǘƷʾǘƆ˒Ȫɱȇݦ ˒ʳǘǘǃ Ȅʾʂɩ ɑǘȄ˥ ˥ʂ ʾȪȇȚ˥ܿݧ
,ʾʂ˒˒ ˒ǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ ˥ɑǘȄݦ ȪɩƆȇǘݧ Ɔɱǃ ˥ʂʳ ̝Ȫụ̈́ ˥ʾȪȇȚݦ ȪɩƆȇǘܿݧ

�ɱ ĊƆƭɑǘ ܪڳ ˥Țǘ ƆƷȚȪǘ̝ǘǃ ƆƭɑƆ˥ǘǃ ǃǘʳ˥Ț˒ Ɔʾǘ ˒˺ɩɩƆݱ
ʾȪ̀ǘǃ Ȅʂʾ ˥Țǘ ˥̣ʂ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ Ɔɱǃ ˥Țǘ ̝͘ǘ ˒ʳǘǘǃ
ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ܿ ĊȚǘ ʾƆ˥Ȫʂ˒ ƭǘ˥̣ǘǘɱ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥ǘǃ ǃǘʳ˥Ț˒ ʳʾʂ̝Ȫǃǘ
˥Țǘ ʾǘɑƆ˥Ȫ̝ǘ Ȫɱ͙˺ǘɱƷǘ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ʂɱ ˥Țǘ Ɔƭݱ
ɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʳʾʂƷǘ˒˒ܿ ĊȚȪ˒ ʾƆ˥Ȫʂ ̣Ɔ˒ ƷƆɑƷ˺ɑƆ˥ǘǃ ƭ̰ ǃȪ̝ȪǃȪɱȇ ˥Țǘ
ǃǘʳ˥Ț ʂȄ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ڳ Ɔ˥ Ɔ ʾǘ˒ʳǘƷ˥Ȫ̝ǘ ̝ǘɑʂƷȪ˥̰ ݧڳ6ݦ
ƭ̰ ˥Țǘ Ʒʂʾʾǘ˒ʳʂɱǃȪɱȇ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ̝Ɔɑ˺ǘ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ʒʂɱݱ
ǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ڲ ܿݧڲ6ݦ ĊȚǘ ʾƆ˥Ȫʂ ʾǘʳʂʾ˥˒ ˥Țǘ Ɔǃ̝Ɔɱ˥Ɔȇǘ ʂȄ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
ǃǘʳ˥Ț Ȅʂʾ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ڳ Ȅʂʾ ̝Ɔɑ˺ǘ˒ ɑƆʾȇǘʾ ˥ȚƆɱ ڲ Ɔɱǃݦ
̝ȪƷǘ ̝ǘʾ˒Ɔ Ȅʂʾ ̝Ɔɑ˺ǘ˒ ˒ɩƆɑɑǘʾ ˥ȚƆɱ ܿݧڲ ĊȚȪ˒ ʾƆ˥Ȫʂ ̣Ɔ˒ ƷƆɑƷ˺ݱ
ɑƆ˥ǘǃ Ȅʂʾ ǘƆƷȚ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃܪ Ɔ˒ ̣ǘɑɑ Ɔ˒ Ɔɱ ʂ̝ǘʾƆɑɑ ʳǘʾȄʂʾݱ
ɩƆɱƷǘ Ɔ̝ǘʾƆȇǘݦ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ʾƆ˥Ȫʂܿݧ

ĊƆƭɑǘ ܩڳ ĊƆƭɑǘ Ȅʂʾ ƷʂɩʳƆʾȪ˒ʂɱ ʂȄ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ܿ

ĺǘɑʂƷȪ˥̰
ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ
˒ɩɩݚ ݛ

,˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃǘʳ˥Ț
ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ۆ

ݛպɩݚ

,˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃǘʳ˥Ț
ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ۇ

ݛպɩݚ

6ǘʳ˥Ț
ʾƆ˥Ȫʂ
ݛۆݚ

ۆ̝ ۊ.ۅ ۅۉۋ یۈۋ ێێ.ۅ
ۇ̝ ۆ ۍۍۈ ۇیۈ ۋێ.ۅ
ۈ̝ ۇ ۋۉۆ ۇۊۇ ۇی.ۆ
ۉ̝ ۉ ۍۊ ۅێ ۊۊ.ۆ
ۊ̝ ۍ ۍۈ ۇی ۅێ.ۆ
�̝ǘʾƆȇǘ ʂȄ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ʾƆ˥Ȫʂ ۈۉ.ۆ
ۇܿۈ F̭ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ڳ
gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ڸ ƷʂɩʳƆʾǘ˒ ˥Țǘ ˒ƷƆɱ˒ݱ% ݧ˒ǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ݱ˒˒Ʒʾʂݦ ʳǘʾʳǘɱǃȪƷݱ
˺ɑƆʾ ˥ʂ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ Ȅʂʾ ˥Țǘ Ȅʂ˺ʾ ɩʂ˒˥ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ Ɔƭݱ
ɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˒ǘ˥˥Ȫɱȇ˒ ڲݦ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ Ȫ˥ǘʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ɔ˥ ܪڲ̝ ڶ Ȫ˥ǘʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ Ɔ˥ ܪڲ̝
ڲ Ȫ˥ǘʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ɔ˥ ܪڶ̝ Ɔɱǃ ڶ Ȫ˥ǘʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ Ɔ˥ ܿݧڶ̝ �ǃǃȪ˥ȪʂɱƆɑɑ ̰ܪ ̣ǘ
ƆƷʹ˺Ȫʾǘǃ ˒ƷƆɱ˒ݱ% ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ˒Ɔɩǘ ˒Ȫ̀ǘ Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘ ɩȪǃǃɑǘ ʂȄ ǘƆƷȚ
ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ ˒Țʂ̣Ȫɱȇ ˥Țǘ ƭʂ˥˥ʂɩ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥ ʳʾʂ͘ɑǘ Ɔɑʂɱȇ ˥Țǘ
Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱܿ ĊȚǘ˒ǘ ˒ƷƆɱ˒ݱ% Ɔʾǘ ʳʾǘ˒ǘɱ˥ǘǃ Ȫɱ gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ڸ
ݧȚݱǘݦ Ɔɱǃ ˒Țʂ̣ ˥ȚƆ˥ ˥Țǘ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥ ʳʾʂ͘ɑǘ Ɔɑʂɱȇ ˥Țǘ
Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ ȚƆ˒ ˒ʂɩǘ ʾǘȇ˺ɑƆʾ ˺ɱǘ̝ǘɱɱǘ˒˒ Ȫɱ ȚǘȪȇȚ˥
ܿݧ˒ʾȪʳʳɑǘݦ
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�ܿ¬ܿ %ǘɑ˥ʾƆɱ %ǘʾɱƆɑ ǘ˥ Ɔɑܿܪ Àʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀Ȫɱȇ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ ȚƆʾǃ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ݧƭʂɱǘݦ ࡧ ڸڸڱڲ

gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ܩڸ ĊȚǘ À,Ċ ȪɩƆȇǘ ˒Țʂ̣˒ ˥Țǘ ƷʂɩʳƆʾȪ˒ʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥ ʳʾʂ͘ɑǘ˒
ʂȄ ˥Țǘ Ȅʂ˺ʾ ɩʂ˒˥ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˒ǘ˥˥Ȫɱȇ˒ܿ gȪȇܿ ݧǃݱƆݦ ˒Țʂ̣ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥
ʳʾʂ͘ɑǘ˒ Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘ ɩȪǃǃɑǘ ʂȄ ǘƆƷȚ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ Ɔɱǃ ʳǘʾʳǘɱǃȪƷ˺ɑƆʾ ˥ʂ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˥ݱ
ǘʾƆɑ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ ܿݧʳɑƆɱǘݱŋŚݦ %Ɔ˒ǘǃ ʂɱ ˥Țǘ˒ǘ Ʒʾʂ˒˒ݱ˒ǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ܪ
˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ̣Ɔ˒ ǃǘ˥ǘʾɩȪɱǘǃܿ 6˺ǘ ˥ʂ ˥Țǘ ɑȪɩȪ˥ǘǃ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ʾƆɱȇǘ
ʂȄ ˥Țǘ À,Ċ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩܪ ̣ǘ ɱǘǘǃǘǃ ˥ʂ ˺˒ǘ ƭʂ˥Ț ˒Ȫǃǘ˒ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ̀ǘʾʂ ǃǘɑƆ̰
˥ʂ ƆƷʹ˺Ȫʾǘ ˥Țǘ ʳʾʂ͘ɑǘ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ǃǘǘʳǘ˒˥ Ʒ˺˥ܿ �˒ Ɔ Ʒʂɱ˒ǘʹ˺ǘɱƷǘܪ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥
ʳʾʂ͘ɑǘ ƆʳʳǘƆʾ˒ ށȄʂɑǃǘǃށ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ Ʒʾʂ˒˒ݱ˒ǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ ̝Ȫụ̈́ ܿݧƭݦ vʂ̣ǘ̝ǘʾܪ
˥ȚȪ˒ ȚƆ˒ ɱʂ ɱǘȇƆ˥Ȫ̝ǘ ǘ͍ǘƷ˥ ʂɱ ˥Țǘ ǘ̝Ɔɑ˺Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃǘʳ˥Țܿ
gȪȇܿ ݧȚݱǘݦ ˒Țʂ̣ ˥Țǘ ƭʂ˥˥ʂɩ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʾƆ˥ǘʾ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ À,Ċ Ʒʾʂ˒˒ݱ
˒ǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘ ɩȪǃǃɑǘ ʂȄ ǘƆƷȚ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ Ɔɑʂɱȇ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃȪݱ
ʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ ܿݧʳɑƆɱǘݱňŋݦ

�ɱ ʂʾǃǘʾ ˥ʂ ʂƭ˥ƆȪɱ ƷʂɩʳƆʾƆƭɑǘ ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘɩǘɱ˥˒ Ȅʂʾ ˥Țǘ
Ȅʂɑɑʂ̣Ȫɱȇ ǘ̝Ɔɑ˺Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃǘʳ˥Ț˒ܪ ̣ǘ ƷȚʂ˒ǘ ˥Țǘ
Ʒʾʂ˒˒ݱ˒ǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ݧ˒ƷƆɱ˒ݱ%ݦ ʳǘʾʳǘɱǃȪƷ˺ɑƆʾ ˥ʂ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ Ʒ˺˥ݱ
˥Ȫɱȇ ǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ Ʒʂɱ˥ƆȪɱȪɱȇ ˥Țǘ ǃǘǘʳǘ˒˥ ʾȪʳʳɑǘܿ

ĊȚǘ ƷʾƆ˥ǘʾ ǃǘʳ˥Ț˒ ƷʾǘƆ˥ǘǃ ̣Ȫ˥Ț ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ Ɔɱǃ
˥ȚǘɱɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘǃ̣Ȫ˥Ț À,Ċ Ɔʾǘ ǃǘʳȪƷ˥ǘǃ Ȫɱ gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ܿڹ gʂʾ ǘƆƷȚ
ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃܪ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǘ͎ƷȪǘɱƷ̰ ƷȚƆɱȇǘ˒ Ɔ˒ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ
Ȫ˒ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫɱȇ ǃǘǘʳǘʾ ɑƆ̰ǘʾ˒ ɑȪɱǘݦ Ʒ˺˥ Ȫ˥ǘʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ݧ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘܿ

ĊȚǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƆʾǘƆ ʾƆ˥ǘ Ȫ˒ ƆɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘ ʂȄ Țʂ̣ ǘ͎ƷȪǘɱ˥ ˥Țǘ
ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ȫ˒ ʂ̝ǘʾ ˥Ȫɩǘ Ɔɱǃ Ȫ˒ ȇȪ̝ǘɱ ƭ̰

ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƆʾǘƆ ʾƆ˥ǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǃǘʳ˥Ț � ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ
ɱ˺ɩƭǘʾ ʂȄ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ Ȫ˥ǘʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ . ݧڲݦ

ĊȚȪ˒ Ȅʂʾɩ˺ɑƆ ƷƆɑƷ˺ɑƆ˥ǘ˒ ˥Țǘ ˒Ȫ̀ǘ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ƆʾǘƆ ˥ȚƆ˥ ̣Ɔ˒
ƆƭɑƆ˥ǘǃ Ȫɱ ڲ ˒ǘƷʂɱǃܿ ĊȚȪ˒ ƆʾǘƆ Ȫ˒ ɑʂƷƆ˥ǘǃ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ ňŋݱʳɑƆɱǘ
Ɔɑʂɱȇ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ ɩȪǃǃɑǘ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥ܿ
gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ں ˒Țʂ̣˒ Ɔ ǃȪɩǘɱ˒ȪʂɱƆɑݱڴ Ʒʂɱ˥ʂ˺ʾ Ʒʂɑʂʾ ɩƆʳ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ
ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƆʾǘƆ ʾƆ˥ǘ Ȅʂʾ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ Ɔɱǃ ˺ʳ ˥ʂ ̝͘ǘ
ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ Ȫ˥ǘʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ܿ

gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ܩڹ ĊȚǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ̝˒ܿ Ȫ˥ǘʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʾǘɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˒Țʂ̣˒ ˥Țǘ ͘ɱƆɑ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
ǃǘʳ˥Ț˒ ƆƷȚȪǘ̝ǘǃ ƭ̰ ˺˒Ȫɱȇ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ Ɔɱǃ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥
ɱ˺ɩƭǘʾ ʂȄ ʾǘʳǘ˥Ȫ˥Ȫ̝ǘ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥˒ Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘ ˒Ɔɩǘ ɑʂƷƆ˥Ȫʂɱܿ

gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ܩں ĊȚǘ ƷʂɑʂʾݱɩƆʳ ˒Țʂ̣˒ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥ǘǃ ƆʾǘƆ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ Ʒʾʂ˒˒ݱ˒ǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ
ʳǘʾʳǘɱǃȪƷ˺ɑƆʾ ˥ʂ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃȪʾǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂ̝ǘʾ ˥Ȫɩǘܿ

ۉ 6Ȫ˒Ʒ˺˒˒Ȫʂɱ
ۆܿۉ F̭ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ڲ
�ɱ ˥Țǘ͘ʾ˒˥ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ʂȄ ʂ˺ʾ ˒˥˺ǃ ụ̰̈́ܪ ƆȪɩǘǃ ˥ʂ Ȫɱ̝ǘ˒˥ȪȇƆ˥ǘ
˥Țǘ Ȫɱ͙˺ǘɱƷǘ ʂȄ ˥̣ʂ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ Țʂ̣ɱ˒ݦ
ȪɱĊƆƭɑǘ ݧڲ ʂɱ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʾƆ˥ǘ ʂȄ ʂ˺ʾ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ̣ȚǘɱƆƭݱ
ɑƆ˥Ȫɱȇƭʂ̝Ȫɱǘ Ȅǘɩ˺ʾƭʂɱǘܿ �ɱ Ɔʳʾǘ̝Ȫʂ˺˒ ˒˥˺ǃ̰ ܪݛڶݚ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ڳ ƆɑʾǘƆǃ̰ ǘɱƆƭɑǘǃ ˥Țǘ ƭǘ˒˥ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ݱƆƭɑƆݦ
˥Ȫʂɱ ʾƆ˥ǘݧ ̣Țǘɱ ƷʾǘƆ˥Ȫɱȇ ʂɱɑ̰ ˒Ȫɱȇɑǘ Țʂɑǘ˒ܿ �ɱ ʂ˺ʾ ˒˥˺ǃ̰ ʂɱ
ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇܪ ̣ǘ ƷʂɩʳƆʾǘǃ ˥̣ʂ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒
˥ȚƆ˥ ̣ǘʾǘ ˺˒ǘǃ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ ʳʾǘ̝Ȫʂ˺˒ ˒˥˺ǃ̰ Ɔɩʂɱẹ̑ȚȪƷȚ ˥Țǘ ƭǘ˒˥
ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ̣Ɔ˒ ǘɩʳɑʂ̰ǘǃ ƆȇƆȪɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱݦ ܿݧڳ gʂʾ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ܪڲ ̣ǘ ƆƷȚȪǘ̝ǘǃ ˥Țǘ ȄƆ˒˥ǘ˒˥ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ȪɱƷʾǘƆ˒ǘ Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘ
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ڹڸڱڲ ࡧ �ܿ¬ܿ %ǘɑ˥ʾƆɱ %ǘʾɱƆɑ ǘ˥ Ɔɑܿܪ Àʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀Ȫɱȇ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ ȚƆʾǃ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ݧƭʂɱǘݦ

ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ ʂȄ ڳ̝ ڲ ɩɩ
˒ ܪ ̣ȚȪƷȚ ɑǘǃ ˥ʂ Ɔɱ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƆʾǘƆ

ʾƆ˥ǘ ʂȄ ڹڳ.ڴڳ ɩɩڳ

ɩȪɱ ǘǘ˒ݦ ǘʹ˺Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ ܿݧڲ �ɱ ƷʂɩʳƆʾȪ˒ʂɱܪ Ȅʂʾ ȪʾʾȪݱ
ȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ܪڳ ̣ǘ ƆƷȚȪǘ̝ǘǃ ˥Țǘ ȄƆ˒˥ǘ˒˥ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ȪɱƷʾǘƆ˒ǘ
Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ ʂȄ ڶ̝ ڹ ɩɩ

˒ ܪ ̣ȚȪƷȚ Ʒʂʾʾǘ˒ʳʂɱǃ˒ ˥ʂ
Ɔɱ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƆʾǘƆ ʾƆ˥ǘ ʂȄ ڴڸ.ڵڴ ɩɩڳ

ɩȪɱ ܿ gʾʂɩ ˥Țǘ˒ǘ ʾǘ˒˺ɑ˥˒ Ɔɱǃ
˥Țǘ ʂɱǘ˒ ʳʾǘ˒ǘɱ˥ǘǃ Ȫɱ ĊƆƭɑǘ ܪڳ ̣ǘ ƷʂɱƷɑ˺ǃǘǃ ˥ȚƆ˥ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ڳ ʳʾʂ̝Ȫǃǘ˒ Ȫɱ ˥ʂ˥Ɔɑ Ɔ ȚȪȇȚǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ˥ȚƆɱ
ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ܿڲ ĊȚǘʾǘȄʂʾǘܪ ̣ǘ ˺˒ǘǃ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪݱ
˥Ȫʂɱ ڳ Ȫɱ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ܿڳ

ۇܿۉ F̭ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ڳ
ĊȚǘ ȇʂƆɑ ʂȄ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ڳ ̣Ɔ˒ ˥ʂ Ȫɱ̝ǘ˒˥ȪȇƆ˥ǘ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǘȄݱ
͘ƷȪǘɱƷ̰ Ȅʂʾ ǃǘǘʳǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˒ Ɔɱǃ Ɔɑ˒ʂ ˥ʂ ʂƭ˒ǘʾ̝ǘ ˥Țǘ ʹ˺ƆɑȪ˥̰ ʂȄ
˥Țǘ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ ƆȄ˥ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˥ȚƆ˥ ̣Ȫɑɑ ʾǘ˒˺ɑ˥ ̣Țǘɱ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ȫ˒
ɩʂ̝ǘǃ ˒ǘ̝ǘʾƆɑ ˥Ȫɩǘ˒ ʂ̝ǘʾ ˥Țǘ ˒Ɔɩǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ɑȪɱǘ Ɔ˥ ǃȪ͍ǘʾݱ
ǘɱ˥ ˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ܿ Ċʂ ɑȪɩȪ˥ ˥Țǘ ɱ˺ɩƭǘʾ ʂȄ ʳʂ˒˒Ȫƭɑǘ ƷʂɩƭȪɱƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ܪ
˥Țǘ ƭǘ˒˥ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ˒Ɔ̣ڲ ǘɩʳɑʂ̰ǘǃ
˥Țʾʂ˺ȇȚʂ˺˥ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥ ܩڳ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ ܿڳ � ɩƆ ̭ݱ
Ȫɩ˺ɩ ʂȄ ˺ʳ ˥ʂ ڶ ʾǘʳǘ˥Ȫ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ʳǘʾ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘ ڶ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ
˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ ڲ̝ ˥ʂ ڶ̝ ̣ǘʾǘ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩǘǃܿ Ċʂ ǘɱ˒˺ʾǘ Ɔ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ Ɔɱǃ
ɱʂ˥ ˒ǘ̝ǘʾƆɑ Țʂɑǘ˒ ˒ǘʳƆʾƆ˥ǘǃ Ɔɑʂɱȇ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ɑȪɱǘܪ ̣ǘ ȚƆǃ
˥ʂ ɑȪɩȪ˥ ʂ˺ʾ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ ˥ʂ Ɔ ɩƆ̭Ȫɩ˺ɩ ʂȄ ڶ̝ ڹ ɩɩ

˒ Ȅʂʾ
˥Țǘ Ʒ˺ʾʾǘɱ˥ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ˒ǘ˥˥Ȫɱȇ˒ ǘǘ˒ݦ gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ȇڸ Ɔɱǃ ܿݧȚڸ gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ڹ
˒Țʂ̣˒ܪ Ɔ˒ ƆɑʾǘƆǃ̰ ǃǘɩʂɱ˒˥ʾƆ˥ǘǃ ƭǘȄʂʾǘ Ȅʂʾ ˒Ȫɱȇɑǘ Țʂɑǘ Ɔƭݱ
ɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ܪݛڵڲݚ ˥ȚƆ˥ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ȪɱƷʾǘƆ˒ǘ˒ ɱʂɱݱɑȪɱǘƆʾɑ̰
Ɔ˒ ˥Țǘ ɱ˺ɩƭǘʾ ʂȄ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥˒ ȪɱƷʾǘƆ˒ǘ˒ Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘ ˒Ɔɩǘ Śݱʳʂ˒Ȫ˥Ȫʂɱܿ
ĊȚȪ˒ ɱʂɱɑȪɱǘƆʾ ƭǘȚƆ̝Ȫʂʾ Ȫ˒ ʂƭ˒ǘʾ̝ǘǃ Ȅʂʾ Ɔɑɑ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ܿ

gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ں ˒Țʂ̣˒ ˥ȚƆ˥ ˥Țǘ ȚȪȇȚǘ˒˥ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǘ͎ƷȪǘɱƷ̰
̣Ɔ˒ ʂƭ˥ƆȪɱǘǃ ̣Ȫ˥Ț ˥Țǘ ȚȪȇȚǘ˒˥ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ Ɔɱǃ Ɔ ˒Ȫɱݱ
ȇɑǘ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥݈ Ȫɱ ˥ȚȪ˒ ƷƆ˒ǘܪ ˥Țǘ ƆƷȚȪǘ̝ǘǃ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƆʾǘƆ ʾƆ˥ǘ
̣Ɔ˒ ڴڸ.ڵڴ ɩɩڳ

ɩȪɱ ƷƆɑƷ˺ɑƆ˥ǘǃݦ ƭ̰ ǘʹ˺Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ ܿݧڲ g˺ʾ˥Țǘʾɩʂʾǘܪ
gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ں Ȫɑɑ˺˒˥ʾƆ˥ǘ˒ ˥ȚƆ˥ܪ ̣Ȫ˥ȚȪɱ ˥Țǘ ˒Ʒʂʳǘ ʂȄ ʂ˺ʾ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪݱ
ɩǘɱ˥ܪ Ȫ˥ ̣Ɔ˒ ɩʂ˒˥ ǘ͎ƷȪǘɱ˥ ˥ʂ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩ Ɔ ˒Ȫɱȇɑǘ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ Ɔɱǃ
˥ʂ ȪɱƷʾǘƆ˒ǘ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ ˺ɱ˥Ȫɑ ˥Țǘ ɩƆ̭Ȫɩ˺ɩ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ
˒ʳǘǘǃ ʂȄ ڹ ɩɩ

˒ ܿ �˒ ˒ʂʂɱ Ɔ˒ ˥Țǘ ɩƆ̭Ȫɩ˺ɩ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ ̣Ɔ˒
ʾǘƆƷȚǘǃܪ ̣ǘ Ʒʂ˺ɑǃ ȪɱƷʾǘƆ˒ǘ ˥Țǘ ɱ˺ɩƭǘʾ ʂȄ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ Ȫ˥ǘʾƆݱ
˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ̣ȚȪɑǘ ʳʾǘ˒ǘʾ̝Ȫɱȇ Ɔ ȚȪȇȚ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƆʾǘƆ ʾƆ˥ǘܿ

gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ڹ ˒Țʂ̣˒ ǃȪʾǘƷ˥ɑ̰ ̣ȚȪƷȚ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ Ɔɱǃ ɱ˺ɩݱ
ƭǘʾ ʂȄ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ Ȫ˥ǘʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ɱǘǘǃ ˥ʂ ƭǘ ˒ǘ˥ Ȫɱ ʂʾǃǘʾ ˥ʂ ƆƷȚȪǘ̝ǘ
˥Țǘ ǃǘ˒Ȫʾǘǃ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǃǘʳ˥Țܿ �ɱ ˥Țǘ ɱṷ̈́˥ ˒˥ǘʳܪ ˥Țǘ Ȅʂ˺ɱǃ
ʳƆȪʾ ʂȄ ̝Ɔɑ˺ǘ˒ ƷƆɱ ƭǘ ƷʂɩʳƆʾǘǃ ˺˒Ȫɱȇ gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ں ˥ʂ Ɔ˒Ʒǘʾ˥ƆȪɱ
̣ȚȪƷȚ ƷʂɩƭȪɱƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǘɱƆƭɑǘ˒ ˥Țǘ ȚȪȇȚǘ˒˥ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƆʾǘƆ ʾƆ˥ǘܿ
ĊȚ˺˒ܪ ˥Țǘ˒ǘ ͘ȇ˺ʾǘ˒ ƷƆɱ ƭǘ ˺˒ǘǃ Ɔ˒ Ɔ ɈȪɱǃ ʂȄ ɑʂʂɈݱ˺ʳ ˥Ɔƭɑǘ
Ȅʂʾ ͘ɱǃȪɱȇ ˥Țǘ ƭǘ˒˥ ʳƆʾƆɩǘ˥ǘʾ ˒ǘ˥˥Ȫɱȇ˒ Ȫɱ ˥ǘʾɩ˒ ʂȄ ȚȪȇȚ Ɔƭݱ
ɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʾƆ˥ǘܪ ̣ȚȪƷȚ Ȫ˒ ǘ˒ʳǘƷȪƆɑɑ̰ ˺˒ǘȄ˺ɑ Ȫɱ ȄǘǘǃݱȄʂʾ̣Ɔʾǃ Ʒʂɱݱ
˥ʾʂɑܪ ƭ˺˥ Ɔɑ˒ʂ Ȅʂʾ ɩʂǃǘɑݱƭƆ˒ǘǃ ȄǘǘǃƭƆƷɈ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑܿ

%ǘ˒Ȫǃǘ˒ ˥Țǘ ǘ͎ƷȪǘɱƷ̰ Ɔɱǃ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǃǘʳ˥Țܪ ˥Țǘʾǘ
ɩȪȇȚ˥ Ɔɑ˒ʂ ƭǘ ʂ˥Țǘʾ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩƆɱƷǘ ƷʾȪ˥ǘʾȪƆ ˥ȚƆ˥ Ɔʾǘ Ȫɩʳʂʾݱ

˥Ɔɱ˥ Ȅʂʾ ˥Țǘ ˺˒ǘʾ ˒˺ƷȚ Ɔ˒ ˥Țǘ ˒ɩʂʂ˥Țɱǘ˒˒ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘܿ
�ɩƆȇȪɱǘ ̣ǘ ̣Ɔɱ˥ ˥ʂ ʂƭ˥ƆȪɱ Ɔ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ ̣Ȫ˥Ț Ɔ ǃǘʳ˥Ț Ɔʾʂ˺ɱǃ
ڱڹڴ պɩܿ gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ڹ ˒Țʂ̣˒ ˥ȚƆ˥ ˥ȚȪ˒ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ƷƆɱ ƭǘ
ƆƷȚȪǘ̝ǘǃ ̣Ȫ˥Ț ˥̣ʂ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ˒ǘ˥˥Ȫɱȇ˒݈ ǘȪ˥Țǘʾ ̣ǘ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩ Ɔ
˒Ȫɱȇɑǘ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ Ɔ˥ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ ڳ̝ ڲ ɩɩ

˒ ʂʾ ˥Țʾǘǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ
Ȫ˥ǘʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ˺˒Ȫɱȇ ˒ƷƆɱ ̝ǘɑʂƷȪ˥̰ ڴ̝ ڳ ɩɩ

˒ ܿ gʂƷ˺˒Ȫɱȇ ʂɱ ˥Țǘ
ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǘ͎ƷȪǘɱƷ̰ʂɱɑ̰ ǘǘ˒ݦ gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ܪݧں ʂɱǘ ˒Ȫɱȇɑǘ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ Ɔ˥
ڳ̝ ڲ ɩɩ

˒ Ȫ˒ ȄƆ˒˥ǘʾ Ɔɱǃ ˥Țǘʾǘƭ̰ ƭǘ˥˥ǘʾ ˒ǘ˥˥Ȫɱȇ Ȅʂʾ ˥ȚȪ˒ ˥Ɔ˒Ɉܿ
�ǃǃȪ˥ȪʂɱƆɑɑ ̰ܪ ƆȪɩȪɱȇ Ȅʂʾ Ɔ ˒ɩʂʂ˥Ț ʾǘ˒Ȫǃ˺Ɔɑ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘܪ
gȪȇ˺ʾǘ˒ Ɔڸ Ɔɱǃ ȇڸ ˒Țʂ̣ ˥ȚƆ˥ ˺˒Ȫɱȇ ʂɱɑ̰ Ɔ ˒Ȫɱȇɑǘ Ʒ˺˥ Ȫ˥ǘʾƆݱ
˥Ȫʂɱ ɑǘƆǃ˒ ˥ʂ Ɔ ʾȪʳʳɑǘǃ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ Ȅʂʾ Ɔɑɑ ǘ̝Ɔɑ˺Ɔ˥ǘǃ ɑƆ˥ݱ
ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ ܿڶ̝ݮڲ̝ ĊȚǘʾǘȄʂʾǘܪ ɩʂʾǘ ˥ȚƆɱ ʂɱǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ Ȫ˥ǘʾƆݱ
˥Ȫʂɱ Ȫ˒ ɱǘƷǘ˒˒Ɔʾ̰ Ȅʂʾ Ɔ ˒ɩʂʂ˥Țǘʾ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ Ɔɱǃ ˥ȚȪ˒ ȪɩʳɑȪǘ˒
˥ȚƆ˥ ˥Țʾǘǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ Ȫ˥ǘʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ ڴ̝ ڳ ɩɩ

˒
Ɔʾǘ ˥Țǘ ƭǘ˒˥ ˒ǘ˥˥Ȫɱȇ Ȫɱ ˥ȚȪ˒ ƷƆ˒ǘܿ �ɱ ˒Țʂʾ˥ܪ ȪȄ Ɔ ˒ɩʂʂ˥Ț Ʒ˺˥ݱ
˥Ȫɱȇ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ Ȫ˒ ǃǘ˒Ȫʾǘǃܪ ˥Țǘɱ Ȫ˥ Ȫ˒ ɱʂ˥ ʂɱɑ̰ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǘ͎ݱ
ƷȪǘɱƷ̰ ˥ȚƆ˥ ɩƆ˥˥ǘʾ˒ܿ

�ɱ ˥Țǘ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘɩǘɱ˥ ʳʾʂƷǘ˒˒ܪ ̣ǘ Ɔ˒˒˺ɩǘǃ Ɔ ͙Ɔ˥
ȪɱȪ˥ȪƆɑ ƭʂɱǘ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ ˥ȚƆ˥ ̣Ɔ˒ ˥Țǘ ɑȪɱǘƆʾ ƷʂɱɱǘƷ˥Ȫɱȇ ˒˺ʾݱ
ȄƆƷǘ ƭǘ˥̣ǘǘɱ ˥Țǘ ˒˺ʾʾʂ˺ɱǃȪɱȇ ɱʂɱݱƆƭɑƆ˥ǘǃ ƭʂɱǘ ʾǘȇȪʂɱ˒ܿ
vʂ̣ǘ̝ǘ ʾܪ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ ʂȄ ǘ̝ǘʾ̰ Ȅǘɩ˺ʾ Ȫ˒ Ɔɑ̣Ɔ̰˒ Ʒ˺ʾ̝ǘǃ
˥ʂ ˒ʂɩǘ ṷ̈́˥ǘɱ˥ Ɔɱǃ ȚƆ˒ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ Ȫʾʾǘȇ˺ɑƆʾȪ˥Ȫǘ˒ ǘܿݦ ȇܿܪ ɑȪ˥˥ɑǘ
ƭ˺ɩʳ˒ܿݧ ĊȚ˺˒ܪ ȪȄ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ȫ˒ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩǘǃ Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘ ̝Ɔɑݱ
ɑṵ̈́ ʂȄ Ɔ ɑȪ˥˥ɑǘ ƭ˺ɩʳܪ ˥Țǘɱ ˥Țǘ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ʂȄ ˥ȚȪ˒ ̝Ɔɑɑṵ̈́ ̣Ȫɑɑ Ɔǃǃ
˺ʳ ˥ʂ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ƷƆ˺˒ǘǃ ƭ̰ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ɔɱǃ
Ȫɱ ˥ʂ˥Ɔɑ ʾǘ˒˺ɑ˥ Ȫɱ Ɔ ǃǘǘʳǘʾ Ʒ˺˥ ˥ȚƆɱ ṷ̈́ʳǘƷ˥ǘǃܿ ¬ʂʾǘʂ̝ǘ ʾܪ
˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘ ̣Ɔ˒ ɱʂ˥ ̣ǘɑɑ ʾǘƆɑȪȇɱǘǃ ˥ʂ ǘ̝ǘʾ̰ ɱụ̈́ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ܿ
ĊȚ˺˒ܪ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺ʾ̝Ȫɱǘ˒˒ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘ ɩȪȇȚ˥ ƷƆ˺˒ǘ ˥ȚƆ˥ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘ
˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ Ȫ˒ ɱʂ˥ Ɔɑ̣Ɔ̰˒ ɩʂ˺ɱ˥ǘǃ ʳǘʾʳǘɱǃȪƷ˺ɑƆʾɑ̰ ˥ʂ ˥Țǘ Ȫɱݱ
ƷʂɩȪɱȇ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƭǘƆɩܿ �ɱ ˥Țǘ˒ǘ ƷƆ˒ǘ˒ܪ Ȫ˥ Ȫ˒ ǃȪ͎Ʒ˺ɑ˥ ˥ʂ ǃǘݱ
͘ɱǘ ˥Țǘ ƷʂʾʾǘƷ˥ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ʂ͍˒ǘ˥ ʳʂ˒Ȫ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ȪɱȪ˥ȪƆɑ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘܪ
̣ȚȪƷȚ ɩȪȇȚ˥ ƷƆ˺˒ǘ Ɔɱ ȪɱƆƷƷ˺ʾƆƷ̰ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘݱ
ɩǘɱ˥ܿ ĊȚǘ˒ǘ ʾǘƆ˒ʂɱ˒ Ʒʂ˺ɑǃ ȚƆ̝ǘ ƷƆ˺˒ǘǃ ˥Țǘ ƷɑǘƆʾɑ̰ ȚȪȇȚǘʾ
ǃǘʳ˥Ț ʂȄݦ ںڲڸ պɩݧɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘǃ Ȅʂʾ ˥Țǘ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ ƷʾǘƆ˥ǘǃ Ȫɱ Ȅʂ˺ʾ
Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ Ȫ˥ǘʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ̣Ȫ˥Ț Ɔ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ ʂȄ ڴ̝ ڳ ɩɩ

˒ ܿ

ۈܿۉ �ȪɩȪ˥Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ
Ċʂ ȪɱƷʾǘƆ˒ǘ ˥Țǘ ʾǘɑȪƆƭȪɑȪ˥̰ ʂȄ ʂ˺ʾ ʾǘ˒˺ɑ˥˒ܪ ˥Țǘ ṷ̈́ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥˒
˒Țʂ˺ɑǃ ƭǘ ʾǘʳǘƆ˥ǘǃ ɩƆɱ̰ ˥Ȫɩǘ˒ ˺˒Ȫɱȇ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ƭʂɱǘ˒
˥ʂ ǘɱƆƭɑǘ ˒˥ʾȪƷ˥ ˒˥Ɔ˥Ȫ˒˥ȪƷƆɑ ƆɱƆɑ̰˒Ȫ˒ܿ �ǃǃȪ˥ȪʂɱƆɑɑ ̰ܪ Ȫɱ ʂ˺ʾ
˒˥˺ǃ ̰ܪ ̣ǘ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ȫɱ ȄǘǘǃݱȄʂʾ̣Ɔʾǃ
ɩʂǃǘܪ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ɔɱǃ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ ̣ǘʾǘ ɱʂ˥ ̰ǘ˥ ˒̰ɱƷȚʾʂݱ
ɱȪ̀ǘǃܿ ¬ǘƆ˒˺ʾǘɩǘɱ˥ ʂ˺˥ɑȪǘʾ˒ Ɔ˒ ǃǘ˒ƷʾȪƭǘǃ Ɔƭʂ̝ǘ ɩȪȇȚ˥ ƭǘ
Ɔ̝ʂȪǃǘǃ ƭ̰ ˺˒Ȫɱȇ ʾǘƆɑݱ˥Ȫɩǘ ȄǘǘǃƭƆƷɈ Ȅʾʂɩ ˥Țǘ À,Ċ ݱ˒̰˒
˥ǘɩ Ȅʂʾ Ɔ Ʒɑʂ˒ǘǃݱɑʂʂʳ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʳʾʂƷǘ˒˒ܿ
vʂ̣ǘ̝ǘ ʾܪ ˥Țǘ Ȫɩʳɑǘɩǘɱ˥Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ Ɔ ʾǘƆɑݱ˥Ȫɩǘ ȄǘǘǃƭƆƷɈ Ȫ˒ Ɔ
ƷȚƆɑɑǘɱȇȪɱȇ ˥Ɔ˒Ɉܪ ˒ȪɱƷǘ ˥Țǘ À,Ċ ǃƆ˥Ɔ ʳʾʂƷǘ˒˒Ȫɱȇ ɱǘǘǃ˒ ˥ʂ
ƭǘ ˒ʳǘǘǃǘǃݱ˺ʳ Ɔɑɑ̰˺˒˺ݦ ˺˒Ȫɱȇ ˥Țǘ ȚȪȇȚʳʾʂƷǘ˒˒Ȫɱȇ ʳʂ̣ǘʾ ʂȄ
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�ܿ¬ܿ %ǘɑ˥ʾƆɱ %ǘʾɱƆɑ ǘ˥ Ɔɑܿܪ Àʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀Ȫɱȇ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ ȚƆʾǃ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ݧƭʂɱǘݦ ࡧ ںڸڱڲ

ȇʾƆʳȚȪƷ˒ ʳʾʂƷǘ˒˒Ȫɱȇ ˺ɱȪ˥˒ Ɔɱǃ ʾǘǃ˺ƷȪɱȇ ˥Țǘ ʾǘȇȪʂɱ ʂȄ Ȫɱ˥ǘʾݱ
ǘ˒˥ܿݧ �˒ Ɔɱ ƆǃǃȪ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ Ʒʂɱ˒˥ʾƆȪɱ˥ Ȅʂʾ ǘɱƆƭɑȪɱȇ Ɔ Ʒɑʂ˒ǘǃݱɑʂʂʳ
Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩܪ ˥Țǘ ǃƆ˥Ɔ ʳƆƷɈƆȇǘ˒ Ɔɱǃ
ǃƆ˥Ɔ ʾƆ˥ǘ˒ ˥ʾƆɱ˒Ȅǘʾʾǘǃ ˥ʂ Ɔɱǃ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑ ɑʂʂʳɩ˺˒˥ Ɔɑɑʂ̣
˒˺͎ƷȪǘɱ˥ɑ̰ ȚȪȇȚ ǃƆ˥Ɔ ʾƆ˥ǘ˒ ܿݛںڲݚ �ɑ˥Țʂ˺ȇȚ ̣ǘ Ɔʾǘ ̣ʂʾɈȪɱȇ
ʂɱ ˥Țǘ ˒̰ɱƷȚʾʂɱȪ̀Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ɑƆ˒ǘ ʾܪ ˥Țǘ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
˒̰˒˥ǘɩܪ ˥Țǘ À,Ċ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩܪ Ɔɱǃ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ɩʂ̝ǘɩǘɱ˥ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ
ƭʂɱǘܪ ˥ȚȪ˒ ˒̰ɱƷȚʾʂɱȪ̀Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ ʳʾʂƷǘ˒˒ Ȫ˒ ɱʂ˥ Ʒʂɩʳɑǘ˥ǘǃ ̰ǘ˥ܿ
%ǘ˒Ȫǃǘ˒ ˥Țǘ À,Ċ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩܪ ƆǃǃȪ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ ȄǘǘǃƭƆƷɈ ˒Țʂ˺ɑǃ ƭǘ Ȫɱݱ
˥ǘȇʾƆ˥ǘǃ ˥ʂ ʂ˺ʾ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ ˥ʂ ǘɱ˒˺ʾǘ ˥Țǘ ʳʾʂʳǘʾ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩƆɱƷǘ
ʂȄ ˥Țǘ Ʒʂɩʳɑǘ˥ǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩܿ ĊȚȪ˒ ̣Ȫɑɑ ƭǘ ʳƆʾ˥ȪƷݱ
˺ɑƆʾɑ̰ Ȫɩʳʂʾ˥Ɔɱ˥ ˥ʂ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ʂɱɑȪɱǘ ˒ȪɱƷǘ
ƭʂɱǘ˒ ȚƆ̝ǘ Ʒʂɩʳɑṷ̈́ ȇǘʂɩǘ˥ʾȪƷ ˒ȚƆʳǘ˒ ˥ȚƆ˥̣Ȫɑɑ ʾǘʹ˺Ȫʾǘ ǃȪȄݱ
Ȅǘʾǘɱ˥ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃǘʳ˥Ț˒ Ȅʂʾ ǘƆƷȚ ˒ʳʂ˥ܪ ǘܿ ȇܿܪ ˥ʂ Ʒʂɩʳɑǘ˥ǘɑ̰ Ʒ˺˥
˥Țʾʂ˺ȇȚ ƭʂɱǘܿ

�ɱ Ɔ ˒˺ʾȇǘʾ ̰ܪ ˥Țǘʾǘ Ɔʾǘ ƆǃǃȪ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ ʳƆʾƆɩǘ˥ǘʾ˒ ˥ȚƆ˥
˒Țʂ˺ɑǃ ƭǘ ˥ƆɈǘɱ Ȫɱ˥ʂ Ʒʂɱ˒ȪǃǘʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱܿ gʂʾ ṷ̈́Ɔɩʳɑǘܪ ƭɑʂʂǃ Ȫ˒
Ɔɱ ʂʳƆʹ˺ǘ ɩǘǃȪ˺ɩ Ɔɱǃ ƷƆɱ Ɔƭ˒ʂʾƭ ˥Țǘ ǘɱǘʾḛ̑ ʂȄ À,Ċ Ɔɱǃ
ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƭǘƆɩ˒ܿ �ɱ ʂʾǃǘʾ ˥ʂ ʂ̝ǘʾƷʂɩǘ ˥ȚȪ˒ Ȫ˒˒˺ǘܪ ƭɑǘǘǃȪɱȇ
ƷƆɱ ƭǘ ʾǘɩʂ̝ǘǃ ƭ̰ Ɔɱ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ɔɱǃ ˒˺Ʒ˥Ȫʂɱ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩܿ ŀǘ
ʳɑƆɱ ˥ʂ ʂʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀ǘ ˥Țǘ ˥ȪɩȪɱȇ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʳ˺ɑ˒ǘܪ ˥Țǘ Ȫʾݱ
ʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ɔɱǃ ˒˺Ʒ˥Ȫʂɱ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩܪ Ɔ˒ ̣ǘɑɑ Ɔ˒ ˥Țǘ À,Ċ ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘݱ
ɩǘɱ˥ܪ ˒ʂ ˥ȚƆ˥ ˥Țǘ À,Ċ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘ˒ Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘ ˥Ȫɩǘ ̣ǘ ǘ ̭ݱ
ʳǘƷ˥ ˥Țǘ ɑǘƆ˒˥ ƭɑʂʂǃ Ʒʂɱ˥ǘɱ˥ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ƆʾǘƆܿ ¬ʂʾǘʂ̝ǘ ʾܪ
˥ʂ ʳʾǘ̝ǘɱ˥ ƷƆʾƭʂɱȪ̀Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ˒ܪ ˥Țǘ ƭʂǃ̰ ˥ǘɩʳǘʾƆݱ
˥˺ʾǘ ˒Țʂ˺ɑǃ ƭǘɩʂɱȪ˥ʂʾǘǃ ƭ̰ ȄǘǘǃƭƆƷɈɩǘƷȚƆɱȪ˒ɩ˒ ɑȪɈǘ Ȫɱݱ
ȄʾƆʾǘǃ ƷƆɩǘʾƆ˒ Ɔɱǃ ˥Țǘ ˒˥ʾ˺Ʒ˥˺ʾǘ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘ ƷƆɱ ƭǘ ɩʂɱݱ
Ȫ˥ʂʾǘǃ ƭ̰ ˥Țǘ À,Ċ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩܿ

ۊ À˺˥ɑʂʂɈ
�ɱ Ȅ˺˥˺ʾǘܪ ̣ǘ ʳɑƆɱ ˥ʂ ƷʂɩƭȪɱǘ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƭǘƆɩ̣Ȫ˥Ț
˥Țǘ ʳʾʂƭȪɱȇ ƭǘƆɩ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ À,Ċ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ ƭ̰ Ɔ ƷʂƆ̭ȪƆɑ ˒ǘ˥˺ʳܿ �ɱ
Ȫɩʳʂʾ˥Ɔɱ˥ Ȫɩʳʾʂ̝ǘɩǘɱ˥ ʂȄ ˥ȚȪ˒ ƷʂɩƭȪɱƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ̣Ȫɑɑ ƭǘ ˥ȚƆ˥
˥Țǘ ɑʂƷƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ ƷƆɱ ƭǘ ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘǃ ƭǘȄʂʾǘ
Ɔɱ̰ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ȫ˒ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩǘǃ Ɔɱǃ ƷƆɱ ƭǘ ˥ʾƆƷɈǘǃ ǃ˺ʾȪɱȇ ˥Țǘ
ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʳʾʂƷǘ˒˒ܿ ¬ǘƆ˒˺ʾȪɱȇ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ ɱʂ˥ ʂɱɑ̰ ƆȄݱ
˥ǘʾ ƭ˺˥ Ɔɑ˒ʂ ƭǘȄʂʾǘ Ɔɱ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ̣Ȫɑɑ ɩƆɈǘ ˥Țǘ ǘ˒˥ȪɩƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ
˥Țǘ ȪɱȪ˥ȪƆɑ ƭʂɱǘ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ ˺ɱɱǘƷǘ˒˒Ɔʾ̰ܿ ĊȚǘʾǘƭ ̰ܪ ˥Țǘ ǃǘʳ˥Ț
ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘɩǘɱ˥ ǘʾʾʂʾ˒ Ɔʾʂ˺˒Ȫɱȇ ȄʾʂɩƷ˺ʾ̝̰ Ɔɱǃ˺ɱǘ̝ǘɱƭʂɱǘ
˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ˒ ̣Ȫɑɑ ƭǘ ǘɑȪɩȪɱƆ˥ǘǃܿ �ǃǃȪ˥ȪʂɱƆɑɑ ̰ܪ ̣ǘ Ɔʾǘ Ʒ˺ʾʾǘɱ˥ɑ̰
̣ʂʾɈȪɱȇ ʂɱ Ɔɱ ƆɑȇʂʾȪ˥Țɩ Ȅʂʾ Ɔɱ Ɔ˺˥ʂɩƆ˥ȪƷ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘݱ
ɩǘɱ˥ Ȅʾʂɩ ˥Țǘ Ʒʾʂ˒˒ݱ˒ǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ Ʒ˺˥ ʳʾʂ͘ɑǘ ˒Ɔݦ ˒Țʂ̣ɱ Ȫɱ
gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ܿݧڸ g˺ʾ˥Țǘʾɩʂʾǘܪ ˥Țǘ ƷʂʂʾǃȪɱƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ɔɱǃ ˒̰ɱƷȚʾʂɱȪ̀Ɔݱ
˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ǃǘ̝ȪƷǘ˒ Ȫɱ̝ʂɑ̝ǘǃ Ȫɱ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩ̰ Ȫ˒
Ɔ ƷȚƆɑɑǘɱȇȪɱȇ ˥Ɔ˒Ɉ Ɔɱǃ ̣Ȫɑɑ ƭǘ Ɔɱ Ȫɩʳʂʾ˥Ɔɱ˥ ʳƆʾ˥ ʂȄ ʂ˺ʾ Ȅ˺ݱ
˥˺ʾǘ ̣ʂʾɈܿ

Ċʂ ʳʾʂ̝Ȫǃǘ Ɔɱ ʂ˺˥ɑʂʂɈ ʂɱ ʂ˺ʾ Ʒʂɩʳɑǘ˥ǘ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ Ȫ˥ȚȪɱ̣ݦ
˥Țǘ ˒Ʒʂʳǘ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ¬�ñ�,�F ʳʾʂɀǘƷ˥ݧ Ȅʂʾ ɩȪɱȪɩƆɑɑ̰ Ȫɱ̝Ɔ˒Ȫ̝ǘ
ʾʂƭʂ˥ݱƆ˒˒Ȫ˒˥ǘǃ Ʒʂɩʳ˺˥ǘʾ ȇ˺Ȫǃǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩ ̰ܪ Ɔ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑ
ƷȚƆʾ˥ Ȫ˒ ʳʾʂ̝Ȫǃǘǃ ˥ȚƆ˥ ǃǘʳȪƷ˥˒ ˥Țǘ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ Ʒʂɩʳʂݱ
ɱǘɱ˥˒ ƆɱǃƆɑ˒ʂ ȪɱǃȪƷƆ˥ǘ˒Țʂ̣̣ǘʳɑƆɱ ˥ʂ Ʒɑʂ˒ǘ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑ ɑʂʂʳ˒
gȪȇ˺ʾǘݦ ܿݧڱڲ Ċʂ ͘ɱǃ ʂ˺˥ ɩʂʾǘ Ɔƭʂ˺˥ ˥Țǘ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ
Ʒʂɩʳʂɱǘɱ˥˒ Ɔɱǃ ˥ȚǘȪʾ ˒˥Ɔ˥ǘ ʂȄ ǃǘ̝ǘɑʂʳɩǘɱ˥ ʳɑǘƆ˒ǘ ʾǘȄǘʾ ˥ʂܩ
ܪڷݚ ܪڸ ݛڹ Ȅʂʾ ˥Țǘ ʾʂƭʂ˥ȪƷ ǘɱǃʂ˒Ʒʂʳǘ ˥Ȫʳܪ ݛںݚ Ȅʂʾ ˥Țǘ ʾʂƭʂ˥ȪƷ
ǘɱǃʂ˒Ʒʂʳǘܪ ݛڱڳݚ Ȅʂʾ Ɔɱȇɑǘ ˒ǘɱ˒ʂʾ˒ܪ ݛڲڳݚ Ȅʂʾ ˒ȚƆʳǘ ˒ǘɱ˒Ȫɱȇܪ
Ɔɱǃ ܪڳڳݚ ܪڴڳ ݛڵڳ Ȅʂʾ ȄʂʾƷǘ ˒ǘɱ˒Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ʾʂƭʂ˥ȪƷ ǘɱǃʂ˒Ʒʂʳǘܪ

gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ܩڱڲ ýƷȚǘɩǘ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ Ȅ˺˥˺ʾǘ Ʒɑʂ˒ǘǃݱɑʂʂʳ ˒ǘ˥˺ʳ Ȅʂʾ Ȫɱ ɩȪɱȪɩƆɑɑ̰ Ȫɱ̝Ɔ˒Ȫ̝ǘ ʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩ ̰ܿ
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ڱڹڱڲ ࡧ �ܿ¬ܿ %ǘɑ˥ʾƆɱ %ǘʾɱƆɑ ǘ˥ Ɔɑܿܪ Àʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀Ȫɱȇ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ ȚƆʾǃ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ݧƭʂɱǘݦ

ܪڶڳݚ ݛڷڳ ɑƆ˒ǘʾݱȪɱǃ˺Ʒǘǃ ƭʾǘƆɈ ǃʂ̣ɱ ˒ʳǘƷ˥ʾʂ˒Ʒʂʳ̰ ʂʾ ܪڸڳݚ ݛڹڳ
¬ƆƷȚݱŚǘȚɱǃǘʾ �ɱ˥ǘʾȄǘʾʂɩǘ˥ʾ̰ Ȅʂʾ ȄǘǘǃƭƆƷɈʂɱ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ˥̰ʳǘ˒ܿ

ۋ ,ʂɱƷɑ˺˒Ȫʂɱ
ĊȚǘ Ʒ˺ʾʾǘɱ˥ ˥ǘ˒˥ ˒ǘ˥˺ʳ Ɔɑɑʂ̣˒ Ɔ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ Ɔɱǃ ƷʂʂʾǃȪɱƆ˥ǘǃ
˥ǘ˒˥Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ʳƆʾƆɩǘ˥ǘʾ˒ ɑƆ˒ǘݦ ʾܪ 6ڴ ʳʾǘƷȪ˒Ȫʂɱ ˒˥Ɔȇǘܪ
ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱݧ Ȅʂʾ ȇǘɱǘʾƆ˥Ȫɱȇ Ʒʂɱ˥Ȫɱ˺ʂ˺˒ Ʒ˺˥˒ Ȫɱ Ȅʾǘǘ ˒ʳƆƷǘ ǘ ̭ݱ
ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥˒ܿ ĊȚǘ ʾǘ˒˺ɑ˥Ȫɱȇ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ǃǘʳ˥Ț ˒˥ʾʂɱȇɑ̰ ǃǘʳǘɱǃ˒
ʂɱ ˒ǘ̝ǘʾƆɑ ʳƆʾƆɩǘ˥ǘʾ˒ܩ ˥Țǘ ˒ǘ˥˥Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩܪ
˥Țǘ ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃ ƭǘ˥̣ǘǘɱ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ɔɱǃ ˥Țǘ ƭʂɱǘܪ Ɔɱǃ ˥Țǘ
ɱ˺ɩƭǘʾ ʂȄ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ Ȫ˥ǘʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘ ˒Ɔɩǘ ɑʂƷƆ˥Ȫʂɱܿ �ɱ ǘ ̭ݱ
ʳǘʾȪɩǘɱ˥˒ܪ ̣ǘ Ȫɱ̝ǘ˒˥ȪȇƆ˥ǘǃ ˥̣ʂ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ Ɔɱǃ
̝͘ǘ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ʾǘɑƆ˥Ȫ̝ǘ ˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ ƭǘ˥̣ǘǘɱƭʂɱǘ Ɔɱǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ݱʾƆɱȇݦ
Ȫɱȇ Ȅʾʂɩ ڶ.ڱ ɩɩ

˒ ˥ʂ ڹ ɩɩ
˒ ܿݧ ŀǘ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩǘǃ ƆǃǃȪ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ ɑȪɱǘ

Ʒ˺˥˒ ʂɱ ˥ʂʳ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ʳʾǘ̝Ȫʂ˺˒ ʂɱǘ Ȫɱݦ ˥ʂ˥Ɔɑ ˺ʳ ˥ʂ ̝͘ǘ ɑȪɱǘ
Ʒ˺˥˒ݧ Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘ ˒Ɔɩǘ Śݱʳʂ˒Ȫ˥Ȫʂɱܿ ŀǘ Ʒʂ˺ɑǃ Ʒʂɱ͘ʾɩ ʳʾǘ̝Ȫʂ˺˒
̣ʂʾɈ ˥ȚƆ˥ ˒Țʂ̣ǘǃ ɱʂɱݱɑȪɱǘƆʾ ƭǘȚƆ̝Ȫʂ˺ʾ ʂȄ ʾǘʳǘƆ˥ǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ
Ʒ˺˥˒ Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘ ˒Ɔɩǘ ˒ʳʂ˥ Ɔɱǃ ṷ̈́ʳƆɱǃǘǃ ˥ȚȪ˒ Ɉɱʂ̣ɑǘǃȇǘ Ɔɑ˒ʂ
˥ʂ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ ɑȪɱǘ˒ܿ ŀȪ˥Ț ˥Țǘ ƭǘ˒˥ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ Ȅʂʾ ˥Țǘ ȪʾʾȪݱ
ȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʳƆʾƆɩǘ˥ǘʾ˒ Ɔɱǃ Ʒʂɱ˒˥Ɔɱ˥ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ʳƆʾƆɩǘ˥ǘʾ˒ܪ ̣ǘ ʂƭݱ
˥ƆȪɱǘǃ ˥Țǘ ȚȪȇȚǘ˒˥ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƆʾǘƆ ʾƆ˥ǘ ʂȄ ڴڸ.ڵڴ ɩɩڳ

ɩȪɱ ̣Ȫ˥Ț Ɔ
ɑƆ˥ǘʾƆɑ ˒ʳǘǘǃʂȄ ڹ ɩɩ

˒ ƆɱǃƆ ˒Ȫɱȇɑǘ ɑȪɱǘ Ʒ˺˥ܿ �ǃǃȪ˥ȪʂɱƆɑɑ ̰ܪ ̣ǘ
ʂƭ˥ƆȪɱǘǃ Ɔ ɩƆʳʳȪɱȇ ʂȄ ʳƆʾƆɩǘ˥ǘʾ ˒ǘ˥˥Ȫɱȇ˒ Ȅʂʾ ǃǘ˒Ȫʾǘǃ Ɔƭݱ
ɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǃǘʳ˥Ț˒ܪ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ˒ʳǘǘǃ˒ܪ Ɔɱǃ ʾǘʳǘ˥Ȫ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ˥ȚƆ˥ ƷƆɱ ƭǘ
˺˒ǘǃ Ȫɱ ȄǘǘǃݱȄʂʾ̣Ɔʾǃ Ɔɱǃ Ʒɑʂ˒ǘǃݱɑʂʂʳ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑ ʂȄ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆݱ
˥Ȫʂɱܿ g˺ʾ˥Țǘʾɩʂʾǘܪ ̣ǘ Ʒʂ˺ɑǃ ȇȪ̝ǘ Ɔ ʹ˺ƆɑȪ˥Ɔ˥Ȫ̝ǘ Ȫɩʳʾǘ˒˒Ȫʂɱ
ʂȄ ̣ȚƆ˥ Ȫɱ͙˺ǘɱƷǘ ˥Țǘ˒ǘ ʳƆʾƆɩǘ˥ǘʾ˒ ȚƆ̝ǘ ʂɱ ˥Țǘ ʾǘ˒Ȫǃ˺Ɔɑ
˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ ˒ɩʂʂ˥Țɱǘ˒˒ܿ

�ƷɈɱʂ̣ɑǘǃȇɩǘɱ˥ܩ �ɑ˒ʂܪ ˥Țǘ Ɔ˺˥Țʂʾ˒ ̣ʂ˺ɑǃ ɑȪɈǘ ˥ʂ ˥ȚƆɱɈ
6 ܿʾ jƆƭʂʾ �ʂ˒Ɔܪ Ɔɱǃ 6 ܿʾ jȚʂɑƆɩʾǘ̀Ɔ ýȚƆ̰ǘȇƆɱʾƆǃ Ȅʂʾ ˥ȚǘȪʾ
˒˺ʳʳʂʾ˥ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ ʳɑƆɱɱȪɱȇ ʳȚƆ˒ǘ ʂȄ ˥ȚȪ˒ ʳƆʳǘ ܿʾ �ɱ ƆǃǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱܪ
˥Țǘ Ɔ˺˥Țʂʾ˒ ƆƷɈɱʂ̣ɑǘǃȇǘ ¬Ɔɱ˺ǘɑƆ F˺ȇ˒˥ǘ ʾܪ �ʂʾȪɱ gƆ˒ǘɑܪ
Ɔɱǃ ñǘȪɱȚƆʾǃ ŀǘɱǃɑǘʾ Ȅʂʾ ʳʾʂ̝ȪǃȪɱȇ ˺˒ ˥Țǘ ʾʂƭʂ˥ ȪɩƆȇǘ
˺˒ǘǃ Ȫɱ gȪȇ˺ʾǘ ܿڱڲ

g˺ɱǃȪɱȇܩ ĊȚǘ Ɔ˺˥Țʂʾ˒ ̣ʂ˺ɑǃ ɑȪɈǘ ˥ʂ ˥ȚƆɱɈ ˥Țǘ ŀǘʾɱǘʾݱ
ýȪǘɩǘɱ˒ Ȅʂ˺ɱǃƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ȅʂʾ ˥ȚǘȪʾ ȇǘɱǘʾʂ˺˒ ˒˺ʳʳʂʾ˥ ʂȄ ˥ȚȪ˒
˒˥˺ǃ̰ ̣Ȫ˥ȚȪɱ ˥Țǘ ¬�ñ�,�F ʳʾʂɀǘƷ˥ܿ

ñǘȄǘʾǘɱƷǘ˒
ܿڲ ̣ܿݱܿ� %ƆǘɈܪ ŀܿ 6ǘȪƭǘɑܪ 6ܿ ¬ƆʾȪɱʂ̝ܪ ¬ܿ jʾȪǘ˒˒ǘɱܪ ¬ܿ 6Ɔʾǃܪ

�ܿ %ʾ˺ɱʂܪ vܿݱgܿ ŚǘȪɑȚʂȄǘʾܪ êܿ ,Ɔ˥˥Ȫɱ Ɔɱǃ êܿ �˺ǘʾȇǘɱ˒ܪ
�ށ ƷʂɩʳƆʾƆ˥Ȫ̝ǘ Ȫɱ̝ǘ˒˥ȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ƭʂɱǘ ˒˺ʾȄƆƷǘ ƆȄ˥ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ̣Ȫ˥Ț
ɩǘƷȚƆɱȪƷƆɑ ˥ʂʂɑ˒ Ɔɱǃ ǘʾܩ ŋƆȇ ɑƆ˒ǘʾނܪ �Ɔ˒ǘʾ˒ Ȫɱ ˒˺ʾȇǘʾ̰ Ɔɱǃ
ɩǘǃȪƷȪɱǘܪ ̝ʂɑܿ ܪڸڵ ɱʂܿ ܪڶ ʳʳܿ ܪڳڴڵݮڷڳڵ ܿڶڲڱڳ

ܿڳ ĺܿ ĺܿ Ċ˺ƷȚȪɱܪ ĊȪ˒˒˺ǘށ ʂʳ˥ȪƷ˒ Ɔɱǃ ʳȚʂ˥ʂɱȪƷ˒ܩ �ȪȇȚ˥ݱ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ
Ȫɱ˥ǘʾƆƷ˥Ȫʂɱ ȪȪނܪ �ܿ ʂȄ %ȪʂɩǘǃȪƷƆɑ êȚʂ˥ʂɱȪƷ˒ ࠪ Fɱȇܪ ̝ʂɑܿ ܪڳ ɱʂܿ ܪڴ
ܿڷڲڱڳ

ܿڴ jܿ ñƆɀȪ˥ȚƆ j˺ɱƆʾƆ˥ɱǘܪ ñܿ �ȚƆɱܪ 6ܿ gȪƷɈܪ %ܿ ñʂƭǘʾ˥˒ʂɱܪ ±ܿ 6ƆȚʂ˥ʾǘ
Ɔɱǃ ,ܿ �ʾʂɱ˒Ȫǃǘܪ �ށ ʾǘ̝Ȫụ̈́ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ʳȚ̰˒ȪʂɑʂȇȪƷƆɑ Ɔɱǃ ȚȪ˒˥ʂɑʂȇȪƷƆɑ
ǘ͍ǘƷ˥˒ ʂȄ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩ̰ނܪ �ʂ˺ʾɱƆɑ ʂȄ ɩǘǃȪƷƆɑ ǘɱȇȪɱǘǘʾȪɱȇ ࠪ
˥ǘƷȚɱʂɑʂḛ̑ܪ ̝ʂɑܿ ܪڲڵ ɱʂܿ ܪڲ ʳʳܿ ܪڳڲݮڲ ܿڸڲڱڳ

ܿڵ ýܿ ñܿ ĺȪ˒˺ʾȪܪ �ܿ Ċܿ ŀƆɑ˒Ț Ɔɱǃ vܿ �ܿ ŀȪȇǃʂʾܪ FʾƭȪ˺ɩށ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
ʂȄ ǃǘɱ˥Ɔɑ ȚƆʾǃ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘܩ ǘ͍ǘƷ˥ ʂȄ ̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ ƷʂʂɑȪɱȇނܪ �Ɔ˒ǘʾ˒ Ȫɱ ˒˺ʾȇǘʾ̰
Ɔɱǃ ɩǘǃȪƷȪɱǘܪ ̝ʂɑܿ ܪڹڲ ɱʂܿ ܪڴ ʳʳܿ ܪڱڱڴݮڵںڳ ܿڷںںڲ

ܿڶ �ܿ¬ܿ %ܿ %ǘʾɱƆɑܪ jܿ ýȚƆ̰ǘȇƆɱʾƆǃܪ jܿ �ʂ˒Ɔܪ ¬ܿ ŚǘɑǘƷȚʂ̣˒ɈȪܪ
jܿ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾܪ ±ܿ gʾȪǘǃǘʾȪƷȚܪ êܿ ,ܿ ,Ɔ˥˥Ȫɱ Ɔɱǃ �ܿ ŚƆɩܪ êǘʾȄʂʾɩƆɱƷǘށ
ʂȄ ǘʾܩ ŋƆȇ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ȚƆʾǃ ƭʂɱǘ ˺ɱǃǘʾ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ ƷʂʂɑȪɱȇ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ނܪ Ȫɱ Àʳ˥ȪƷƆɑ �ɱ˥ǘʾƆƷ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ̣Ȫ˥Ț ĊȪ˒˒˺ǘ
Ɔɱǃ ,ǘɑɑ˒ ňň�ňܪ ̝ʂɑܿ ܿڳںڵڱڲ �ɱ˥ǘʾɱƆ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ ýʂƷȪǘ˥̰ Ȅʂʾ Àʳ˥ȪƷ˒ Ɔɱǃ
êȚʂ˥ʂɱȪƷ˒ܪ ܪڹڲڱڳ ʳܿ ܿ%ڱڳںڵڱڲ

ܿڷ ¬ܿ F˺ȇ˒˥ǘʾܪ êܿ ŀǘƭǘʾܪ êܿ ,Ɔ˥˥Ȫɱܪ �ܿ ŚƆɩܪ jܿ �ʂ˒Ɔ Ɔɱǃ jܿ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾܪ
êʂ˒Ȫ˥ȪʂɱȪɱȇށ Ɔɱǃ ˒˥ƆƭȪɑȪ̀Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ Ɔ ɩȪɱȪɩƆɑɑ̰ Ȫɱ̝Ɔ˒Ȫ̝ǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ
ʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩǘނܪ Ȫɱ êʾʂƷǘǘǃȪɱȇ˒ ʂȄ ĊȚǘ vƆɩɑ̰ɱ ý̰ɩʳʂ˒Ȫ˺ɩ ʂɱ
¬ǘǃȪƷƆɑ ñʂƭʂ˥ȪƷ˒ܿ �ɩʳǘʾȪƆɑ ,ʂɑɑǘȇǘ �ʂɱǃʂɱ Ɔɱǃ ˥Țǘ ñʂ̰Ɔɑ
jǘʂȇʾƆʳȚȪƷƆɑ ýʂƷȪǘ˥̰ܪ ܪڸڲڱڳ ʳʳܿ ܿڳڳݮڲڳ

ܿڸ ¬ܿ F˺ȇ˒˥ǘʾܪ êܿ ŀǘƭǘʾ Ɔɱǃ jܿ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾܪ ǘǃȪƷƆɑ¬ށ ǘɱǃʂǃǘ̝ȪƷǘނܪ
ỵ́Ȫ˥̀ǘʾɑƆɱǃ ʳƆ˥ǘɱ˥ǘ˺ F˺ʾʂʳǘƆɱ êƆ˥ǘɱ˥ �ʳʳɑȪƷƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Fê
ڸڲ ڸڸڲ ܪڱܿڱڷڸ ڷ ܪڷڳ ܿڸڲڱڳ

ܿڹ ¬ܿ F˺ȇ˒˥ǘʾܪ Fܿ �ܿ Śʂɑɑǘʾܪ �ܿ gƆ˒ǘɑܪ êܿ ,ܿ ,Ɔ˥˥Ȫɱܪ ±ܿ gܿ gʾȪǘǃǘʾȪƷȚܪ
�ܿ ŚƆɩ Ɔɱǃ jܿ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾܪ ˥ʂɱ˥ƆƷ,ށ ȄʂʾƷǘ ǘ˒˥ȪɩƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ȅʂʾ ɩȪɱȪɩƆɑɑ̰
Ȫɱ̝Ɔ˒Ȫ̝ǘ ʾʂƭʂ˥ݱƆ˒˒Ȫ˒˥ǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩ̰ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ Ț˺ɩƆɱ Ɉɱǘǘނܪ Ȫɱ
Ț˥ڹ �ʂȪɱ˥ ŀʂʾɈ˒Țʂʳ ʂɱ ±ụ̈́ ĊǘƷȚɱʂɑʂȇȪǘ˒ Ȅʂʾ ,ʂɩʳ˺˥ǘʾ݉ñʂƭʂ˥
�˒˒Ȫ˒˥ǘǃ ý˺ʾȇǘʾ̰ܪ �ʂɱǃʂɱܪ ܿڶڲݮܿڵڲ ýǘʳ˥ǘɩƭǘʾ ܪڹڲڱڳ ýǘʳܿ ܿڹڲڱڳ

ܿں ¬ܿ �ȚɩƆǃȪܪ ñܿ vƆɀȪ vƆ˒˒ƆɱȪܪ jܿ �ʂ˒Ɔܪ �ܿ ŚƆɩܪ ñܿ j˺̀ɩƆɱܪ
êܿ ,ܿ ,Ɔ˥˥Ȫɱ Ɔɱǃ jܿ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾܪ ܩ˥FɱǃʂƷƆށ �ɱ ǘ˥ȚǘʾƷƆ˥ݱƭƆ˒ǘǃ
Ɔʾ˥ȪƷ˺ɑƆ˥ǘǃ ʾǘƆʾ ̝Ȫụ̈́ ǘɱǃʂ˒Ʒʂʳǘ Ȅʂʾ ˒Ȫɱȇɑǘ ʳʂʾ˥ ˒˺ʾȇǘʾ̰ނܪ Ȫɱ
%ȪʂɩǘǃȪƷƆɑ ñʂƭʂ˥ȪƷ˒ Ɔɱǃ %ȪʂɩǘƷȚƆ˥ʾʂɱȪƷ˒ ܪݧȪʂñʂƭ%ݦ ڹڲڱڳ Ț˥ڸ
�FFF ñ�ý Ɔɱǃ F¬%ý �ɱ˥ǘʾɱƆ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ ,ʂɱȄǘʾǘɱƷǘ ʂɱܿ �FFFܪ ܪڹڲڱڳ
ƆƷƷǘʳ˥ǘǃܿ

ܿڱڲ vܿ �ƭƭƆ˒Ȫܪ �ܿ %ǘɑ˥ʾƇɱܪ jܿ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾܪ ñܿ j˺̀ɩƆɱܪ êܿ ,ܿ ,Ɔ˥˥Ȫɱ
Ɔɱǃ �ܿ ŚƆɩܪ ˥F͍ǘƷށ ʂȄ ƷʂʂɑȪɱȇ ̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ ʂɱ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ȫɱ ǘʾܩ
ŋƆȇ ɑƆ˒ǘʾʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩǘ ʂȄ ȚƆʾǃ ƭʂɱǘނܪ Ȫɱ ĊȚȪʾǃ �ɱ˥ǘʾɱƆ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ
,ʂɱȄǘʾǘɱƷǘ ʂɱ �ʳʳɑȪƷƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ʂȄ Àʳ˥ȪƷ˒ Ɔɱǃ êȚʂ˥ʂɱȪƷ˒ܪ ̝ʂɑܿ ܿڴڶڵڱڲ
�ɱ˥ǘʾɱƆ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ ýʂƷȪǘ˥̰ Ȅʂʾ Àʳ˥ȪƷ˒ Ɔɱǃ êȚʂ˥ʂɱȪƷ˒ܪ ܪڸڲڱڳ ʳܿ ܿ�ڲڴڶڵڱڲ

ܿڲڲ �ܿ %ǘɑ˥ʾƇɱܪ vܿ �ƭƭƆ˒Ȫܪ jܿ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾܪ ±ܿ gʾȪǘǃǘʾȪƷȚܪ êܿ ,Ɔ˥˥Ȫɱ Ɔɱǃ
�ܿ ŚƆɩܪ ˥F͍ǘƷށ ʂȄ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ʳ˺ɑ˒ǘ ǃ˺ʾƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂɱ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǘ͎ƷȪǘɱƷ̰
ʂȄ ȚƆʾǃ ƭʂɱǘ Ȫɱ ɩȪƷʾʂ˒ǘƷʂɱǃ˒ ʾǘȇȪɩǘނܪ Ȫɱ ĊȚȪʾǃ �ɱ˥ǘʾɱƆ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ
,ʂɱȄǘʾǘɱƷǘ ʂɱ �ʳʳɑȪƷƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ʂȄ Àʳ˥ȪƷ˒ Ɔɱǃ êȚʂ˥ʂɱȪƷ˒ܪ ̝ʂɑܿ ܿڴڶڵڱ
�ɱ˥ǘʾɱƆ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ ýʂƷȪǘ˥̰ Ȅʂʾ Àʳ˥ȪƷ˒ Ɔɱǃ êȚʂ˥ʂɱȪƷ˒ܪ ܪڸڲڱڳ
ʳܿ ýܿڲڴڶڵڱڲ

ܿڳڲ �ܿ �˺˒Ʒǘʾ Ɔɱǃ �ܿ 6ȪƆƷȪܪ ˒˥ǘƆ˒˺ʾǘɩǘɱ¬ށ ʂȄ ǘʾƭȪ˺ɩ ɑƆ˒ǘʾݱƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
ǘ͎ƷȪǘɱƷ̰ Ȫɱ ȚƆʾǃ ǃǘɱ˥Ɔɑ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ˒ ˺ɱǃǘʾ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ ̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ ƷʂʂɑȪɱȇ
ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ނܪ �ʂ˺ʾɱƆɑ ʂȄ ƭȪʂɩǘǃȪƷƆɑ ʂʳ˥ȪƷ˒ܪ ̝ʂɑܿ ܪڹڲ ɱʂܿ ܪڱڲ
ʳܿ ܪڳڱڱڹڱڲ ܿڴڲڱڳ

ܿڴڲ �ܿ g˺ƷȚ˒ܪ �ܿ �ƆȚʾ˒ Ɔɱǃ Ċܿ Àʾ˥ɩƆȪǘʾܪ Àʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀Ȫɱȇށ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ
ʳƆʾƆɩǘ˥ǘʾ˒ Ɔɱǃ ˒ǘ˥˺ʳ Ȅʂʾ ʾʂƭʂ˥ݱƆ˒˒Ȫ˒˥ǘǃ ƭʂɱǘ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ Ɔɱǃ
ǃʾȪɑɑȪɱȇނܪ vƆɱʂ̝ǘ ʾܪ jǘʾɩƆɱ̰ܩ Àʾ˥ɩƆȪǘʾ �ɱ˒˥Ȫ˥˺˥ǘ ʂȄ ¬ǘƷȚƆ˥ʾʂɱȪƷ
ý̰˒˥ǘɩ˒ܪ �ǘȪƭɱȪ̀ ęɱȪ̝ǘʾ˒Ȫ˥Ɩ˥ vƆɱɱʂ̝ǘʾܪ ʳܿ ܪڸڷڲڱڴ ܿڵڲڱڳ

ܿڵڲ ܿ�ݱܿ, Ċ˺ɑǘƆܪ �ܿ ,Ɔʾʂɱܪ ±ܿ jǘȚݱɑȪƷȚܪ �ܿ �ǘɱǘɱƭƆƷȚܪ ñܿ ±ʂɑɑ Ɔɱǃ
êܿ �ʂʂ˒ǘɱܪ �Ɔ˒ǘʾށ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ ƭʂɱǘ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ˺ɱǃǘʾ ƭ˺ɑɈ ̣Ɔ˥ǘʾ ̣Ȫ˥Ț
Ɔ ʳ˺ɑ˒ǘǃ ʳ˒ݱɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ɔ˥ ڳڴڶ ɱɩނܪ �ʂ˺ʾɱƆɑ ʂȄ ƭȪʂɩǘǃȪƷƆɑ ʂʳ˥ȪƷ˒ܪ
̝ʂɑܿ ܪڱڳ ɱʂܿ ܪڱڲ ʳܿ ܪڸڱڱڶڱڲ ܿڶڲڱڳ

ܿڶڲ ýܿ �ܿ �˒ȚȄʂʾ˥Țܪ ¬ܿ ,ܿ ýȪɩʳ˒ʂɱܪ Àܿݱǘܿ %ʂǃɑṵ̈́ Ɔɱǃ ñܿ Àʂ˒˥ǘʾƭǘǘɈܪ
˥ęɑ˥ʾƆ˒Țʂʾށ ʳ˺ɑ˒ǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ȫɱ˥ǘʾƆƷ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ̣Ȫ˥Ț Ʒʂʾ˥ȪƷƆɑ ƭʂɱǘ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ Ȅʂʾ
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�ܿ¬ܿ %ǘɑ˥ʾƆɱ %ǘʾɱƆɑ ǘ˥ Ɔɑܿܪ Àʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀Ȫɱȇ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ ȚƆʾǃ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ݧƭʂɱǘݦ ࡧ ڲڹڱڲ

ƆʳʳɑȪƷƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ Ȫɱ ʂʾ˥ȚʂʳƆǘǃȪƷ ˒˺ʾȇǘʾ̰ނܪ Ȫɱ gʾʂɱ˥Ȫǘʾ˒ Ȫɱ ęɑ˥ʾƆȄƆ˒˥
Àʳ˥ȪƷ˒ܩ %ȪʂɩǘǃȪƷƆɑܪ ýƷȪǘɱ˥Ȫ͘Ʒܪ Ɔɱǃ �ɱǃ˺˒˥ʾȪƆɑ �ʳʳɑȪƷƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ň̝ܪ
̝ʂɑܿ ܿڶڶڴں �ɱ˥ǘʾɱƆ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ ýʂƷȪǘ˥̰ Ȅʂʾ Àʳ˥ȪƷ˒ Ɔɱǃ êȚʂ˥ʂɱȪƷ˒ܪ ܪڶڲڱڳ
ʳܿ ܿڹڱڶڶڴں

ܿڷڲ �ܿ g˺ƷȚ˒ܪ ¬ܿ ýƷȚ˺ɑ˥̀ܪ �ܿ �ʾ̃ȇǘʾܪ 6ܿ �˺ɱǃʾƆ˥ܪ �ܿ 6ܿ 6ȪƆ̀ Ɔɱǃ
Ċܿ Àʾ˥ɩƆȪǘʾܪ ÀɱɑȪɱǘށ ɩǘƆ˒˺ʾǘɩǘɱ˥ Ɔɱǃ ǘ̝Ɔɑ˺Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ǘʾܩ
ŋƆȇ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ʳʾʂƷǘ˒˒ ˺˒Ȫɱȇ Ɔɱ Ȫɱ˥ǘȇʾƆ˥ǘǃ ʂƷ˥ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩނܪ
%ȪʂɩǘǃȪƷƆɑ FɱȇȪɱǘǘʾȪɱȇ݉%ȪʂɩǘǃȪ̀ȪɱȪ˒ƷȚǘ ĊǘƷȚɱȪɈܪ ̝ʂɑܿ ܪڸڶ
ɱʂܿ ýڲݱ� ĊʾƆƷɈݱvܪ ʳʳܿ ܪڸڴڵݮڵڴڵ ܿڳڲڱڳ

ܿڸڲ Àܿ¬ܿ ,ƆʾʾƆ˒ƷʂݱŚǘ̝Ɔɑɑʂ˒ܪ ,ܿ ĺȪǘȚɑƆɱǃܪ %ܿ �ǘɑɑǘʾܪ ¬ܿ 6ʾƆǘɑʂ˒ܪ
�ܿ ±ܿ �˺ʂܪ ,ܿ �ܿ Ċʂ˥Ț Ɔɱǃ �ܿ �ܿ �̀Ɔ˥˥ܪ ñǘ̝Ȫụ̈́ށ ʂȄ Ȫɱ˥ʾƆʂʳǘʾƆ˥Ȫ̝ǘ
ʂʳ˥ȪƷƆɑ ƷʂȚǘʾǘɱƷǘ ˥ʂɩʂȇʾƆʳȚ̰ܩ ˥ǘƷȚɱʂɑʂḛ̑ Ɔɱǃ ƆʳʳɑȪƷƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ނܪ
%ȪʂɩǘǃȪƷƆɑ ʂʳ˥ȪƷ˒ ṷ̈́ʳʾǘ˒˒ܪ ̝ʂɑܿ ܪڹ ɱʂܿ ܪڴ ʳʳܿ ܪڸڴڷڲݮڸڱڷڲ ܿڸڲڱڳ

ܿڹڲ ¬ܿ ŀʂɀ˥Ɉʂ̣˒ɈȪܪ ʳǘǘǃ˒ݱvȪȇȚށ ʂʳ˥ȪƷƆɑ ƷʂȚǘʾǘɱƷǘ ˥ʂɩʂȇʾƆʳȚ̰ܩ
ƭƆ˒ȪƷ˒ Ɔɱǃ ƆʳʳɑȪƷƆ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ނܪ �ʳʳɑȪǘǃ ʂʳ˥ȪƷ˒ܪ ̝ʂɑܿ ܪںڵ ɱʂܿ ܪڷڲ
ʳʳܿ ܪڲڷ6ݮڱڴ6 ܿڱڲڱڳ

ܿںڲ ŋܿ ŚȚƆɱȇܪ Ċܿ êȄǘȪ͍ǘʾܪ ¬ܿ ŀǘɑɑǘʾܪ ŀܿ ŀȪǘ˒ǘʾܪ ñܿ v˺ƭǘʾܪ
�ܿ ñƆƷ̀Ɉʂ̣˒Ɉ̰ܪ �ܿ ýƷȚȪʳʳǘʾܪ vܿ ŀʒʾɱ Ɔɱǃ Ċܿ �ɑǘɱ̀ɱǘʾܪ Àʳ˥ȪƷƆɑށ
ƷʂȚǘʾǘɱƷǘ ˥ʂɩʂȇʾƆʳȚ̰ ȇ˺Ȫǃǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ƷʂƷȚɑǘʂ˒˥ʂɩ̰ܩ Ċʂ̣Ɔʾǃ˒
˥Țǘ ƆƷƷ˺ʾƆƷ̰ ʂɱ ˥ǘɱ˒ ʂȄ ɩȪƷʾʂɩǘ˥ǘʾ ˒ƷƆɑǘނܪ %Ȫʂ¬ǘǃ ʾǘ˒ǘƆʾƷȚ
Ȫɱ˥ǘʾɱƆ˥ȪʂɱƆɑܪ ̝ʂɑܿ ܪڵڲڱڳ ܿڵڲڱڳ

ܿڱڳ �ܿ �ƆȄʂɑɑƆܪ �ܿ ŀȪ˥˥ȚƆ˺ǘʾܪ �ܿ ŚƆɩܪ jܿ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾ Ɔɱǃ êܿ ,ܿ ,Ɔ˥˥Ȫɱܪ êʾʂʂȄށ
ʂȄ ʳʾȪɱƷȪʳɑǘ ʂȄ Ɔ ɱʂ̝ǘɑ Ɔɱȇ˺ɑƆʾ ˒ǘɱ˒ʂʾ ƷʂɱƷǘʳ˥ Ȅʂʾ ˥ʾƆƷɈȪɱȇ
˒̰˒˥ǘɩ˒ނܪ ýǘɱ˒ʂʾ˒ Ɔɱǃ �Ʒ˥˺Ɔ˥ʂʾ˒ ܩ� êȚ̰˒ȪƷƆɑܪ ܿڹڲڱڳ ܿݛÀɱɑȪɱǘݚ
�̝ƆȪɑƆƭɑǘܩ Ț˥˥ʳ̣̣̣ܿ݉݉ܩ˒ƷȪǘɱƷǘǃȪʾǘƷ˥ܿƷʂɩ݉˒ƷȪǘɱƷǘ݉Ɔʾ˥ȪƷɑǘ݉ʳȪȪ݉
ýܿڳڷڵڳڱڴڹڲڸڵڳڵڵڳںڱ

ܿڲڳ ýܿ¬ܿ ñʂʂǃ˒ƆʾȪܪ �ܿ ŀȪ˥˥ȚƆ˺ǘʾܪ �ܿ �ƆȄʂɑɑƆܪ jܿ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾܪ �ܿ ŚƆɩ Ɔɱǃ
êܿ ,ܿ ,Ɔ˥˥Ȫɱܪ Ʒʂɩʳǘɱ˒Ɔ˥ǘǃݱĊǘɩʳǘʾƆ˥˺ʾǘށ ȄƭȇݱƭƆ˒ǘǃ ǃڴ ˒ȚƆʳǘ
˒ǘɱ˒ʂʾ ˺˒Ȫɱȇ ˒Ȫɱȇɑǘݱɩʂǃǘ ͘ƭǘʾ˒ނܪ Ȫɱ ýʳǘƷȪƆɑ˥̰ Àʳ˥ȪƷƆɑ gȪƭǘʾ˒ܿ
Àʳ˥ȪƷƆɑ ýʂƷȪǘ˥̰ ʂȄ �ɩǘʾȪƷƆܪ ܪڹڲڱڳ ʳʳܿ �Ċ˺ܿڲݮ,ڷ

ܿڳڳ �ܿ ý˺˒ȪƷܪ êܿ ,Ɔ˥˥Ȫɱܪ �ܿ ŚƆɩ Ɔɱǃ jܿ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾܪ ܪĺǘʾ˒Ɔ˥Ȫɑǘށ ȄʂʾƷǘ
ʾƆɱȇǘݱƆǃɀ˺˒˥Ɔƭɑǘܪ ˥ʾȪݱƆ̭ȪƆɑ ȄʂʾƷǘ ˒ǘɱ˒ʂʾ ̣Ȫ˥Ț Ȫɱ˥ǘȇʾƆ˥ǘǃ ɩȪƷʾʂ
ƷƆɩǘʾƆ Ȅʂʾ ˥Țǘ ˥Ȫʳ ʂȄ ǘɱǃʂ˒ƷʂʳȪƷ ǃǘ̝ȪƷǘ˒ނܪ Ȫɱ êʾʂƷǘǘǃȪɱȇ˒ ʂȄ
ĊȚǘ vƆɩɑ̰ɱ ý̰ɩʳʂ˒Ȫ˺ɩ ʂɱ ¬ǘǃȪƷƆɑ ñʂƭʂ˥ȪƷ˒ܿ �ɩʳǘʾȪƆɑ ,ʂɑɑǘȇǘ
�ʂɱǃʂɱ Ɔɱǃ ˥Țǘ ñʂ̰Ɔɑ jǘʂȇʾƆʳȚȪƷƆɑ ýʂƷȪǘ˥̰ܪ ܪڹڲڱڳ ʳʳܿ ܿڳڳݮڲڳ

ܿڴڳ �ܿ ý˺˒ȪƷܪ �ܿ ŚƆɩܪ êܿ ,Ɔ˥˥Ȫɱ Ɔɱǃ jܿ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾܪ FɱƆƭɑȪɱȇށ ɩȪɱȪɩƆɑ
Ȫɱ̝Ɔ˒Ȫ̝ǘ ʳƆɑʳƆ˥Ȫʂɱ Ȫɱ ͙ṷ̈́Ȫƭɑǘ ʾʂƭʂ˥ȪƷ ǘɱǃʂ˒Ʒʂʳǘ˒ނܪ Ȫɱ
�ɱ˥ǘʾɱƆ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ ŀʂʾɈ˒Țʂʳ ʂɱ ¬ǘǃȪƷƆɑ Ɔɱǃ ýǘʾ̝ȪƷǘ ñʂƭʂ˥˒ܿ
ýʳʾȪɱȇǘʾܪ ܪڹڲڱڳ ʳʳܿ ܿڲڸݮڵڷ

ܿڵڳ �ܿ ý˺˒ȪƷ Ɔɱǃ jܿ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾܪ Ɔ̭ȪƆɑݱĊʾȪށ ȄʂʾƷǘ ˒ǘɱ˒ʂʾނܪ ỵ́Ȫ˥̀ǘʾɑƆɱǃ
ʳƆ˥ǘɱ˥ ỵ́Ȫ˒˒ êƆ˥ǘɱ˥ �ʳʳɑȪƷƆ˥Ȫʂɱ �ýê êڳڸڶڶFêܪڱڱ ڷ ܪڳڳ ܿڹڲڱڳ

ܿڶڳ vܿ �ƭƭƆ˒Ȫܪ jܿ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾܪ ñܿ j˺̀ɩƆɱܪ êܿ ,ܿ ,Ɔ˥˥Ȫɱ Ɔɱǃ �ܿ ŚƆɩܪ
Ȫɱǃ˺Ʒǘǃݱ�Ɔ˒ǘʾށ ƭʾǘƆɈǃʂ̣ɱ ˒ʳǘƷ˥ʾʂ˒Ʒʂʳ̰ Ɔ˒ Ɔ ʳʂ˥ǘɱ˥ȪƆɑ ˥ʂʂɑ
Ȅʂʾ Ɔ˺˥ʂƷƆʾƭʂɱȪ̀Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱ ǃǘ˥ǘƷ˥Ȫʂɱ Ȫɱ ɑƆ˒ǘʾʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩ̰ނܪ �ʂ˺ʾɱƆɑ ʂȄ
ƭȪʂɩǘǃȪƷƆɑ ʂʳ˥ȪƷ˒ܪ ̝ʂɑܿ ܪڴڳ ɱʂܿ ܪڸ ʳܿ ܪڷڱڳڲڸڱ ܿڹڲڱڳ

ܿڷڳ vܿ �ƭƭƆ˒Ȫܪ jܿ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾܪ ñܿ j˺̀ɩƆɱܪ êܿ ,ܿ ,Ɔ˥˥Ȫɱ Ɔɱǃ �ܿ ŚƆɩܪ
6Ȫ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ȪƆ˥Ȫʂɱށ ʂȄ Ȅǘɩ˺ʾ ƭʂɱǘ Ȅʾʂɩ ˒˺ʾʾʂ˺ɱǃȪɱȇ ˒ʂȄ˥ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ
˺˒Ȫɱȇ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ȫɱǃ˺Ʒǘǃ ƭʾǘƆɈǃʂ̣ɱ ˒ʳǘƷ˥ʾʂ˒Ʒʂʳ̰ Ɔ˒ Ɔ ȄǘǘǃƭƆƷɈ
˒̰˒˥ǘɩ Ȅʂʾ ˒ɩƆʾ˥ ɑƆ˒ǘʾʂ˒˥ǘʂ˥ʂɩ̰ނܪ Ȫɱ %ȪʂʳȚʂ˥ʂɱȪƷ˒ܩ êȚʂ˥ʂɱȪƷ
ýʂɑ˺˥Ȫʂɱ˒ Ȅʂʾ %ǘ˥˥ǘʾ vǘƆɑ˥Ț ,Ɔʾǘ ĺܪ� ̝ʂɑܿ ܿڶڹڷڱڲ �ɱ˥ǘʾɱƆ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ
ýʂƷȪǘ˥̰ Ȅʂʾ Àʳ˥ȪƷ˒ Ɔɱǃ êȚʂ˥ʂɱȪƷ˒ܪ ܪڹڲڱڳ ʳܿ ܿںڲڶڹڷڱڲ

ܿڸڳ vܿ ±ܿ �ǘɱȚƆȇȚʂܪ jܿ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾܪ ñܿ j˺̀ɩƆɱܪ êܿ ,ܿ ,Ɔ˥˥Ȫɱ Ɔɱǃ �ܿ ŚƆɩܪ
ʂɩʳƆʾȪ˒ʂɱ,ށ ʂȄ ƆƷʂ˺˒˥ȪƷ ˒ȚʂƷɈ ̣Ɔ̝ǘ˒ ȇǘɱǘʾƆ˥ǘǃ ƭ̰ ɩȪƷʾʂ
Ɔɱǃ ɱƆɱʂ˒ǘƷʂɱǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ˒ Ȅʂʾ Ɔ ˒ɩƆʾ˥ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ˒˺ʾȇǘʾ̰ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩނܪ Ȫɱ
�ǃ̝ƆɱƷǘǃ %ȪʂɩǘǃȪƷƆɑ Ɔɱǃ ,ɑȪɱȪƷƆɑ 6ȪƆȇɱʂ˒˥ȪƷ Ɔɱǃ ý˺ʾȇȪƷƆɑ
j˺ȪǃƆɱƷǘ ý̰˒˥ǘɩ˒ ňĺܪ� ̝ʂɑܿ ܿڵڹڵڱڲ �ɱ˥ǘʾɱƆ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ ýʂƷȪǘ˥̰ Ȅʂʾ
Àʳ˥ȪƷ˒ Ɔɱǃ êȚʂ˥ʂɱȪƷ˒ܪ ܪڹڲڱڳ ʳܿ êܿڱڵڹڵڱڲ

ܿڹڳ vܿ ±ܿ �ǘɱȚƆȇȚʂܪ jܿ ñƆ˺˥ǘʾܪ ñܿ j˺̀ɩƆɱܪ êܿ ,ܿ ,Ɔ˥˥Ȫɱ Ɔɱǃ �ܿ ŚƆɩܪ
Àʳ˥ʂƆƷʂ˺˒˥ȪƷށ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ǃȪ͍ǘʾǘɱ˥ȪƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ˺˒Ȫɱȇ Ɔ ¬ƆƷȚݱŚǘȚɱǃǘʾ

Ȫɱ˥ǘʾȄǘʾʂɩǘ˥ǘʾܩ êʾǘɑȪɩȪɱƆʾ̰ ʾǘ˒˺ɑ˥˒ނܪ Ȫɱ ƆƷƷǘʳ˥ǘǃ ˥ʂ ƭǘ
ʳ˺ƭɑȪ˒Țǘǃ Ȫɱ �FFF �ɱ˥ǘʾɱƆ˥ȪʂɱƆɑ ęɑ˥ʾƆ˒ʂɱȪƷ˒ ý̰ɩʳʂ˒Ȫ˺ɩ ܿݧ�ęýݦ
�FFF ęɑ˥ʾƆ˒ʂɱȪƷ˒ܪ gǘʾʾʂǘɑǘƷ˥ʾȪƷ˒ܪ Ɔɱǃ gʾǘʹ˺ǘɱƷ̰ ,ʂɱ˥ʾʂɑ ýʂƷȪǘ˥̰ܪ
ܿڹڲڱڳ

%Ȫʂɱʂ˥ǘ˒
�ȪɱƆ ¬ܿ %ǘɑ˥ʾƆɱ %ǘʾɱƆɑ
%�Àjܪ 6ǘʳƆʾ˥ɩǘɱ˥ ʂȄ %ȪʂɩǘǃȪƷƆɑ
FɱȇȪɱǘǘʾȪɱȇܪ ęɱȪ̝ǘʾ˒Ȫ˥̰ ʂȄ %Ɔ˒ǘɑܪ �ɑɑ˒ƷȚ̣Ȫɑܪ
ỵ́Ȫ˥̀ǘʾɑƆɱǃ
ɑȪɱƆܿƭǘɑ˥ʾƆɱࠩ˺ɱȪƭƆ˒ܿƷȚ

�ȪɱƆ %ǘɑ˥ʾƇɱ Ȫ˒ Ɔ êȚ6 ˒˥˺ǃǘɱ˥ܪ Țǘʾ Ʒ˺ʾʾǘɱ˥ ʳʾʂɀǘƷ˥ Ȫ˒ ˥Țǘ ʂʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀Ɔݱ
˥Ȫʂɱ ʂȄ ˥Țǘ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ Ȅʂʾ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫɱȇ ƭʂɱǘ Ɔɱǃ ˥Țǘ ͘ƭǘʾ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩ ˥ȚƆ˥
˒Țʂ˺ɑǃ ƭǘ ˺˒ǘǃ ˥ʂ ƆƷȚȪǘ̝ǘ ǘɱǃʂ˒ƷʂʳȪƷ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ˒˺ʾȇǘʾ ̰ܿ ĊȚǘ ʂʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀Ɔݱ
˥Ȫʂɱ Ɔɑ˒ʂ ȪɱƷɑ˺ǃǘ˒ ˥Țǘ ȪʾʾȪȇƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ƷʂɱǃȪ˥Ȫʂɱ˒ ˥ʂ Ȫɩʳʾʂ̝ǘ ƆƭɑƆ˥Ȫʂɱ ǘ͎ݱ
ƷȪǘɱƷ̰ ̣Ȫ˥Țʂ˺˥ ƷƆʾƭʂɱȪ̀Ɔ˥Ȫʂɱܿ

�ʾȪ˒ Ċܿ ýƷȚɩȪǃ˥
%�Àjܪ 6ǘʳƆʾ˥ɩǘɱ˥ ʂȄ %ȪʂɩǘǃȪƷƆɑ
FɱȇȪɱǘǘʾȪɱȇܪ ęɱȪ̝ǘʾ˒Ȫ˥̰ ʂȄ %Ɔ˒ǘɑܪ �ɑɑ˒ƷȚ̣Ȫɑܪ
ỵ́Ȫ˥̀ǘʾɑƆɱǃ
ȪʾȪ˒ܿ˒ƷȚɩȪǃ˥ࠩ˺ɱȪƭƆ˒ܿƷȚ

�ʾȪ˒ ýƷȚɩȪǃ˥ ȇʾƆǃ˺Ɔ˥ǘǃ Ȫɱ êȚ̰˒ȪƷƆɑ Fɱǘʾḛ̑ Ɔɱǃ ¬ǘƆ˒˺ʾǘɩǘɱ˥ ĊǘƷȚݱ
ɱʂɑʂḛ̑ Ȅʾʂɩ ĺȪǘɱɱƆ ęɱȪ̝ǘʾ˒Ȫ˥̰ ʂȄ ĊǘƷȚɱʂɑʂḛ̑ Ȫɱ ܿڷڲڱڳ ýȚǘ Ȫ˒ Ɔ êȚ6
˒˥˺ǃǘɱ˥ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ %�Àjܪ Ɔ˥ ˥Țǘ 6%Fܪ ęɱȪ̝ǘʾ˒Ȫ˥̰ ʂȄ %Ɔ˒ǘɑܿ vǘʾ ɩƆȪɱ ʾǘݱ
˒ǘƆʾƷȚ Ȫɱ˥ǘʾǘ˒˥ Ȫ˒ Ȫɱ ǃǘ̝ǘɑʂʳȪɱȇ Ɔɱ ʂʳ˥ȪƷƆɑ ƷʂȚǘʾǘɱƷǘ ˥ʂɩʂȇʾƆʳȚ̰
˒̰˒˥ǘɩ Ȅʂʾ Ɔ ˒ɩƆʾ˥ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ ˒˺ʾȇǘʾ̰ ˒̰˒˥ǘɩܿ

±ȪɈʂɑƆ ĺ˺ɑȪɱ
6ǘʳƆʾ˥ɩǘɱ˥ ʂȄ Àʾ˥ȚʂʳƆǘǃȪƷ˒ܪ ęɱȪ̝ǘʾ˒Ȫ˥̰ ʂȄ
Ś˺ʾȪƷȚܪ �ɱ˒˥Ȫ˥˺˥ǘ Ȅʂʾ %ȪʂɩǘƷȚƆɱȪƷ˒ܪ FĊv
Ś˺ʾȪƷȚܪ Ś˺ʾȪƷȚܪ ỵ́Ȫ˥̀ǘʾɑƆɱǃ
ɱ̝˺ɑȪɱࠩ˒˥˺ǃǘɱ˥ܿǘ˥Ț̀ܿƷȚ

±ȪɈʂɑƆ ĺ˺ɑȪɱ ͘ɱȪ˒Țǘǃ ȚȪ˒ ƭƆƷȚǘɑʂʾ ˒˥˺ǃȪǘ˒ Ȫɱ ¬ǘƷȚƆɱȪƷƆɑ FɱȇȪɱǘǘʾݱ
Ȫɱȇ Ɔɱǃ Ʒʂɱ˥Ȫɱ˺ǘ˒ ˒˥˺ǃ̰Ȫɱȇ ñʂƭʂ˥ȪƷ˒ܪ ý̰˒˥ǘɩ Ɔɱǃ ,ʂɱ˥ʾʂɑܿ ±ȪɈʂɑƆ Ȫ˒
Ȫɱ˥ǘʾǘ˒˥ǘǃ Ȫɱ ƷȚƆɑɑǘɱȇȪɱȇܪ ɩ˺ɑ˥ȪǃȪ˒ƷȪʳɑȪɱƆʾ̰ ˥ʂʳȪƷ˒ܪ ̣Țǘʾǘ ǘɱȇȪɱǘǘʾݱ
Ȫɱȇ ɩǘǘ˥˒ ƭȪʂɩǘǃȪƷƆɑ ʾǘ˒ǘƆʾƷȚܿ
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ڳڹڱڲ ࡧ �ܿ¬ܿ %ǘɑ˥ʾƆɱ %ǘʾɱƆɑ ǘ˥ Ɔɑܿܪ Àʳ˥ȪɩȪ̀Ȫɱȇ Ʒʂɱ˥ʾʂɑɑǘǃ ɑƆ˒ǘʾ Ʒ˺˥˥Ȫɱȇ ʂȄ ȚƆʾǃ ˥Ȫ˒˒˺ǘ ݧƭʂɱǘݦ

�ʂɱƆ˒ ŀȪǃɩǘʾ
6ǘʳƆʾ˥ɩǘɱ˥ ʂȄ Àʾ˥ȚʂʳƆǘǃȪƷ˒ܪ ęɱȪ̝ǘʾ˒Ȫ˥̰ ʂȄ
Ś˺ʾȪƷȚܪ �ɱ˒˥Ȫ˥˺˥ǘ Ȅʂʾ %ȪʂɩǘƷȚƆɱȪƷ˒ܪ FĊv
Ś˺ʾȪƷȚܪ Ś˺ʾȪƷȚܪ ỵ́Ȫ˥̀ǘʾɑƆɱǃ
ɀʂɱƆ˒̣ܿȪǃɩǘʾࠩȚǘ˒˥ܿǘ˥Ț̀ܿƷȚ

�ʂɱƆ˒ ŀȪǃɩǘʾ Ȫ˒ êȚ6 ˒˥˺ǃǘɱ˥ ̣Ȫ˥Ț Ɔ ɩǘƷȚƆɱȪƷƆɑ ǘɱȇȪɱǘǘʾȪɱȇ ƭƆƷɈݱ
ȇʾʂ˺ɱǃ ̣ʂʾɈȪɱȇ Ȫɱ ˥Țǘ ͘ǘɑǃ ʂȄ ˒ʳȪɱǘ ˒˺ʾȇǘʾ ̰ܿ ,˺ʾʾǘɱ˥ɑ̰ ̣ʂʾɈȪɱȇ ʂɱ
˥Țǘ ǃǘ̝ǘɑʂʳɩǘɱ˥ ʂȄ Ɔ Ȅ˺ɑɑ̰ Ɔ˺˥ʂɩƆ˥ȪƷ ʳȪʳǘɑȪɱǘ ˥ʂ ʳǘʾȄʂʾɩ ƭȪʂɩǘݱ
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Chapter 5

Optimizing Er:YAG laser for deep

bone ablation

The publication in this chapter documents the optimization of our Er:YAG laser,
paired with a novel irrigation system consisting of a microjet of water measuring 50µm
in diameter for deep bone ablation. The goal of optimization was to prevent tissue car-
bonization by using an infrared camera to control the surface temperature of the bone,
so that water would irrigate the tissue just before carbonization began. In addition, the
accumulation of water and debris inside the ablated area was partially prevented by con-
stantly removing them during ablation by means of pressurized air. We estimated the
limitations of our laser system by calculating beam propagation and by using informa-
tion about the ablation depth obtained from one pulse ablation. Calculated this way, the
maximum ablation depth would be 30mm, however we achieved a depth of 21mm as the
feedback system was based on the surface temperature of the bone. Furthermore, accu-
mulated water and debris were not completely removed. Since one of the main limitations
of our laser is the beam quality factor M2, we also calculated a theoretical achievable
depth for di↵erent M2 during 300 s, and showed the importance of improving the beam
quality. The laser beam parameters, i.e., energy, repetition rate, and beam size, were
also evaluated in the course of the optimization process.

Publication: Lina M. Beltrán Bernal, Ferda Canbaz, Antoine Droneau, Niklaus
F. Friederich, Philippe C. Cattin, and Azhar Zam, “Optimizing deep bone ablation by
means of a microsecond Er:YAG laser and a novel microjet irrigation system”, Biomed.
Opt. Express 11, 7253-7272 (2020).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1364/BOE.408914
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Abstract: The microsecond Er:YAG pulsed laser with a wavelength of �= 2.94 µm has been
widely used in the medical field, particularly for ablating dental tissues. Since bone and dental
tissues have similar compositions, consisting of mineralized and rigid structures, the Er:YAG
laser represents a promising tool for laserosteotomy applications. In this study, we explored the
use of the Er:YAG laser for deep bone ablation, in an attempt to optimize its performance and
identify its limitations. Tissue irrigation and the laser settings were optimized independently.
We propose an automated irrigation feedback system capable of recognizing the temperature of
the tissue and delivering water accordingly. The irrigation system used consists of a thin 50 µm
diameter water jet. The water jet was able to penetrate deep into the crater during ablation, with a
laminar flow length of 15 cm, ensuring the irrigation of deeper layers unreachable by conventional
spray systems. Once the irrigation was optimized, ablation was considered independently of the
irrigation water. In this way, we could better understand and adjust the laser parameters to suit
our needs. We obtained line cuts as deep as 21 mm without causing any visible thermal damage
to the surrounding tissue. The automated experimental setup proposed here has the potential to
support deeper and faster ablation in laserosteotomy applications.

© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

As in ancient times, present-day bone surgery still depends mainly on mechanical tools, such as
di�erent types of oscillating saws or burs [1,2]. The main drawback of using such tools is the
extent of mechanical stress they cause, leading to collateral (sometimes irreversible) damage in
patients; as a result, the healing process can be delayed or the patient’s life may change drastically
[3]. Likewise, the bio-compatibility and degree of contamination of conventional tools pose a
high risk of infection to patients. Because conventional tools are still made of metal, corrosion
and wear resistance have to be evaluated and minimized. Conventional tool use also limits the
surgeon’s ability to achieve functional cutting shapes. Several studies have shown the value of
using lasers to ablate bone, instead of mechanical tools [4–10]. Lasers can make contactless
cuts, thereby negating any problems arising from mechanical stress. Furthermore, the laser’s
contact-free interaction with tissues o�ers greater safety during surgical procedures. Only the
cover structure of the laser needs to be evaluated for bio-compatibility and various materials exist

#408914 https://doi.org/10.1364/BOE.408914
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which are both 100 % bio-compatible and suitable for enclosing a laser. By controlling the laser
with robot-assisted technology, highly precise and functional cuts become possible [11].

Initial studies of laser ablation of hard tissue started in the field of dentistry, in 1965 [12,13].
Since then, dentistry has remained the field best known for ablating hard tissues with lasers, with
typical ablation depths of hundreds of micrometers [14–17]. For instance, the frequency-doubled
neodymium yttrium aluminium garnet (Nd:YAG) laser at � = 532 nm has been used for caries
prevention in enamel [18]. Lasers like the carbon dioxide (CO2) at � = 9.3 µm, erbium-dopped
yttrium aluminium garnet (Er:YAG) at � = 2.94 µm, or erbium-chromium-doped yttrium-
scandium-gallium garnet (Er,Cr:YSGG) at � = 2.78 µm have been used for removing dentin,
enamel, caries, and soft tissue [16,19–21]. Several studies have shown that the microsecond
Er:YAG pulsed laser is highly e�cient for ablating hard tissue, and one of the infrared lasers that
produces the least damage to tissues. The Er:YAG laser has shown superior performance over
other mid-infrared lasers like Er:YSGG, Nd:YAG, Ho:YSGG, CO2, and Ho:YAG [5,11,17,22–24].
Studies have shown using Er:YAG to be safe for bone ablation even at very high energies of 1 J,
in-vivo human laser osteotomy and histology analyses are in [25], other in vivo studies are in
[9,11]. In a previous study using SEM images to detect mechanical damage, no fracture or cracks
were found at high energies of 940 mJ and fluence of 433 J/cm2 [26].

The primary ablation mechanism for microsecond lasers operating in the mid-infrared region
is photothermal ablation [27]. In photothermal ablation, the water molecules present in the
tissue vaporize when the laser interacts with the tissue, leading to high ablation e�ciency. Since
both water and hydroxyapatite, two of the main components of bone, have one of their highest
absorption peaks near 3 µm [18,28], ablation becomes more e�cient when using Er:YAG lasers.
Considering the variation among animals and persons, and due to age and pathological di�erences,
it is not possible to determine a unique distribution of the biological components of tissues.
However, according to studies that have established consistent and functional classification and
distribution for some components, bone consists of approximately 13% water, 27% collagen
and 60% hydroxyapatite [29,30]. When the laser impinges the surface of the bone, the tissue
heats up and a high pressure of several hundred bars is created on the water molecules located in
the interstitial matrix of the bone tissue. The pressure leads to localized microexplosions of the
material by vaporization [27,31]. To initiate the process, a certain amount of energy must be
applied to the tissue surface. This energy level, called the ablation threshold, is the minimum
fluence (energy per unit area) required for removal of the material [28].

The high temperatures generated during photothermal ablation of bone cause the remaining
tissue to dry out. Several heat e�ects occur in the tissue as its temperature increases. Soon after
the bone starts drying out, carbonization will follow, completely damaging the tissue. Therefore,
an irrigation system to re-hydrate and cool down the tissue is needed. For living tissues, the most
bio-compatible and convenient irrigation fluid is water; more specifically, Ringer’s solution or
0.9 % sodium chloride (NaCl). However, since water has an absorption peak around 3 µm, the
water used to irrigate tissues will absorb the energy of the Er:YAG laser as well. If the water
is not properly delivered to the tissue, the ablation rate may decrease, either because the water
accumulates and blocks the energy of the laser, or because the amount of water is insu�cient and
the tissue carbonizes [4,17,26].

Another challenge to overcome during laser surgery is the laser’s inability to selectively
ablate a specific tissue. To protect vital tissues that may come into contact with the laser during
the ablation process, a di�erentiation feedback system is needed. Recent studies have shown
that optoacoustic feedback or laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) can be used to
di�erentiate hard bone, soft bone, muscle, and fat [32,33]. To maximize the advantages a�orded
by a smart laser device and its associated feedback systems, the ability to control the system with
a robotic device would provide more e�ciency, safety, and the possibility of performing complex
surgeries, i.e. minimally invasive surgeries [34,35].
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Bone ablation implies heating e�ects, such as carbonization, when the tissue temperature
is above 100 �C. Therefore, the tissue surface may be irrigated to avoid damage to the tissues
surrounding the ablated area. However, continuous irrigation of the tissue can reduce the amount
of material removed as laser energy is absorbed by the water. In dentistry, the solution is to use
a continuous spray to disperse the water over the ablated area [17]. This way, the lasers can
make superficial cuts, < 2 mm deep. Water cooling has been studied and found to influence the
ablation process, depending on the amount of water applied and the type of irrigation system
used [4,17,26]. To optimize the ablation rate of the laser system, one must optimize the laser
parameters and the irrigation system used. The optimization process is usually not required for
superficial cuts (e.g. caries removal). For deeper cuts (in the order of centimeters), however, it is
necessary to optimize all parameters, especially if the laser system is to be adapted to real bone
surgery in the future.

In this work, we show the process of optimizing the irrigation system and the Er:YAG laser
parameters for deep bone ablation. We investigated the e�ect of constantly cleaning the laser
path (irrigated water, debris produced during ablation, and focusing lens) on the ablation process.
We explored the laser’s limitations in terms of beam quality and settings (beam spot size, energy,
repetition rate) and their influence on ablation performance. Based on the results of one-pulse
ablation, we estimated the ablation evolution for more pulses. The ablation process was analyzed
for both hole and line ablation. Our investigation shows that the key to harnessing and exploiting
the laser’s capacity for deep bone ablation can be summarized by three main factors: (1) the use
of an automated system that senses the need for irrigation; (2) the use of a high-pressure, thin
water jet capable of reaching deep into the crater during ablation while avoiding excess water
application; and (3) cleaning the laser’s path so that the beam can reach the bone surface without
encountering additional absorbing material. We propose a system that fulfills all three factors,
thereby ensuring optimal ablation process.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Laser, irrigation systems, and bone samples

A Syneron Litetouch Er:YAG laser with a wavelength of � = 2.94 µm was used for the experiments.
The pulse duration and repetition rate of this laser are 100-400 µs and 1-50 Hz, respectively. The
maximum average power of the laser is 9 W; the pulse energy and peak power are 10-900 mJ and
0.1-2.25 kW, respectively. To determine the divergence of the laser beam, we focused the beam
with a calcium fluoride (CaF2) lens of focal length f= 75 mm. Then, we measured the beam
diameter at di�erent positions along the propagation direction (z) by applying the knife-edge
method [36]. A hyperbolic function fit of the form d(x) =

p
a + bx + cx2 [37], where d(x) is

the beam size, and a, b, and c are the the fitting parameters, was used to determine several
geometrical properties of the laser beam, such as the beam quality factor M2 = ⇡

8�

p
4ac � b2.

We determined that M2 = 22, meaning that the beam diverges
p

M2 = 4.7 times more than an
ideal Gaussian beam (M2 = 1). We further determined the spot size of the focused beam and its
depth of focus (twice the Rayleigh length) to be d0 = 526 µm and DoF= 6.8 mm, respectively.

Several segmented (approximate dimensions 5 x 3 x 3 cm3) pig femur bones were bought at a
local supermarket, where they were kept in the freezer at -18� C post-mortem. The freshness of
the bones is unknown, however, the samples were stored in the freezer at -18� C after purchase,
and used within 48 hours. We performed three measurements for each experiment, so the reported
results are the corresponding mean values.

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the ablation setup. The Er:YAG laser beam was sent in a
horizontal z-direction and focused on the bone surface by means of a CaF2 lens with focal length
f= 75 mm. The bone sample was connected to a holder attached to an xyz-actuation mechanism.
Manual yz-actuation was realized using regular micrometer stages (PT1/M - Thorlabs) mounted
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perpendicular to each other, while x-actuation was achieved with a motorized stage (DDSM100 -
Thorlabs). All stages were kept static for hole ablation experiments; the motorized stage was
activated for line ablation experiments only. An irrigation system was used to cool the tissue
during ablation, while pressurized air was used to blow debris o� of the bone surface. Irrigation
feedback was provided by means of an infrared camera; this system will be described in detail in
Section 2.3.

Fig. 1. Photograph (top) and sketch (bottom) of the setup used to ablate bone samples with
an Er:YAG laser (1). A lens (2) was used to focus the beam on the sample (3). The sample
was mounted on an xyz-actuation mechanism (4). Tubes for the water jet irrigation system
(5); for air deviation (6) and for pressurized air (7) are depicted. An IR camera (8) was
placed to provide feedback about the sample’s superficial temperature.

We compared the performance of two di�erent irrigation systems during the ablation process.
The first system was an ESI Elveflow microfluidic system, consisting of a pneumatic pressure
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controller and a channel that pumps air to the water reservoir (80 ml capacity). Water is delivered
through a tygon tubing coil with an inner diameter of 500 µm, a maximum pressure of 2 bar, and a
laminar flow regime of 1 cm long. This system o�ers the possibility of controlling water delivery
through ON and OFF sequences with a time resolution of 0.15 s. At faster switching sequences,
the system is unable to deliver water. At constant irrigation, the water flow rate is 14 ml/min. The
tygon tube was placed along the xz-plane, as close to the bone surface as possible (5 mm, forming
45� angle with the bone surface). The second irrigation system incorporated a novel, specially
designed nozzle from Synova Laser MicroJet Technology, which produces a water jet 50 µm in
diameter, with 10-800 bar pressure, and a laminar flow regime of length approximately 15 cm.
A pump, the Maximator Schweiz AG Pressure Unit 690 bar, ref No. MP030066, was used to
deliver water through the nozzle. The pump can continuously deliver pressurized distilled water,
up to 690 bar. The Maximator pressure unit has a 10 liter reservoir tank. The water flow rate
at 30 bar is 4.8 ml/min. At 30 bar, the thin water jet is very gentle on the soft tissue, and poses
no risk of injury. Unlike the ESI system, the Maximator does not possess automated sequence
control. To block water delivery, we used air ((6) in Fig. 1) to divert the water jet just enough to
keep it away from the ablation area. Here we employed the ESI system to deliver the air at 2 bar
by changing its operational modality. The air was delivered whenever irrigation needed to be
stopped. To do this, the ESI air tube was placed above the Synova jet so that the air crossed the
Synova water jet almost perpendicularly.

We also investigated the e�ect of using pressurized air to clean the ablated surface and to stop
the accumulation of water inside the crater. For this, we applied constant pressurized air to the
ablated area at 3 bar in the xz-plane (5 mm, forming a 45� angle with the bone surface), opposite
to the irrigation system.

2.2. One pulse ablation

Fundamental models for laser ablation using only one laser pulse, such as the Blow-o� model or
the Steady-state model are well described by A. Vogel [28]. For the Blow-o� model, four main
conditions must be upheld. First, the distribution of absorbed energy in the tissue should be
governed by the Lambert-Beer law T = ��i

= e�µal, where T is the optical transmission, � is the
fluence transmitted after the incident fluence �i has traveled through an optical path length l, and
µa is the absorption coe�cient of the material. Second, a threshold fluence �th is required to
start ablation of the material; fluence values below �th only serve to heat the material. Third,
material removal starts only after a laser pulse has finished. Fourth, thermal confinement must be
fulfilled, which means that the laser’s pulse duration ⌧p must be smaller than the tissue’s thermal
di�usion time ⌧d. In this way, the energy is confined to the volume that absorbs the radiation. If
the energy is distributed over a larger volume, tissue damage may occur. These conditions are
fulfilled for lasers with pulse durations of ⌧p=100 ns or less. For the Steady-state model, three
conditions must be upheld. First, a fixed energy density is required to ablate a unit mass of tissue.
Second, ablation starts right after the laser pulse begins. Third, a threshold fluence is required
to start ablation of the material, just as in the Blow-o� model. Well above the threshold, the
Steady-state model predicts a linear dependence between ablation depth and incident fluence; the
model is valid for microsecond pulse durations or longer. Some studies [28,38] clearly state that
the applicability of either model to a data set of removed material may not be straightforward.
For instance, the model that best describes ablation might change depending on the fluence range
of the data set. Also, several e�ects are produced by the debris generated during ablation, such
as shielding. This debris a�ects the absorption coe�cient of the material, and is known as plume
absorption. In our experiments, we used pressurized air on the surface of the sample to counteract
the e�ect of the debris on the ablation process.

Investigating ablation with one pulse is the first step to analyzing laser ablation. Both Blow-o�
and Steady-state models were developed based on a one-pulse ablation process. Ablation with
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one pulse provides an understanding of the initial stage of the ablation process. To see the e�ect
of plume formation (debris from the ablation process) on ablation rate [28], we ablated samples
both with and without applying pressurized air to the ablation spot. We did not use high-speed
photography to observe plume formation, therefore, the extent to which debris was suppressed is
unknown. However, we set a 3 bar pressure which allowed for bone ablation without diverting
the water jet from the target position.

2.3. Automated feedback system using an IR camera

As a testing method and proof of concept, we monitored the superficial temperature of the
sample by means of an IR camera, FLIR A655sc. The camera provides up to 50 fps at full
frame 640 x 480 resolution, a spectral range of 7.5 to 14 µm, and an operating temperature range
of -40 to 150� C. The camera was placed above the setup forming an angle of approximately
45� to not interfere with other components on the laser ablation path. We used the camera to
register temperatures at 50 fps during the ablation process to determine whether the tissue needed
irrigation or not. For both hole- and line-ablated shapes, the imaging depth of the camera was
very limited, because the size of the craters (<1 mm diameter or width) and due to the position
of the camera with respect to the ablation area. Thus, feedback was based on the superficial
temperatures measured by the camera, mainly from the tissue surrounding the ablation spot.

While running the Er:YAG laser, the Maximator-Synova system, and the pressurized air
(at 3 bar) mechanism on the sample during the experiments, we used LabView to control and
synchronize the laser’s optical beam shutter (SH1/M - Thorlabs), the ESI pump, the camera
recording, and the translation stage movement in x-direction when ablating line shapes.

As a first step in the optimization process, we implemented a mechanism to detect the tissue’s
superficial temperature and to use this information to control tissue irrigation. To increase the
ablation depth, the optimization process was done only in order to avoiding early carbonization.
Nevertheless, other important heat e�ects, like the denaturation of proteins and collagen, occur
above 60 �C. Those e�ects also depend on the exposure time. For instance, in the case of
denaturation above 60 �C, the damage becomes irreversible if the exposure time is higher than 6 s
[27]. During ablation with a pulsed laser, the tissue undergoes dramatic changes in temperature
when irrigation is used in combination with the laser. The heat e�ects of ablation with pulsed
lasers plus irrigation on the tissues are not currently well known and depend on the specific
conditions of each experiment [8,39], where, most of the time, damage is detected through
histology or scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images. To increase the ablation rate without
creating carbonization on the surrounding tissue, we performed several experiments while setting
a temperature threshold on the camera. Whenever the tissue temperature reached the threshold
value, the irrigation system was activated.

In order to evaluate the automated feedback system and comparing it to other systems, the
parameters of the Er:YAG laser were kept constant for all experiments in this section. The energy
per pulse was 830 mJ and the repetition rate was 10 Hz. We performed di�erent experiments as
follows:

(a) Automated feedback with jet � = 50 µm and pressurized air: we used the Maximator-
Synova irrigation system (nozzle diameter �= 50 µm, at pressure P= 30 bar) as an
automated feedback system with the IR camera. We applied constant pressurized air to
the sample at 3 bar to clean debris and to blow o� the remaining water. An additional air
pump of 2 bar was used to divert the jet when irrigation was not needed.

(b) Automated feedback with jet � = 50 µm and without pressurized air: we used the
same system as (c) but we did not apply pressurized air to the sample target.

(c) ON/OFF sequence with jet � = 50 µm and pressurized air: we used the ESI irrigation
system with the condition (ON and OFF sequence) that we found to be the best in our
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previous study [26]. The water cycle sequence had a water ON duration of 0.25 s and a
water OFF duration of 0.9 s, giving a total period of 1.15 s. For this experiment, we used
the Maximator pump and the Synova nozzle with diameter � = 50 µm. Since the water
pump could not be controlled by ON and OFF sequences, we used 2 bar air from the ESI
pump to divert the thin water jet when it had to be OFF. Additionally, we applied constant
pressurized air to the sample at 3 bar to clean debris and to blow o� the remaining water.

(d) ON/OFF sequence with jet � = 50 µm and without pressurized air: we used the same
system as (c) but we did not apply pressurized air to the sample target.

(e) ON/OFF sequence with ESI jet � = 500 µm and without pressurized air: we used the
ESI irrigation system with tube diameter �= 500 µm at pressure P= 2 bar and using the
best ON and OFF sequence we identified in [26].
For the ON/OFF sequence with the ESI irrigation system we did not apply pressurized
air to the sample surface. Compared to the ESI system’s pressure capacity of 2 bar, the
available pressurized air was either insu�cient for blowing o� excess water and debris or
too high to divert the entire jet, and therefore exposed the target area to carbonization.

We investigated the performance of the irrigation systems and conditions described above
while ablating bone. Line ablation was performed using an optimized lateral speed for ablation
according to the results of our previous study [40]. Hence, the motorized stage ran at 8 mm/s
along the x-direction during ablation. We made up to 800 iterative line cuts at several y-positions.

2.4. Optical coherence tomography (OCT)

To obtain cross-section images of the ablated holes and lines, we used an optical coherence
tomography (OCT) system built in our laboratory. The OCT system has an Axsun swept laser

Fig. 2. Example showing manual measurement of the crater depth (yellow vertical line
from the crater’s deepest point to the surface, depicted with a red horizontal line) and width
as the FWHM (green horizontal line) from the OCT image using ImageJ software. In this
example, the depth and width were measured as 0.74 and 1.59 mm, respectively.
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source with central wavelength �0 = 1060 nm, bandwidth �� = 100 nm, and swept rate 100 kHz.
The acquired volume size is 7 x 3.56 x 7 mm3, and the volume rate is 0.37 volumes

s . The axial
and lateral resolution of the OCT are 11 and 40 µm, respectively. We acquired B-scans with a
field of view of 7 mm and imaging depth of 3.56 mm in air. For image analysis, ablation depths
and widths were measured by manual segmentation using ImageJ. The measured depth was the
distance from the deepest point of the cut to the surface of the sample, and the diameter (width)
was the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the cut. Due to range of depth limitations of the
OCT (max. 3.56 mm), the cut profile of deeper craters appears folded in the OCT image. To
measure the entire depth of such cuts, we moved the sample in the vertical direction using the
translation stage as often as needed until reaching the deepest point of the cut within the image
axial range. This procedure did not a�ect the final depth measurement because the medium was
still air inside the crater. Figure 2 shows an example of manual depth measurement of the crater.

3. Results

3.1. One pulse ablation

Figure 3 shows the depth values obtained with only one laser pulse as a function of incident peak
fluence. The continuous and the dashed linear fits refer to ablation with constant pressurized
air and without air, respectively. The graph shows the results obtained after averaging over 10
measurements for each incident peak fluence, the error bars correspond to the standard deviation
for each data point.

Fig. 3. Variation of depth values as a function of incident peak fluence in one-pulse ablation.
The craters were imaged by means of an optical coherence tomography (OCT) system with a
lateral and axial resolution of 40 and 11 µm, respectively.

In Fig. 3 the ablation was deeper when pressurized air was applied, meaning that the debris
were at least partially blown o�. The fitting parameters for the ablated depth l using pressurized
air gives the following equation for linear fit:

l =
dl

d�0
�0 + c, (1)

where�0 is the incident peak fluence and c is the intersection value on the vertical axis. The linear
dependence shows a constant ablation e�ciency regime (dl/d�0). Based on the experimental
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data, the fitting parameters are dl/d�0 = 0.0316 mm3/J and c= 0.02 mm. Equation (1) and its
fitting parameters are valid only for the fluence range used. Whenever the fluence range changes,
probably other model will describe the phenomena better. Because our measurements are in
the high fluence regime and ablation e�ciency is constant (linear fit) for one pulse ablation, a
Steady-state model [28] would predict the ablation evolution when more pulses are applied in
the specified fluence regime. Additionally, to estimate the maximum obtainable depth not only
in the middle of the cut (as shown in fitting Eq. (1)), but also along the crater at each depth (in
the xy-plane, r in cylindrical coordinates), the fluence applied to the entire xy-plane should be
estimated. A detailed analysis is presented in Section 3.2.1.

3.2. Automated irrigation feedback system using an IR camera

To automate the irrigation on the ablated tissue, we set a threshold value for which the camera
would register the temperature; this was done in a LabView program. To establish a temperature
threshold that both provides a high ablation rate and also prevents tissue carbonization, we tested
di�erent values in the temperature range of 30-150 �C. The deepest ablation without any visible
sign of carbonization was obtained at 104 �C, just above the vaporization temperature of water.
At slightly higher threshold temperatures, we observed yellow tones in the areas surrounding the
ablated spot, and the ablation was also deeper. For threshold temperatures above 110 �C, the
tissue was carbonized (brown and black tones) and the ablation depth decreased as well. The
yellowish marks on the tissue indicated an early carbonization stage [26]. Hence, we considered
temperatures above 104 �C unsafe for the tissue and set Tth = 104 �C as the temperature threshold
for the experiments (a) and (b), where we utilized an IR camera for feedback (Section 2.3).

3.2.1. Hole ablation

For the experiments (a)-(e), we used di�erent irrigation systems and conditions as described
in Section 2.3. The ablation times were in the range of 5-300 s (50-3000 laser pulses). For
experiments (c) to (e), we used the sequence of water ON= 0.25 s and OFF= 0.9 s. The Predicted
ablation as given in Fig. 4(a) was calculated for hole ablation based on the initial depth in fitting
Eq. (1), and extended in time according to the number of pulses used. Figure 4(b) shows a
comparison of ablation depths from the automated system (experiment (a)) and the calculated
cases where the beam quality is improved by lowering its M2 value. The M2 values used were 15,
10, 5 and 1, the latter being the ideal Gaussian beam. The beam shape of the Er:YAG laser we
used is unknown. Therefore, to calculate the propagation of the beam in z-direction, we used the
fundamental Gaussian mode TEM00 but included the divergence of our beam through its M2

value, M2 = 22. The fluence distribution �(r, z) along the beam (r-direction on the xy-plane) is
[41]

�(r, z) = �0

✓
w0

w(z)

◆2
exp

✓ �2r2

w(z)2
◆

, (2)

where �0 is the peak fluence of the beam,

�0 =
2Ep

⇡w2
0
, (3)

w0 is the beam waist radius at the focal plane, in our case w0 = d0/2= 263 µm, Ep is the pulse
energy and

w(z) = w0

vut
1 +

 
z�M2

⇡w2
0

!2

(4)

is the beam waist radius of the beam with wavelength �= 2.94 µm along its propagation direction
z.
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Fig. 4. a) Variation of depth over time for di�erent irrigation systems and conditions. b)
Estimated depth variation as beam quality changed from 1 to 15, compared to the ON/OFF
condition in a), where the beam quality is 22. The corresponding depth of focus (DoF)
decreases from 148 to 7 mm, and is written next to each curve.

After applying the fitting Eq. (1), we obtained an ablated depth for the first pulse with
pressurized air at 830 mJ (peak fluence 764 J/cm2). When replacing Eqs. (4) and (3) in (2), and
then in (1), and adding the depth obtained by the first pulse, we obtained the ablated depth for the
second pulse, and so on. Hence, the Predicted ablation in Fig. 4(a) shows calculations for bone
ablation with up to 3000 laser pulses (300 s), based on the first pulse ablation. Registered depth is
that of the middle of the cut (the deepest one). Likewise, the ablation evolution shown in Fig. 4(b)
was estimated by replacing the di�erent M2 values in Eq. (4). Hence, the ablation calculation is
also based on the first pulse ablation. In Fig. 4(b), the ablation evolution is shown for several M2

values and compared to the ablation evolution obtained in our experiment using the ON/OFF
sequence system for irrigation and pressurized air on the target sample (experiment (c)).

In Fig. 4(a), the Predicted ablation overlaps the ablation using the automated feedback system
(experiment (a)), up to 30 s ablation, giving a depth of almost 13 mm± 1 mm. Among the
experiments, the automated feedback with air (experiment (a)) yielded the best performance,
with up to 13 mm depth. After 50 s, the best performance was achieved by the ON/OFF sequence
using the Synova 50 µm diameter nozzle (experiment (c)), the depth at 50 s was 13 mm. The
diameter as the FWHM of the cut was approximately constant over time for each experiment.
The diameters were greater when pressurized air was used. The smallest one was obtained with
experiment (d) as 490 µm± 30 µm, and the greatest one with experiment (a) as 890 µm± 20 µm.
Figure 4(b) shows an important improvement in ablation depth when beam quality is improved,
i.e for M2 as low as possible. For instance, for a cut 50 mm deep (gray dashed horizontal line),
the ideal laser (M2 = 1) would take only 25 s to ablate it, while a laser with M2 = 5 would take
123 s, and a laser with M2 =10 would take 300 s. Our current laser (M2 =22) would never reach a
deep cut of 50 mm.

3.2.2. Line ablation

In real surgeries, surgeons desire flexible cut shapes (instead of deep holes) that meet the specific
requirements of each type of surgery. Hence, experiments with line ablation provide a more
realistic situation. To simplify the experiments, we ablated line shapes with a fixed length of
10 mm. We chose the four best performing experiments from the hole ablation investigation;
those were (a), (b), (c) and (d). The deepest line ablation achieved was 21 mm± 2 mm, and it
was achieved with the automated feedback system with additional pressurized air on the target
sample (experiment (a)). This experiment performed best along the entire range of # lines made
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Fig. 5. a) Photograph of a bone showing ablated lines, using the automated irrigation
condition for 300-800 iterations. b), c) Microscope images at 189 X, the areas from where
they were taken are in red circles in (a). d) Variation of ablated depth over di�erent numbers
of repetitive line cuts ablated on the bone surface. e) Variation of ablation rate over repetitive
line cuts.

on the bone. It is followed by the ON/OFF sequence, using the Synova 50 µm diameter nozzle
and pressurized air as well (experiment (c)). As in hole ablation, the greatest width was obtained
when using pressurized air (experiment (a)) as 900 µm± 100 µm, and the smallest one when
pressurized air was not used (experiment (e)) as 610 µm± 30 µm.

Fig. 6. Example of OCT end-face images of the bone sample for: a) hole ablation and b)
line ablation.
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The ablation rate was calculated as the ablated volume over the total pulses applied in each
number of line cuts (12.5 pulses per line). Since no OCT volumes were acquired, the volume
used here is an approximation calculated from the line width as the FWHM of the cut, the total
length of the lines (10 mm for all), and the achieved depths for the respective number of line cuts.
As seen in Figs. 5(d) and 5(e), the experiments performed without applying pressurized air to the
sample show poor ablation performance, while the experiments using the thin Synova nozzle
show the best performance.

No fracture or cracks were observed either by eye, OCT, nor microscope, examples can be
observed in Figs. 5 and 6.

3.3. Optimal laser settings for bone ablation

Alongside studying beam quality, irrigation system, and conditions for ablating bone, laser
parameters, such as pulse energy and average power, should also be optimized. The relation
between average power Pmean, energy per pulse Ep, and the repetition rate Rr is

Pmean = Ep · Rr. (5)

The beam radius w0 = 263 µm remained constant, the incident peak fluence �0 was estimated
using Eq. (3), and the average intensity Imean is

Imean =
Ep

⇡w2
0
· Rr =

Pmean

⇡w2
0

, (6)

in our experiments, the maximum average intensity was 3.82 kW/cm2, achieved at pulse energy
830 mJ and repetition rate 10 Hz.

Using the automated feedback system that performed best at fixed laser parameters up to 13 mm
depth, we adopted the same temperature threshold determined in Section 3.2 (Tth = 104 �C). We
performed two sets of experiments in this section. First, the number of pulses was fixed at 100.
Second, ablation duration was fixed at 20 seconds. For both sets, the laser energy varied in
the range of 100-800 mJ (Peak Fluence range 92-736 J/cm2) at repetition rates of 5, 10 and 20 Hz.
These line ablation experiments provide a broader view for understanding the influence of laser
parameters, like energy, power, and beam size, on the ablation process. Figure 7 summarizes the
results of both sets of experiments.

Figures 7(a) and 7(c) [7(b) and 7(d)] show the variation of depth as a function of energy
[average power]. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the performance of ablation with 100 pulses.
Figures 7(c) and 7(d) show the performance of ablation for a 20 s fixed ablation duration time.
Some energy and repetition rate combinations were not possible due to the limitations of the laser,
as mentioned in Section 2.1. The maximum average power of the laser is ca. 9 W. The maximum
obtainable energy after the optics used is 830 mJ at 10 Hz. For 100 pulses, the minimum ablation
depth was 3.2 mm± 0.4 mm at 100 mJ, and the maximum 7.1 mm± 0.3 mm at 800 mJ, both at
any repetition rate (Fig. 7(a)). For 20 s, the minimum ablation depth was 3.8 mm± 0.5 mm at
1 W, and the maximum 11.5 mm± 0.5 mm at 8 W, both at any repetition rate (Fig. 7(d)).

As did the ablation depth, the measured diameters as the FWHM of the cut increased with
the energy and average power. The diameter increased from 320 µm± 10 µm at 100 mJ to
840 µm± 30 µm at 800 mJ, and from 340 µm± 40 µm at 1 W to 1000 µm± 90 µm at 8 W.
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Fig. 7. Variation of depth values measured for: a) 100 pulses, energy range 100-800 mJ, b)
100 pulses, average power range 1-8 W, c) 20-second ablation, energy range 100-800 mJ,
and d) 20-second ablation, average power range 1-8 W. For all experiments, repetition rates
were 5, 10 and 20 Hz.

4. Discussion

4.1. One pulse ablation

The results from one-pulse ablation experiments can be used to estimate how the ablation will
evolve as more pulses are delivered to the tissue. Nevertheless, any prediction must also consider
several e�ects that might a�ect ablation performance. For instance, during one-pulse ablation,
the temperature increase was not considered, though it may a�ect the absorption characteristics
of the tissue. This is part of an accumulative process, where more pulses interact with the tissue.
We attempted to compensate for this e�ect by adding a temperature-based feedback system to
properly irrigate the ablated area with water. Another e�ect that could not be considered during
one-pulse ablation was the shielding produced by the debris generated from the ablation process.
The shield forms in front of the ablation area, and also absorbs laser energy, thereby disturbing
the ablation process. One-pulse ablation was performed both with constant pressurized air at
3 bar and without. As shown in Fig. 3, the air removed at least a portion of the debris, as higher
ablation rates were obtained when the pressurized air was applied. Moreover, due to the weakness
of the peak fluence as the beam propagates in depth, linear ablation cannot be assumed from
the first pulse. Summing up the initial depth several times to calculate the final depth after a
certain number of pulses is not accurate. To make the calculation more accurate, we included
beam propagation (Eq. (2)) in the z-direction and beam size evolution (Eq. (4)), considering the
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divergence of the beam through its M2 value and the pressurized air case. Still, more can be done
to further improve the accuracy of the propagation calculation. For instance, the real intensity
distribution of the beam is unknown, and was not considered, so we assumed the fundamental
TEM00 Gaussian mode in Eq. (2).

The ablation e�ciency found from Fig. 3 was obtained for the peak fluence range specified in
our experiments. Note that this value can change depending on the fluence range the measurements
are, as stated in [28]. Examples of di�erent fluence regimes where other ablation e�ciencies are
reported are in [42,43]. Additionally, most studies report the measurements calculated using the
average fluence, we did it with the peak fluence.

4.2. Automated irrigation feedback system using an IR camera

For ablation optimization, irrigation should be adjusted to each laser setting, like energy or
repetition rate. For example, the ON and OFF sequence using the ESI irrigation system in [40]
was optimized for energies close to 900 mJ at a 10 Hz repetition rate. This sequence might not
work well if it is implemented together with other laser parameters, even if they theoretically
yield higher ablation rates. An automated feedback system for irrigating tissue can be easily
implemented and adjusted to other laser settings or systems. By maximizing the ablation rate
with the automated feedback, the ablation process can therefore be considered independent of
irrigation. This process allowed us to proceed with finding the best laser settings, provided that
irrigation would adapt to each change in the laser’s parameters through temperature detection (see
Section 4.3). We determined a temperature threshold value of Tth = 104 �C; temperatures below
Tth were considered safe to continue the ablation process without any irrigation on the sample.
Temperatures higher than Tth were considered unsafe, as the tissue was at risk of carbonization.
Hence, once the threshold level was reached, water was delivered to the area of interest to keep
the temperature at a safe level.

For this study, the integration time of the camera is 20 ms, much larger than the pulse duration
of the laser (max. 400 µs at max. energy per pulse). Therefore, the registered temperature is an
average of the real temperature value. For this reason, we do not consider Tth = 104 �C as a stated
threshold value from now on. This threshold value must depend on the systems used. For using
the automated feedback proposed here, a calibration of the system must be always performed to
find a proper threshold value.

4.2.1. Hole ablation

When the ON/OFF configuration was used (with both jet sizes 50 and 500 µm), we noticed a
yellowish tone in the surrounding areas of the ablated spot, which was also reported by [26]. The
pre-carbonized condition (yellowish tone) was present for the ON/OFF sequence because the
rising temperature of the bone was never controlled. Since irrigation has a constant delivery rate,
it does not adapt to temperature changes of the tissue, making an automated feedback system
more important. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 3.2, for threshold values higher than
104 �C, although the ablation was deeper, the tissue had visible signs of pre-carbonization and
carbonization. Therefore, ablation depths can be increased but the drawback is a pre-carbonized
area that most likely su�ers thermal damage. The severity of the damage is beyond the scope of
this work, however, we continued to optimize ablation based on the criterion of not incurring
visible damage and ablating as deeply as possible.

As seen in Fig. 4(a), the ablation was always deeper for the conditions using pressurized air,
than for the conditions without. We know from Section 3.1 that pressurized air is necessary
during one-pulse ablation to blow o� the debris. Additionally, when ablating with more pulses,
the debris and the irrigation water not only prevent ablation because of the shielding e�ect, but
they also adhere to the lens that focuses the beam. Both phenomena become stronger as ablation
progresses, because they are accumulative processes.
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The e�ect of irrigation can be summarized in two stages: less than and more than 40 s ablation.
During the first 40 s, the ablation can achieve depths up to 12 mm. As expected, ablation with the
automated system (experiment (a)) was deeper than the rest and matched the predicted ablation
curve. Similar depths were obtained when using the ON/OFF sequence without pressurized
air and the 50 µm nozzle at 30 bar (experiment (d)), and the ESI system with the 500 µm tube
at 2 bar (experiment (e)). Nevertheless, after 40 s of ablation, the ON/OFF sequence with the
50 µm nozzle and pressurized air (experiment (c)) yielded deeper holes, but the ablation was
saturated. When we observed the samples ablated after 40 s, they were carbonized at the bottom
of the cut. This occurred because the camera could only give feedback from the surface of
the tissue. Since the irrigation water was frequently running over the surface, its temperature
remained below the threshold for longer. Additionally, the pressurized air had already dehydrated
the tissue at deeper layers, but there was no feedback about it. This is the main reason why the
curve saturates and stops following the predicted ablation curve. In contrast, with automated
feedback but no pressurized air on the sample (experiment (b)), carbonization did not occur, but
water had accumulated at the bottom of the cut. Both situations describe saturated ablation, see
Fig. 4(a) experiments (a) and (b). These results indicate outstanding ablation performance when
using an automated feedback system for irrigation. A mechanism for blowing o� debris and
remaining water, like pressurized air or an extraction system, is necessary. An automated system
that can monitor the bone layer by layer during ablation would improve performance further.
This information could be provided, for instance, by using phase-sensitive OCT [44].

In Fig. 4(a), the predicted ablation and the ablation using the automated feedback (experiment
(a)) follow the same tendency up to 30 s ablation. However, there is a discrepancy in the ablation
depth. The main reason for this discrepancy is that the real shape of our beam is unknown, and
we based our calculation on the ideal Gaussian beam shape. For our laser with M2 = 22, the
actual beam should be a combination of di�erent higher order spatial modes. The result is usually
a beam with several side lobes that were not considered in our calculation. The accuracy should
increase by computing the real shape of the beam.

Figure 4(b) shows the estimated performance of the laser in terms of ablated depth in the case
of a well-optimized irrigation system (i.e. no thermal damage and no accumulation of water or
debris). We are unable to lower the M2 value of our laser at present. The best performance of the
laser after 30 s (experiment (c) in Fig. 4(b)) is being compared to situations where the quality of
the beam would have been improved by changing the M2 quality factor of the beam, reducing it
to M2 = 15, M2 = 10, M2 = 5, and M2 = 1. We observed a great improvement when reducing the
quality factor M2. This information can be used in future to build a more e�cient laser capable
of ablating deeply and in less time.

4.2.2. Line ablation

Investigating the ablation of shapes is important for evaluating applicability and performance in
real bone surgery settings. In our study, we ablated lines using the best four irrigation systems and
conditions as determined by the hole ablation experiments, Section 4.2.1. As seen in Fig. 4(a), in
the case of line ablation we found that the automated system (experiment (a)) performed best over
the entire time window of up to 1000 s. The second best was the ON/OFF sequence condition
with pressurized air (experiment (c)). Due to the lack of pressurized air, the automated feedback
and the ESI sequential system, experiments (b) and (e), respectively, did not perform as well.
Unlike the hole ablation case, the di�erent irrigation systems performed as expected for line
ablation. We expected the automated feedback system to communicate with the irrigation system
if the tissue was dry or not, and irrigate the bone accordingly. The imaging depth limitation of the
camera was present for line ablation as well but the irrigation water was spread and distributed
more homogeneously over the line cut during ablation, resulting in a more uniform temperature
distribution. Hence, the temperature at the deeper layers of the ablated line was similar to that of
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the surface. Temperature information was then processed by the automated system, and irrigation
water was delivered accordingly. As shown in Fig. 5(b), we achieved a depth of 19 mm (line
length 10 mm) after 400 lines in 500 s (8.33 min). The maximum depth achieved was 21 mm
after 800 lines in 1000 s. Of the experimental setups provided, no other irrigation system could
improve the laser ablation to reach an equivalent depth. Additionally, as the pressurized air
cleaned the laser’s path, laser energy was mostly employed for ablation. Far less ablation depth
was achieved with the other three irrigation conditions. Their curves achieved a state of saturation,
thus, using those systems, deeper ablation could never be reached. Even with the second-best
setup (experiment (c)), the laser hardly achieved 15 mm depth after 500 lines and it continued to
be saturated. Experiments (b) and (e) reached saturation at 13 and 10 mm, respectively.

During line ablation, the advantages of having a thin water jet of 50 µm at 30 bar pressure
instead of the 500 µm at 2 bar jet became clear. The thin jet can reach ablated tissue as deep
as 15 cm without losing its compactness, making it ideal for deep ablation. Likewise, its high
pressure makes it so robust that it cannot be easily diverted from the ablation area when the
pressurized air hits the sample. Only the water that has already been delivered to the tissue is
removed by the pressurized air. Therefore, the cooling performance of this thin water jet was
exploited to great benefit in this study.

The maximum ablation depth of 21 mm of homogeneous cortical bone reported here exceeds
the maximum reported in literature. An Er:YAG laser with average intensity 1.89 kW/cm2 ablated
up to 15 mm depth of combined cortical, cancellous and diseased bone in [25]. An Er:YAG laser
was also used for human cadaver mandible osteotomy, reaching a maximum depth of 23 mm of
combined cortical and spongy bone [45]. The deepest ablation of cortical bone achieved using a
CO2 laser in [6] was 7.7 mm, with average intensity 83.8 kW/cm2.

Since the beam gets weaker as it propagates inside the cut, displacing the beam towards the
bone might increase the ablation depth. However, for our particular conditions, there is no space
available between the pressurized air and the bone, limiting the mobility of the bone towards the
beam. Despite displacing the beam can be a solution, in many systems where the displacement in
the propagation direction is limited, this would not be possible to do. For instance in endoscopic
applications.

A few studies on di�erent optical methods show that carbonization can be detected during
the ablation process. For instance, information about thermal expansion of the tissue, detected
by phase-sensitive optical coherence tomography (OCT) [44,46], can be used to determine the
temperature distribution. In the case of a plasma-generated ablation process, laser-induced
breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) could provide information about the carbonized state [47]. These
methods would be potentially more precise for pre-carbonization detection as feedback from
the tissue is provided layer-by-layer, not only superficially. These methods, however, demand
profound investigation before they could be applied rigorously to our study. Additionally, robust
systems would have to be adapted to the current ablation setup.

4.3. Optimal laser settings for bone ablation

Figure 7(a) shows the depth obtained with 100 pulses, while varying the energy of the laser
at di�erent repetition rates. At any fixed energy position, the ablation was almost the same,
independent of the repetition rate of the laser. In Fig. 7(b), at first, it seems like increasing the
average power by increasing the energy and decreasing the repetition rate is enough to provide
deeper ablation. However, when the ablation time is fixed, i.e. 20 s, it is possible to determine
how the ablation can be increased over time. In Fig. 7(c), at any fixed energy position, ablation is
deeper at higher repetition rates. Figure 7(d) shows that at any fixed position of average power,
ablation is the same, and only increases when increasing both the energy and the repetition rate.

To the best of our knowledge, the optimal combination of laser parameters (beam quality,
beam size, energy, and repetition rate) for deep ablation of bone, has not yet been discussed in
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the literature. Some authors report on the performance of lasers for superficial ablation (few mm
deep) [6,17,48], and some others report on the thermal damage to tissues [8,39,49]. As suggested
by the results of this work, exploring ways to achieve deeper ablation implies a more profound
study of irrigation systems and the optimal combination of laser parameters. Energy and average
power are often studied separately. For instance, it is well known that increasing the energy at
a fixed repetition rate increases ablation. In [15], the maximum ablation depth of enamel and
dentin was achieved at a maximum energy of 400 mJ and a repetition rate of 2 Hz (average power
0.8 W). Other studies show that when average power is high (13.8 W), the repetition rate is high
(200 Hz) and energy is relatively low (69 mJ) [24], bone ablation depth increases as well. It is not
obvious which combination of laser parameters will provide deeper ablation. One reason for this
is that the same average power can be obtained by di�erent combinations of energy and repetition
rates (Pmean = Ep · Rr). The second reason is because of the shielding e�ect provoked by excess
water and debris on the beam path. A slower repetition rate results in less accumulation of debris
on the beam path between one pulse and another [50]. Nevertheless, we managed to evade the
shielding e�ect up until a certain depth. Thus, it is now possible to study the ablation process
dependent on the laser parameters only, when using the automated system with pressurized air
up to a depth at which it is considered to work well (12 mm). Ablation now depends on which
parameter has a greater impact on the ablation rate: the energy, repetition rate, or average power.
According to our results (see Fig. 7), the deepest possible ablation is achieved by increasing
the average intensity. Thus, the energy and repetition rate should be increased, while the beam
size should be decreased (Eq. (6)). However, increasing the average intensity by decreasing
the spot size will result in faster divergence (decrease in depth of focus), leading to superficial
ablation only. A careful balance between spot size and depth of focus of the beam is required.
The ablation depth will depend on how fast the peak fluence �0 decreases along the depth until it
reaches the ablation threshold value �th. �0 approaches �th faster when the depth of focus (DoF)
is shorter. Then, it is also important to calculate ablation depth progress using the geometric
parameters of the beam, like beam quality M2, beam radius w0 and even beam shape �(r, x)
(Eqs. (1)–(4)). Additionally, thermal damage can be avoided by setting the correct repetition
rate. The repetition rate of the laser must not exceed approximately (10 · Td)�1, where Td is the
thermal di�usion time; Td = D2

z/4↵ [50], where Dz is the thickness of the damage zone, and
↵ is the thermal di�usivity of the tissue. For human cortical bone, the thermal di�usivity was
found to be 0.1461 mm2/s and for bovine cortical bone 0.2264 mm2/s [51]. For Er:YAG laser
with typical pulse duration of hundred microseconds, the damage zone of bone reported is up to
15 µm [22,39,52]. Thus, the maximum repetition rate that can be set is approximately 260 Hz for
human cortical bone and 400 Hz for bovine cortical bone.

5. Conclusion

The study of bone ablation using a microsecond Er:YAG laser was performed by exploring and
analyzing di�erent aspects that contribute to optimizing the ablation process. First, the result of
the one-pulse ablation experiment was used to estimate the ablation process after the application
of several pulses. In this estimation, we also considered the laser’s characteristics, such as incident
fluence, divergence, and beam spot size. Experimentally obtained ablation results, using di�erent
irrigation systems and conditions, were compared to the estimated ones. This comparison was
useful for understanding the limitations of the systems used in the experiments. For instance,
the ablated depth obtained with the automated system (experiment (a)) and the calculated depth
followed the same path until saturation started. Saturation (see Fig. 4) occurred at the point
where the bottom of the crater started to carbonize. The carbonization was due to temperatures
exceeding the threshold temperature we found Tth = 104 �C. At this point, the limitation of the
IR camera to detect only superficial temperatures was revealed. The need for an appropriate
automated system became clear, as well. With further information from experiments focused
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on thermal damage to the tissue, the ablation process could be easily adjusted by changing the
temperature threshold in the software. However, by implementing a system that is able to detect
a pre-carbonized state, layer by layer, and deeper as the ablation progresses, the feedback will be
more precise and the ablation will go deeper and faster.

A thin water jet of 50 µm at 30 bar pressure was very convenient for deep ablation. The jet
could deliver water deep into the ablated tissue, cooling the entire ablated area. Provided that
pressurized air or a suction system is also used to blow o� the debris and excess water, the
ablation will be optimized. This fact was especially visible for line ablation (see Fig. 5(b)) in our
study. The maximum ablation depth was obtained while using the automated feedback system
with a thin water jet and applying pressurized air to the sample. The maximum depth obtained
was approximately 20 mm, already considered deep ablation for bone. To optimize the laser
settings for bone ablation, the automated feedback system was used to ablate within the range
where it was working properly (depths below 12 mm). Besides correcting for thermal damage
that can occur due to high temperatures on the tissue and other phenomena that could drop
the quality of ablation, the most e�cient way to optimize the laser parameters is to look at the
average intensity of the beam. Increasing the average intensity may guarantee high ablation rate.
As observed in Fig. 7(b), for a fixed ablation time, the ablation is the same when the average
intensity remains constant and both the repetition rate and the energy of the laser change. Thus,
maximizing average intensity using any combination of energy and repetition rate will maximize
the ablation rate as well. In principle, the beam size should be decreased. Nevertheless, if the
objective is to ablate deep in the bone, there is a trade-o� between the size and the average
intensity of the beam. If the beam size of the laser is fixed, as it was in our case, the optimization
parameter (average intensity) is simplified as the average power of the beam (see Fig. 7(b)). The
drawback of choosing very high repetition rates is that the automated irrigation feedback system
must be fast enough to detect fast temperature changes on the tissue and that it might lead to
thermal damage if not set correctly.
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Chapter 6

Coupling laser light and

optimization of bone ablation

through optical fibers

The publication presented in this chapter shows how di↵erent optical fibers performed
when the Er:YAG laser was coupled to them. The fibers used were germanium ox-
ide (GeO2), sapphire (Al2O3), zirconium fluoride (ZrF), and hollow-core silica waveg-
uide (HSW). The main objective was to find a suitable fiber for use in a robotic endo-
scopic device for minimally-invasive deep-bone ablation. We evaluated the transmission
e�ciency stability of the fibers at di↵erent input energies, the transmission stability over
time at the highest achievable energy of the laser, and the transmission stability over
time at di↵erent bending radii. Based on the optimization results from Chapter 5, we
used the same water jet irrigation and feedback systems during bone ablation through
the optical fiber. For this purpose, the best performing fiber (which was the GeO2), was
used for bone ablation, and we designed a refocusing system for placement after the fiber
end tip. With the fiber system, we obtained maximum depths of 6.8mm in a sheep tibia
at 370mJ at a repetition rate of 10Hz, and 10mm in pig bone at 450 J, the latter is not
presented in this publication due to lack of repetitive experiments. A histology study
for bone ablated through the optical fiber is also presented, the images indicate that no
damage to the tissue adjacent to the cuts.

Publication: Lina M. Beltrán Bernal, Ferda Canbaz, Salim E. Darwiche, Katja
M. R. Nuss, Niklaus F. Friederich, Philippe C. Cattin, and Azhar Zam, “Optical fibers
for endoscopic high-power Er:YAG laserosteotomy”, J. Biomed. Opt. 26(9) 095002 (13
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Abstract

Significance: The highest absorption peaks of the main components of bone are in the mid-
infrared region, making Er:YAG and CO2 lasers the most efficient lasers for cutting bone. Yet,
studies of deep bone ablation in minimally invasive settings are very limited, as finding suitable
materials for coupling high-power laser light with low attenuation beyond 2 μm is not trivial.

Aim: The first aim of this study was to compare the performance of different optical fibers in
terms of transmitting Er:YAG laser light with a 2.94-μmwavelength at high pulse energy close to
1 J. The second aim was to achieve deep bone ablation using the best-performing fiber, as deter-
mined by our experiments.

Approach: In our study, various optical fibers with low attenuation (λ ¼ 2.94 μm) were used to
couple the Er:YAG laser. The fibers were made of germanium oxide, sapphire, zirconium fluo-
ride, and hollow-core silica, respectively. We compared the fibers in terms of transmission
efficiency, resistance to high Er:YAG laser energy, and bending flexibility. The best-performing
fiber was used to achieve deep bone ablation in a minimally invasive setting. To do this, we
adapted the optimal settings for free-space deep bone ablation with an Er:YAG laser found in
a previous study.

Results: Three of the fibers endured energy per pulse as high as 820 mJ at a repetition rate of
10 Hz. The best-performing fiber, made of germanium oxide, provided higher transmission effi-
ciency and greater bending flexibility than the other fibers. With an output energy of 370 mJ per
pulse at 10 Hz repetition rate, we reached a cutting depth of 6.82" 0.99 mm in sheep bone.
Histology image analysis was performed on the bone tissue adjacent to the laser ablation crater;
the images did not show any structural damage.

Conclusions: The findings suggest that our prototype could be used in future generations of
endoscopic devices for minimally invasive laserosteotomy.
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fiber; zirconium fluoride fiber; hollow-core silica waveguide; deep bone ablation; minimally
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1 Introduction

In the field of osteotomy, the use of lasers has been studied for several years;1–8 however, some
early clinical studies showed severe collateral damage and a prolonged healing process.9

In response, efforts have been made to optimize laser systems intended for laserosteotomy.
For example, modern Er:YAG laser systems have been used to remove intraoral hard tissue in
humans, without showing damage in subsequent histological analyses.10 More recent studies
have shown how the use of new irrigation and temperature feedback detection systems for
Er:YAG laserosteotomy can help achieve safe, deep bone ablation.11 Other results from a robotic
free-space laser device, CARLO®, based on an Er:YAG laser, show potential for use in
osteotomy applications. The CARLO laser device was used for the first clinical bone surgery
worldwide, where the functionality of the patient’s jaw was improved. After years of investi-
gation in the field, the device was used in July 2019 for an in vivo mid-face osteotomy at the
Department of Oral Maxillofacial Surgery, University Hospital Basel, Switzerland.7,12,13

Several aspects make lasers attractive for tissue ablation. It is a safer procedure with respect to
preventing bacterial and viral infection during surgery because of the contactless nature of the
laser–tissue interaction. Lasers also make it easier to achieve the flexible cuts (various shapes and
curves) desired during surgery, especially for cutting hard tissue. Although surgery with conven-
tional mechanical tools has evolved to be as minimally invasive as possible, the flexibility pro-
vided by these tools remains limited.14 Endoscopic devices have emerged for use in minimally
invasive procedures. These devices provide solutions for diagnosis and microsurgeries inside the
body where other tools cannot reach.15,16 For endoscopic laser surgery involving hard tissues,
some studies have shown the benefits of using fiber-coupled or fiber-based lasers.17,18 Lasers
working from 600 nm up to 2 μm can be easily coupled in low-OH silica fibers due to their
low attenuation in this wavelength region. For instance, a Ho:YAG laser at a wavelength of
2.12 μm has been widely used for lithotripsy;19 it can be used in endoscopic applications by
means of silica fibers, as can the thulium laser at a wavelength of 1.908 μm.20 For endoscopic
surgical applications requiring deeper hard-tissue ablation, such as a typical maxillofacial sur-
gery on the jaw or during knee surgery, a laser delivering more energy per pulse through the
optical fiber is needed. We return to the Er:YAG laser, which has shown outstanding results for
deep bone ablation.10,11 Throughout the history of fiber research, finding materials for coupling
laser light with low attenuation around 3 μm has not been trivial. Today, however, some
materials, such as sapphire, fluoride,18 and germanium oxide fibers,17 show encouraging results
regarding the transmission of infrared (IR) light close to 3 μm. The main purpose of this study
was to investigate some of the fibers known to efficiently transmit Er:YAG laser energy at a
wavelength of 2.94 μm. For this study, we chose four different fibers to couple an Er:YAG laser.
Transmission efficiency, resistance to high-power laser energy, and bending flexibility are the
key criteria to consider when selecting a fiber for endoscopic laserosteotomy, especially for
deep bone ablation.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Laser Source and Optical Fibers

The laser source used in this study was a microsecond high-power Er:YAG laser (Syneron
Litetouch) with wavelength λ ¼ 2.94 μm. The energy per pulse of the laser could be set within
the range 100 to 820 mJ, with a repetition rate range of 1 to 50 Hz and a pulse duration range of
100 to 400 μs. We studied the performance of four different fibers in terms of (1) the transmis-
sion efficiency and its stability over time; (2) the input tip temperature; and (3) the bending
stability of the fibers over time. The fibers chosen for our study are known to have high trans-
mission in the mid-IR wavelength range. To compare performance, we used fibers with similar
core sizes and a 1-m length. The glass-based fibers were made of germanium oxide (GeO2),
sapphire (Al2O3), zirconium fluoride glass (ZrF4), and a hollow-core silica waveguide, respec-
tively. Table 1 displays the main properties of the fibers used.

“Germanium” fibers consist of a germanium oxide (GeO2) glass core, a glass cladding, a
polyamide coating, and a thermoplastic coating in the external layer. “Sapphire” (Al2O3) fibers
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have neither cladding nor sheathing. “Fluoride” fibers are made of a zirconium fluoride (ZrF4)
glass core and have a double cladding. The second cladding is made of low index resin. It has an
external polyacrylate sheathing and germanate end caps. End-capping is a technology in which a
different material is spliced into the fiber tip to reduce the power density at the end tips, thereby
decreasing the heat as well. The inner wall of “hollow-core” fiber is made of a silver iodide (AgI)
reflector, covered by a silica tube and an external acrylate buffer. All of the fibers are commer-
cially available, except for the fluoride one. Currently, fluoride fibers are in a testing phase.
Figure 1 shows the end tips of the fibers when they are polished. The end tips were observed
with a fiber inspection scope (Thorlabs, FS200) and images were taken using a mobile phone
camera.

2.2 Coupling the Laser into the Fibers

Figure 2 shows a diagram of the setup used for our study. The setup diagram is divided into four
parts, representing the sequence of steps performed during our experiments. The coupling proc-
ess corresponds to steps (1a) and (1b). Two coupling mirrors M1 and M2 (1a) were used to
optimize the coupling process. In (1b), a calcium fluoride (CaF2) focusing lens with 25.4-mm
focal length was mounted to an XY translating lens mount. The optical fiber was inserted in a
fiber chuck for bare fibers (Newport, FPH-DJ), placed on a Z translating mount and an XYZθxθy
fiber optic positioner (Newport, FP-2A). With a laserM2 of 22, the lens provided a beam size of
292 μm at the focal plane. The divergence of the beam was θ ¼ 0.14 rad, which fulfilled the
requirements of the germanium and the fluoride fibers; it was a little high for the sapphire fiber
whose numerical aperture (NA) was 0.12, and too high for the hollow-core fiber (NA ¼ 0.025 ).
In previous experiment,21 a beam size of 328 μm and a suitable beam divergence of 0.12 rad for
the sapphire fiber was used; however, the fiber could not withstand more than 300 mJ. According
to the following equation for calculating the beam size D0,

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;103D0 ¼
2λM2

πθ
; (1)

Fig. 1 Microscopic images of the fibers’ polished surfaces.

Table 1 Properties of the optical fibers used.

Germanium
(GeO2)

Sapphire
(Al2O3)

Fluoride
(ZrF4)

Hollow-core
silica

Core size (μm) 450 425 400 500

NA 0.25 0.12 0.2 0.025

Attenuation (dB/m) 0.5 0.25 0.015 1.5

Min. bending rad (cm) 4 8 4.5 15

Manufacturer Infrared Fiber
Systems

Laser
Components

Le Verre
Fluoré

Laser
Components
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to satisfy θ ≤ NA for the hollow-core fiber with the current laser, the beam size at the tip
of the fiber had to be ≥1.6 mm, exceeding the size of its 500-μm hollow core. These facts
regarding the sapphire and the hollow-core fibers were taken into account in the subsequent
experiments.

2.3 Transmission Efficiency over Energy

In this section, we describe the transmission efficiency over energy for each fiber for 100 pulses
at 5 and 10 Hz. To determine the ratio of transmitted energy over input energy, we used two
energy meters ED1 and ED2 , depicted in Fig. 2. To determine the input energy, we used a
sapphire window (SW) to reflect a small percentage of the beam into the first energy detector
ED1, step (2a). The reflected percentage from the SW was about 0.5%. The transmitted energy
was measured directly with the second energy detector ED2 , step (2c).

2.4 Transmission Stability over Time and Temperature Monitoring

At the maximum level of energy transmitted by each fiber at 5 and 10 Hz, we studied the stability
of the transmission over 5 min. While measuring the reflected and transmitted energies [Fig. 2,
steps (2a) and (2c), respectively], we monitored the temperature at the fiber input tip, using
an IR camera, FLIR A655sc at 50 fps, step (2b).

2.5 Bending Stability

Fiber flexibility and transmission efficiency were studied by bending the fiber to different radii r,
as depicted in Fig. 2, until reaching the minimum bending radius reported by the manufacturer

Fig. 2 Schematic of the setup used for studying the performance of several glass fibers for trans-
mitting Er:YAG laser light. The laser was coupled to an optical fiber by means of two coupling
mirrors (1a) and a coupling CaF2 lens (1b). A portion of the initial energy was measured with
an energy meter ED1 (2a). The transmitted energy was measured with an energy meter ED2 (2c).
While the reflected and the transmitted energy were being measured, an IR camera recorded the
temperature of the fiber input face (2b). The bending stability of the fibers was tested by bending
the fibers to different radii r (3b), the transmission efficiency was also determined by the reflected
energy measured with ED1 (3a), and the transmitted energy measured with ED2 (3b). The ablation
performance of the laser through one of the fibers was studied (4). An IR camera was used as
a temperature feedback system to automatically control a water jet irrigation system. The water
jet (diameter 50 μm) was placed at an angle (β ¼ 30 deg) in the upper right quadrant of the
XZ -plane. A pressurized air gun was placed at an angle (β ¼ 30 deg) in the lower right quadrant
of the XZ -plane. The photograph next to (4) presents the final lenses and holder design used for
ablation.
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for each fiber (Table 1). The two detectors, ED1 in step (3a) and ED2 in step (3b), were used to
determine the transmission efficiency of the bent fiber over time. The measurement was per-
formed for 5 min at each bending radius.

2.6 Miniaturized Focusing System for Appropriate Ablation through Fiber

The ablation of bone in free space, using our Er:YAG laser, had already been optimized for a
beam size of 526 μm.11 We designed a lens system capable of focusing the beam in a manner
similar to that of the previous study’s free-space setup.11 Since beam propagation differs depend-
ing on the type of fiber it passes through (due to different output NA), the lens was designed for
the fiber that we considered most suitable for endoscopic laser surgeries, based on the exper-
imental findings. Figure 2, step (4) shows a picture of the lens design used for the ablation
experiments. The design is described in more detail in Sec. 3.4.

2.7 Bone Ablation Performance in Minimally Invasive Settings

Figure 2, step (4) depicts the bone ablation process. The samples used were sheep tibia cortical
bone from the Musculoskeletal Research Unit at the University of Zürich. The cadaveric sheep
bones were obtained from an animal euthanized in the context of an experiment unrelated to
the study reported herein. The cadaveric samples were used within 84 h after the animal was
euthanized, and kept moist at all times before ablation. Three ablation lines, 10-mm long, were
each created over a 4-min period. The irrigation system was composed of a Maximator pump
ref No. MP030066 and a nozzle from Synova Laser MicroJet Technology. The nozzle produced
a water jet with a diameter of 50 μm. For the experiments, the pump ran at 30 bar pressure.
Pressurized air of 2 bar was used to blow off the debris and the remaining water from the ablated
area. The IR camera described in Sec. 2.4 was used to monitor the superficial temperature of the
bone. Immediately after ablation, the samples were preserved in 4% formalin. One week later,
the samples were taken out for a short time to measure the depth and width of the ablated areas.
This measurement was performed using an optical coherence tomography (OCT) system avail-
able in our laboratory. The OCT system was composed of an Axsun swept laser with a 1064-nm
central wavelength and a 100-nm bandwidth. B-scans to analyze the images were taken with
a 14.5-mm field of view and 3.51-mm imaging depth.

The ablation setup used in our study, comprising an automated temperature feedback mecha-
nism (IR camera) for the irrigation system (thin water jet) and pressurized air, was described in
detail in our previous study.11

2.8 Histology

Sheep cortical bone samples were used to create cuts using the Er:YAG laser through an optical
fiber. The non-decalcified bone samples were fixed in 4% buffered formalin, then dehydrated
in an ascending series of ethanol, after which, the samples were defatted in xylene and immersed
in methylmethacrylate under vacuum; final polymerization was reached after complete infiltra-
tion. Thick sections (200 to 700 μm) were cut using a diamond saw (Exact® 310 saw), mounted
on Acropal slides and surface stained with toluidine blue. The sections were then imaged using a
macroscope (Z6 APO A, Leica Microsystems) with a DFC450 Digital Camera (Leica
Microsystems). For higher magnifications, we used a DMR microscope system (Leica
Microsystems) with a DC320 digital camera (Leica Microsystems).

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Transmission Efficiency over Energy

Figure 3 shows the transmission efficiency over the input energy of the laser, obtained for
each fiber at 5 and 10 Hz. Each data point on the graph is the average over 100 pulses with
the corresponding standard deviation.
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During our experiments, the transmission efficiency obtained for the sapphire fiber was
64%! 2%; however, other researchers have shown that the sapphire fiber can reach up to
90% transmission efficiency.18 The relatively low performance in our study was most likely
caused by a beam divergence that did not completely fulfill the NA requirements of the sapphire
fiber. As seen in Fig. 3, the fluoride fiber achieves higher transmission at low energies and then
tapers off; its transmission efficiency was 65%! 3%. The hollow-core fiber tip burned at ener-
gies higher than 400 mJ, resulting in the need to unmount and polish the fiber. The maximum
input energy for the hollow-core fiber (without burning) was 330 and 380 mJ at 5 and 10 Hz,
respectively. The lowest transmission was observed in the hollow-core fiber; at 5 Hz, the trans-
mission efficiency was only 51%! 1%, while at 10 Hz, the transmission was 45%! 5%,
decreasing over the energy. NA matching issues account in part for the low performance of
the hollow-core fiber. Of the fibers used, the germanium fiber showed the highest transmission
efficiency at 68%! 3%, similar to that achieved in other studies.22

3.2 Transmission Stability over Time and Monitoring the Input Tip
Temperature

After examining the behavior of the fibers exposed to different input energies, the transmission
stability of the fibers was tested for 300 s (5 min). We applied the laser’s maximum achievable
energy level, about 820 mJ, to the input fiber face. Since the hollow-core fiber could not with-
stand such high energy levels, we used energy settings of 330 and 380 mJ at 5 and 10 Hz,
respectively, for this fiber.

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the transmission efficiency of each fiber over 5 min at 5 and
10 Hz. The values (black data points) presented in each graph are an average of five individual
measurements, the gray areas represent the corresponding standard deviation.

In general, all of the fibers showed stable energy transmission over time. The fluoride fiber
showed a decrease in energy transmission in the first 100 s, but stabilized thereafter.

The input face temperature of each fiber was monitored while simultaneously measuring its
energy transmission. Figure 5 shows the average temperature of each fiber tip.

At 10 Hz, the temperature of the germanium fiber dropped within the first 100 s; this is in part
because the energy of the laser drops a little over time. The drop in temperature probably also
reflects a decrease in the fiber material’s heat capacity around the average temperature of 70°C,
measured with our thermal camera. At lower temperatures, there was no noticeable change in
the material’s heat capacity, as observed for both the germanium oxide fiber at 5 Hz and for the
other fibers. The sapphire fiber tip’s temperature increased the least among all of the fibers.
Additionally, sapphire’s physical properties make it highly resistant to scratches and fractures.23
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silica fibers at 5 and 10 Hz at different input energies.
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Therefore, for endoscopic applications, one may consider using sapphire fibers or splicing them
in other fibers.24 Doing so may reduce the heat at the endoscope’s tip, thereby also reducing the
risk of damaging sensitive material and making it easier to manipulate the fiber.

3.3 Bending Stability

After the fibers were tested for transmission efficiency, behavior over time, and input tip temper-
ature over time, we bent the fibers from a straight position up to the minimum bending radii
reported by the manufacturers.

Figure 6 shows the effect of bending the fibers on transmission efficiency. As in Sec. 3.2, we
delivered the maximum possible energy to the fibers. Each individual data point in the graph is
the average over 5 min of five individual measurements.

As seen in Fig. 6, the transmission efficiency of the fibers does not change remarkably when
bent to the minimum radius possible, except in the case of the sapphire fiber. At its minimum
bending radius, the transmission of the sapphire fiber dropped from 60% to 53% at 10 Hz and
from 67% to 60% at 5 Hz. The transmitted energy dropped in an unusual way for the bent
fluoride fiber: the fiber tip was burnt and had to be polished. The transmission efficiency of
the fluoride fiber at a 4.5-cm bending radius, as reported in Fig. 6, corresponds to the response
of the fiber after repair.

3.4 Bone Ablation Performance in Minimally Invasive Settings

Based on the properties of the fibers (Table 1) and the studies realized in the previous sections,
we found that the germanium oxide fiber fulfilled most of the requirements for use in endoscopic
surgical applications. The germanium fiber is biocompatible, showed slightly higher transmis-
sion efficiency than the other fibers (Figs. 3 and 4), and is the most flexible among the fibers
tested; its minimum bending radius is 4 cm. The only disadvantage of the germanium oxide fiber
relative to the others is the high tip temperature reached while the laser was being coupled.
However, this issue can be solved by choosing coupling and refocusing materials (for lenses
and holders) that dissipate the heat efficiently, or by adding a cooling system to the fiber.
The fiber tips can be treated, for instance. Previous studies have shown that the germanium fiber
can be spliced with sapphire, although doing so reduced its transmission from 68% to 65%.22

In this section, we present a refocusing system designed for the germanium fiber. The refo-
cusing system consisted of two lenses inserted into a holder. This system was used for ablating
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Fig. 6 Transmission efficiency of each fiber at different bending radii. The transmission efficiency
of the fluoride fiber at 4.5 cm radius corresponds to the response of the fiber after polishing its
surface. The input energy of the laser was 330 mJ (at 5 Hz) and 380 mJ (at 10 Hz) for the hollow-
core fiber, and 820 mJ for the others. The repetition rate of the laser was 5 and 10 Hz.
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sheep bones. Figure 7 shows a schematic of beam propagation after the fiber and the two
focusing lenses have been inserted, such that the beam focuses on the bone surface at almost
10 mm beyond the last lens. The lenses were ruby-doped sapphire ball and half-ball lenses
from Edmund Optics. The corresponding effective focal lengths were EFLf1 ¼ 1.37 mm and
EFLf2 ¼ 4.12 mm. The first lens was a ball lens with a diameter of 2.38 mm, while the second
lens was a half-ball lens with a diameter of 6.35 mm. This lens system provides a beam diameter
of 673 μm at the focal plane, located 9.3 mm away from the last lens.

The lens holder was 3D-printed in VeroWhitePlus, RGD835 material. This material is not
biocompatible and, therefore, not recommended for real surgery applications. However, it was a
very useful prototype and served to identify the benefits of our system, as well as the issues to be
improved.

Figure 8 shows a photograph of a sheep bone ablated with the Er:YAG laser coupled with the
germanium oxide fiber. For ablation, the maximum achievable energy of the laser beyond the
lenses was 370 mJ at a 10-Hz repetition rate. The ablation depth achieved through the germa-
nium oxide fiber was 6.82" 0.99 mm, while the width was 0.69" 0.06 mm.

3.5 Histology Analysis

As shown in Fig. 9, the laser was able to cut through sheep cortical bone in a straight path
through the bone lamellae. The structural features of the cortical bone adjacent to the laser path
remained intact, as seen in Fig. 9(c).

Fig. 7 (a) Schematic of the propagation of the beam after the fiber and the two focusing lenses
(represented by the two vertical dashed lines) have been inserted, calculated using MATLAB.
(b) Lenses and holder design made in SolidWorks.

Fig. 8 Photograph of one of the sheep bones ablated with the Er:YAG laser through a germanium
oxide fiber. All of the lines have a length of 10 mm. The first two lines and the fourth one were made
by scanning the bone 180 times (about 4 min at a speed of 8 mm∕s). The third line was ablated
with only one laser scan.
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4 Conclusion

Four fibers suitable for transmitting high-power laser energy in the mid-IR region of the spec-
trum were used for coupling an Er:YAG laser at a wavelength of 2.94μm. The setup was not
optimal for the sapphire and hollow-core fibers, since the divergence of the beam did not fully
match the required NA. However, the sapphire fiber remained undamaged at the laser’s maxi-
mum energy of 820 mJ. The hollow-core fiber could only withstand a maximum energy of
380 mJ, and the germanium fiber had the highest transmission efficiency at 68%! 3%, as
shown in Fig. 3. Transmission efficiency was stable for 5 min at 820 mJ for all but the hol-
low-core fiber, which was stable at 380 mJ. However, the fluoride fiber showed a drop in
efficiency after the first 100 s (Fig. 4). Figure 5 shows the input tip temperature over time.
In general, it was stable for all fibers, however, the maximum average temperature of the
germanium fiber’s tip showed higher temperature around 70°C compared to the other fibers.
When decreasing the bending radius of the fluoride fiber to 4.5 cm, we observed a drop in the
transmitted energy (Fig. 6) and an increase in the temperature of the tip. Examination of the
fiber surface through a fiber microscope confirmed the suspicion that the fiber had been dam-
aged. Based on the reported results, and on the results from our previous studies,21 we consider
the germanium oxide fiber to be the most appropriate choice for future endoscopic applica-
tions. Still, the temperature issue must be resolved, for instance, by splicing the end tips with
sapphire. We designed a lens system capable of focusing the laser beam after the fiber, at nearly
10 mm beyond the last lens, with a beam diameter of 673 μm. At the maximum achievable
output energy of 370 mJ at 10 Hz, we obtained an ablation depth of 6.82! 0.99 mm in sheep
bone. At present, the small working space of the fiber setup limits our ability to align the water
jet and pressurized air with the laser beam. Therefore, the irrigation and cleaning design must
be adapted to small working distances of less than 10 mm. Histology image analysis showed
no structural damage on the surroundings of the cut made with the Er:YAG laser through
the GeO2 fiber (Fig. 9). The fiber system presented in this study has the potential to be
implemented in endoscopic laserosteotomy systems.

Fig. 9 Sheep cortical bone with two cuts made with the Er:YAG laser through GeO2 fiber, shown in
panel (a). Higher magnifications in panel (b) and panel (c) show the bone tissue interface with the
laser’s path, as well as the tissue structure. The toluidine blue stain highlights the cells within
the bone and the lamellar structure, and shows how the laser can cut through these structures
in a controlled manner. The black arrows indicate the laser cuts. The scale bars indicate 1 mm,
500 μm, and 200 μm in panels (a), (b), and (c), respectively.
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Chapter 7

Discussion and conclusion

7.1 Discussion

The main objective of this thesis was to provide a laser system capable of e↵ectively ab-
lating bone as deep as possible. Since the focus was on minimally invasive laser surgery
using robotic endoscopic devices, the laser system also had to be flexible and minia-
turized. These requirements were fulfilled by using an optical fiber and a miniaturized
refocusing system placed at the end face of the fiber.

First, a microsecond Litetouch Syneron Er:YAG laser, working at a wavelength of
2.94µm, was characterized and used for free-space bone ablation. The Er:YAG laser is
already well known for its ability to ablate hard tissue; it is commercially available as a
dental laser. However, in dentistry, where it is used for superficial cuts, there is no need
to optimize its e�ciency. Since the highest absorption peak of water is near 3µm, work-
ing in a wet environment or using water to cool the tissue can a↵ect ablation e�ciency
for deep cuts if not optimized.

In the first paper from Chapter 4, we explored the use of a 500µm diameter water jet
for irrigating bone during ablation with the Er:YAG laser. An optimized sequence for
the jet was established so that the tissue would not carbonize. In the second paper, a
speed for line ablation of 8mm/s was found to yield higher bone ablation e�ciency; more
area was removed in less time, compared to other speeds in the range of 0.5 to 8mm/s.
At higher speeds, the separation between two pulses was not su�cient to provide homo-
geneous ablation along the cut line.

In Chapter 5, we used the Er:YAG laser with a novel 50µm diameter water jet for
irrigation, running at a pressure of of 30 bar, to reach deeper regions while cutting bone.
The ablation process was optimized by adding a temperature-monitoring feedback sys-
tem to avoid carbonization of the bone. A maximum superficial threshold temperature
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(which may vary in di↵erent configurations, depending on the IR camera properties)
of 104 �C was established; lower temperatures were considered safe for the tissue. The
irrigation system was activated every time the temperature of the bone reached levels
above 104 �C. With this system, a maximum ablation depth of 21mm (for line ablation)
could be achieved without any visible signs of carbonization. A theoretical maximum
ablation depth of 30mm was estimated, but could not be reached in practice because
the feedback system was based on surface temperature detection, which is not accurate
enough for depths greater than 10mm. Moreover, the accumulated water and debris were
not completely removed by the pressurized air. The results also show how the quality
factor of the laser beam (M2) a↵ects the ablation process; M2 has a direct impact on
the divergence and, thus, on the beam’s depth of focus. For constant beam size, as M2

becomes larger, the divergence is greater and beam intensity rapidly decreases along the
direction of propagation, stopping ablation once it reaches the ablation threshold energy
density. For the current laser with M2 = 22, the laser cannot ablate deeper than 21mm.
For hole ablation, theoretically, decreasing M2 by half (from 22 to 10) would permit a
cutting depth of 50mm, achievable in 300 s of ablation; the current laser quality, however,
would limit the depth to 18mm in 300 s.

In Chapter 6, four di↵erent optical fibers with low attenuation at 2.94µm, and suitable
for coupling high-power lasers were studied. The aim of the study was to find the best
fibers for use in minimally invasive laserosteotomy, and to evaluate ablation of bone
through an optical fiber with the help of a miniaturized lens system. In this study, the
germanium oxide, sapphire, and zirconium fluoride fibers were capable of withstanding
the maximum laser energy output (about 820mJ at 10Hz) for at least 5minutes, both
straight and bent. However, the sapphire fiber reduced transmission e�ciency from 60
to 53% at its manufacturer’s stated minimum bend radius of 8 cm. The fluoride fiber
tip burned at its minimum bend radius of 4.5 cm. The fiber was repaired and, finally,
the transmission e�ciency reached 72% at a 4.5 cm bend radius. Nevertheless, the fiber
was damaged again after completion of the last set of experiments. The fourth fiber
used was a hollow-core silica fiber. Since the beam divergence did not meet the NA
requirements of the fiber, the fiber burned at energies above 380mJ. Of the fibers tested,
the germanium oxide fiber performed best and seems to be more suitable for minimally
invasive laserosteotomy. The only drawback of using this fiber was the high temperature
that it reached at its tip, up to 75 °C, while the rest of the fiber tips did not exceed 60 °C.
The high temperature of the germanium fiber tip can be mitigated in di↵erent ways, for
example, by splicing in sapphire tips or adding a cooling system for the fiber. A lens
system was designed to refocus the laser beam from the germanium fiber tip to 10mm
beyond the last lens. The two lenses, made of sapphire, are 2.38 (ball lens) and 6.35mm
(half-ball lens) in diameter. This system provided maximum output energies of 450mJ
and 370mJ, and the maximum ablation depths achieved in pig and sheep bones were 10
and 6.8mm, respectively. In free space, we obtained a 9mm ablation depth at 370mJ
and 10Hz. The di↵erence in the ablation depths achieved by the free space and the fiber
systems can be explained by the alignment of the irrigation and pressurized air system
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used in the fiber system, which was not adequate for a working distance of 10mm beyond
the last lens to the bone surface.

7.2 Future research

Future work towards achieving an optimal laser system for ablating bone in minimally
invasive surgeries could address any of the following three issues: (1) Improving the free-
space Er:YAG laser system by using an Er:YAG laser with lower M2 factor and higher
energy. A member of our group is currently working in building such laser device. Such a
system should also be coupled in the fibers, especially in the germanium oxide fiber. For
higher input energy, the fiber tips must be treated to avoid rising temperatures. Also,
using a new laser may necessitate a redesign of the lens system to refocus the beam at
the bone’s surface. A new design should allow for a working distance as short as 10mm;
the irrigation jet and the pressurized air should be well aligned, so that both constantly
follow the ablated spot during the ablation process. Likewise, the temperature feedback
system can be improved, for example, by using an OCT system to locally and constantly
monitor the temperature of the ablated area during the ablation process. The OCT
study for temperature control has already started in our laboratory [100]. (2) Using a
low energy laser, such as the microsecond Thulium fiber laser, with a simple coupling
process. Energy amplification occurs within the fiber medium, so coupling energies are
usually very low. In addition, low-OH silica fibers with a core diameter of 100µm could
be used in endoscopic applications, as the fibers are more flexible. One possible drawback
of this system is that the ablation would not likely be deep enough for some bone surgery
applications; the energy is usually less than 1mJ, and contrary to the case of Er:YAG
lasers, the absorption of water near 2µm is quite low. (3) Using a diode-pumped Er:YAG
laser with higher repetition rate and lower energy. The main advantage is that this laser
is compact and nowadays is made for easily coupling a terminated fiber for high power
delivery.

7.3 Conclusion

For this thesis, a microsecond Er:YAG laser with a wavelength of 2.94µm was used
for deep ablation of cortical bone in free space and through fiber. First, the laser and
irrigation systems were optimized for bone ablation, reaching maximum depths of 21mm.
Next, the laser light was coupled at its highest power, about 8W; 820mJ at 10Hz into
four di↵erent fibers. The germanium oxide GeO2 fiber performed best among the fibers
used, providing ablation depths of up to 10mm. Overall, the combination of an Er:YAG
laser, a thin water jet for irrigation, a temperature feedback system, and germanium oxide
fibers, together with a miniaturized refocusing lens system, o↵er a promising system for
implementation in a robotic endoscopic device for minimally invasive laserosteotomy
procedures.
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